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Christmas programs
scheduled at library
Christmas programs will be
presented in the Calloway County
Public Library throughout
Christmas week, according to
Margaret Trevathan,director.
"A World of Christmas" is the
theme for • this year's holiday
celebrations and scheduled are
music, open house, Santa and programs for the week so that school
children will be free to visit the
library.
Carefully chosen items from approximately 38 countries are being shown in the main library. A
large collection of dolls from all
over the world, an antique
Christmas Card Collection and
holiday dress from many countries are a part of the hundreds of
items displayed.
Linda Bartnik, a library
volunteer, chaired the volunteer
committee to collect and arrange
the displays according to various
areas of the world.
The volunteers, under the direction of the libary staff coordinator
Gerry Reed, also decorated the
library and annex in Christmas
greenery and trees.
The Library will observe
regular hours through Thursday
this week,9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Holiday closings for the library
will be Friday, Saturday and Sunday, Dec. 24, 25 and 26, and Friday, Saturday and Sunday, Dec.
31,Jan. land Jan. 2.
Library volunteers are to be
guests at a Christmas coffee given

Annex, courthouse
offices to be closed
Ann Wilson, Circuit Court Clerk
for Calloway County, announced
her offices in the Robert 0. Miller
Annex will be closed Thursday
and Friday, Dec. 23 and 24, in
observance of the Christmas
holidays.
Mrs. Wilson said her offices also
will be closed Thursday, Dec. 30,
and Friday, Dec. 31, in observance of the New Year's holidays.
Offices in the Calloway County
Courthouse will be closed Thursday and Friday.
All offices will reopen Monday,
Dec. 27.

by the staff on today, Monday, at
10 a.m.
A program of Christmas music
will be presented on Tuesday from
5 to 8 p.m. in the meeting room of
the main library. Included will be
the Children's Choir from the
Westside Baptist Church. The
public is invited.
On Wednesday from 3 to 4 p.m. a
Christmas Puppet show will be
presented by the Memorial Baptist Church Puppeteers. Santa
Claus also will make a visit to the
library during this hour. Children
of all ages are invited to this program which will also be in the
main library meeting room.
Regularly scheduled Story
Hours will be conducted at their
same time all week, according to
Susan Mason, library program
director. Story Hour for Parents
and Two-Year-Olds will be held on
Wednesday from 9:30 to 10 a.m.
and Tuesday Story Hour times are
from 10:30 to 11:30 a.m. and from
3:30 to 4:30 p.m.

District jury
list announced
The following names were
drawn in open court Dec. 10 and
are stunrnon,sed to report for jury
duty in the Calloway County
District Court on Friday,Jan.7,at
9 a.m.
Mary D. Atkins, Marilyn J. Barrett, Martha Cherry, Mark W.
Cunningham, Dulcie Douglas,
Linda Kay Farley, Charles David
Gibbs, Henry M. Greer, Roy Allen
Harmon, Keith Higgins, Janell F.
Howard,
Eual Kimbro, Wanda S. Kimbra, William A. Ladd, Jr., Beartrice Litchfield, James E. Owen,
Linda D. Parker, Rubena Peal,
James H. Pierce, Jack W. Shroat,
Jean A. Simmons, Shirley C.
Smith, Helen Spann, Clifford Dale
Spencer,Jimmy E.Stubbs,
Shane Tidwell, Grover Waid,
Kim Wallis, Rosemary Warner,
Elizabeth Whitmer, Rose Cowan
Wilder, Margaret Wilkins, Billy J.
Williams, Robert Ryan Wilson,
Lucy Wright, and Janie T. Zimmerman.

BY CANDLELIGHT — As part of a neighborhood project headed
by Dr. Howard Titsworth, residents along Olive Blvd. lighted candles

Sunday night. The candles will agate he lighted at 11:311 p.m. tonight.
Staff photo by Dove Reeves

House debates emergency spending bill
WASHINGTON (AP) — Faced
with President Reagan's veto
threats and the prospect of a
government shutdown, the House
debated an emergency spending
bill today that contained none of
the public works jobs money
Reagan opposed.
Congressional tiegotiatord, haggling for 12 hours Sunday,
eliminated billions of dollars in
aid for the jobless from the
measure.
But while the conferees went
along with Reagan on jobs provisions, they dealt another blow to
his plans for the MX missile by
refusing to approve $9811 million to
buy the first five weapons.
Meanwhile, hundreds of federal
workers were told to stay on the
job today as Reagan weighed the
compromise stopgap measure

that would keep much of the
bureaucracy operating.
Presidential spokesman Larry
Speakes told reporters that White
House aides were going over the
compromise, expected to win final
congressional approval and be
sent to Reagan later today.
Asked if there was anything in
the MI to which Reagan objected,
Speakes said "I can't think of
anything," although he pointed
out that aid to Israel was higher
than that sought by the president.
Later, though, he noted, "the obvious omission is the production
funds for the MX."
In the meantime, he added, the
Office of Management and Budget
was telling federal agencies to
continue work on plans to furlough
non-essential workers. But, he
said, "there will be no furloughs

today."
Any decision on shutting down
the government would be made
later, he added.
He said the federal workers will
be notified of any furloughs late
today or before they are due to
Mart on Tuesday. If Reagan has
not decided whether to sign the
spending bill before Tuesday morning, the workers will be told to
stay home.
Speakes said the furloughs, if
carried out, would affect about
300,000 people.
He said the legislation, the product of a compromise worked out
Sunday by House and Senate
negotiators, was not expected to
be approved by the two chambers
and reach Reagan's desk "until
very late tonight or early tomor-

Meanwhile, Education Department spokesman Lou Mathis said.
"We're on hold." At the Department of Health and Human Services, spokesman Rues Mack
said, "As of now, it's business as
mud." Commerce Department
openitions were also normal.
Much of the government officially ran out of money to
operate at midnight Friday
became the House and Senate and
not agreed on, and Reagan had not
signed,a stopgap spending bill.
leaders predicted
th °
12rr
iouee
alialand Senate would
ratify the compromise stopgap
money MD today and send it to the
White House.
Reagan's signature would
resume the flow of money to much
of the federal government and
remove the last major obstacle to
the adjournment of. weary lameduck 97th Congress.
White House spokesman Peter
Roussel said Sunday night, "the
president will wait and see what
the bill looks like when it comes
down here to him" in its final
form.
&OOP CAtEF1
IT SAY5 HeRE
ONLY 5 MORE
PAYS 'TIL
CHRISTMAS1

sunny afternoon
CHRISTMAS PROGRAM — Murray Middle School students got in the holiday spirit
during ,Christmas assembly at the school. (From upper left, clockwise) Sixth graders
play the melodies of Christmas on their tonettes. Fifth graders perform the Mexican

folktale,"The Small One." Seventh and eighth grade lingers Perform and 4agat1i graders
sing with teachers Roy Weatherly and Pam CartwrighL The middle school music
students are under the direction of Joan Bowker.
Staff photos by Jeanie Gorden

Today, some cloudiness this
morning but mostly sunny by
afternoon. High from the upper
40s to lower SOs West winds 10
La 15 mph. Tonight, mostly
clear with light winds Low
tram the mid Ms to around 30
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Character of Christmas

(her Christmas hangs eloquence ofsilence
(EDI1DR'S NOTE — This fivepart Ohrielmaa series by AP
religion writer Gorge W. Cernell,
"Character of Christmas,"
originally published in 1984, is being reissued. This first instalimait
of the series about the special
qualities of Christmas — silence,
humility, brotherhood, knowledge
and love — examines the silence
and hush of Christmas.)
By GEORGE W.CORNELL
AP Religion Writer
A whispering, a still small
voice, so faint and passing
strange.
It seems remote, yet positively
near. How puzzling and indistinct.
But wait...be still.
"Have you not known? Have
you not heard? Has it not been told
you from the beginning?"
Far back, it trembled in the prophet's cry, re-echoing through
time. So dimly distant, yet persisting somehow, lingering in the
present hour.
"Draw near, 0 nations ...
Hearken,0 peoples ... your salvation comes."
A world, strident and
distracted, scarcely hears. A
restless clangor fills the introverted air, and overwhelms the
muted, unseen stirring close at
hand.
But is it real? And is it now?
The store aisles swarm. The
hawkers shout, and anxious arms
clutch at the glinting wares. The
lamplights flash; parades go by;
the streets are clogged with
freight, with horns, with rush and
crush and babble.
There's hardly any room at inns
in Bethlehem or other towns.

"Behold, I stolid at the door and language of the heart.
knock..."
This hidden chord, this latent
So quiet, so cakn that call. It's undercurrent, fashions the slew
hard te apprehend amid the tric mystery of Christ's arrival. In
rataplan of life, amid the hectic the velvet stillness of the night,
crunch'and hammering of steel obscure, unknown, the sacred incities.
tervention came.
Yet someone heard. A peasant
It was quiet and sequestered in
Jewiah maiden heard,in solitude.
that stall in Bethlehem, where
"Hail,0favored one,the Lord is Joseph and his wife took shelter. It
with you."
was quiet in the shepherd's field
In silence and alone, she sensed below, and quiet in the starry firthat gentle utterance, incredulous mament above.
and wondering. "Do not be afraid,
"Listen ... in silence, 0
Mary...you will conceive., and coastlands," the olden prophecies
bear a son...Jesus...son of the Implored. "A voice cries in the
Most High."
wilderness ... and the glory of the
Over Christmas hangs that veil- Lord shall be revealed."
ed and silver eloquence of silence.
Yet who would bear? HumanityThus it was When it began.
at-large, obsessed with clamorous
Only Mary, in the secret moor- pursuits, had little mind for
ings of her soul, discerned the fragile voices, for the thin and
mystic message. No others heard lonely cry from far frontiers. The
or witnessed her response. "let it Jangling age blots out the inward
be to me according to your plea.
word..." Amazement bound her
Unnoticed, little nook of birth,
lips.
how still you lie. "Above the deep
She told no one in Nazareth, not and dreamless sleep, the silent
even Joseph, her betrothed, con- stars go by."
fiding later only to Elizabeth, an
Few knew or paid the slightest
aging cousin in another town. It's heed. Seldom does a noisy world
odd, in moments of the greatest detect the wonders of the quiet.
feeling, one speaks not at all, or Only isolated herdsmen of the hills
breathlessly. "My soul doth and contemplative Magi were
magnify the Lord..."
aware. "But Mary kept all these
Troubled Joseph, too, found things, pondering them in her
reassurance in the deep discovery heart."
of a dream."Joseph,son of David,
That curious quality of silence
do not fear to take Mary your marks the greatest workings of
wife...that which is conceived in existence. Silence is the corridor
her is the Holy Spirit; she will of creativity, the way of thought,
bear a son...Emanuel...God with of deepest love, of germinating
us."
seed, of insight and conviction.
How tenuous and delicately
"Be still," the psalms advise,
spun the keenest understandings. "and know that lam God."
Neither arts nor explanations can
Time and life itself transcend
define them fully. They are couch- audibility. And only in the traned in that profound and wordless sience of time, in passing acts and

liaitants, do the lasting fruits of
aileeee break into the stream of
raucous human history which
stores them up — in silence.
Thereby does Christmastime attain its timelessness. Eternity is
Joined with time. "When the time
had fully come," wrote Paul,
"God sent forth his son, born of
woman..." The riches of the quiet
wellspring of infinity were poured
into the shrill and finite episode of
mortal man.
Aptly, silence clothed the process from the start. The wise men
of the East did not divulge what
they had found, and traveled
home a secret route to guard their
hallowed information.
Twice again, the woodsman
Joseph realized his duty in the
silent murmurings of sleep — warning him to flee to Egypt to protect the child from Herod's sword
in Bethlehem, and later, indicating the return to Nazareth.
Fromdhi.s childhood to the age of
30, Jesus' years were wrapped in
utmost silence. Nothing is disclosed of them. "His mother kept all
these things in her heart."
Later, in his ministry, he often
slipped away in solitude for reinforcement. In the golden orb of
silence, he drew strength and
peace, the elements enfolding his
nativity on earth.
The racket of the world, the
ringing, roaring, growling, pounding din of engines, instruments
and tongues may deafen conscience to the gracious wooing of
that silent sphere, but it endures.
And falls upon the tranquil ear. Be
still to hear, he said to man,and "I
will come to him."
TOMORROW: Humility.

Prichard praises action to streamline professional schools
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — The
chairman of a citizens' group that
recently studied higher education
in Kentucky has praised a move to
streamline the state's professional schools.
But Frankfort attorney Edward
F. Prichard Jr. also has warned
that sufficient time should be
allowed to make sure that proper
action is taken with the plan.
Prichard, who headed a committee, that studied Kentitary's
higher education system in 1980

and 1981, said professional schools
use large amounts of money and
"until now have been more or less
overlooked."
Prichard's committee recommended shutting down one of
three law schools, but made no
mention of closing a dental school
or merging medical centers.
Kentucky's professional schools
are probably due for cost-cutting,
he said, but the state Council on ,
Higher: Education should devote
enough time Si deal wig:1Am issue
;

0.1

in depth.
The council was directed by its
executive committee last Thursday to study the possibility of closing one of the state's three law
schools and one of two dental
schools to save money.
The study will apply to law
schools operated by the University of Kentucky, University of
Louisville and Northern Kentucky
University, and the dentfl schools
at UK and Weft.
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director, was told to outline at a
Jan. 13 meeting how much could
be saved by closing a law school.
By March, Snyder must list the
possible savings from closing a
dental school, and by July, the
potential savings from combining

Nagel, Ky.

By BOB TICK—
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
Senate stalemate over President
Reagan's proposal to give surplus
grain to farmers cutting production has probably killed the bill's
chances in the lame-duck Congress, legislative leaders say.
Without it, Agriculture Secrertary John Block says he can only
implement the payment-in-kind
program on a very limited basis
that would have little if any effect
on the 1983 crop. Even then the
program would be subject to court
challenges.
Senate Majority Leader Howard
Baker, R-Tenn., tried to bring the
bill to a Senate vote Sunday, but
was blocked by Sen. John
Melcher,D-Mont.
"I fear we won't get a bill at
all," Sen. Jesse Helms, R-N.C.,
said as the last-ditch attempt failed to push the legislation through
the Senate during the closing days
of the session.
Melcher admitted that
something must be done to help
the nation's farmers, who are facing near-record surpluses that are
forcing market prices toward
Depression-era levels.

Correction

4924136

In a recent article, Resa Bascik
was incorrectly identified as a
registered critical care pediatric
nurse. Mrs. Bascik is a licensed
practical nurse and she assists her
husband, Dr. Robert Bascik, who
is a neonatalogist.
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fessional programs, instead of an
overall approach to cost cutting,"
he said. "Surely we're not the only
institutions where money could be
saved."
UK President Otis Singletary
also called for a "broader view"
of cost reductions.

Stalemate probably kills grain biL

Dee's Bank of Hazel

753-3880

the UK and U of L medical centers
into a two-campus medical center
with a single governing board.
U of L President Donald Swain
said he feared the impact on U of
Land UK would be uneven.
"I'm disappointed that apparently the focus-is only on pro-

But he claimed the enthtliffig
legislation for the payment-inkind, or PIK, program grants
Block too much new authority
"without some guidelines, without
some restraint, without some protection in the market place."
"The word I'm getting is not to
buy a PIK in a poke," Melcher
said.
Block, who began seriously
discussing the program just a
month ago, had asked Congress to
repeal restrictions on the sale of
federally owned commodities at
less than market prices and lift a
$50,000 limit on the payments a
farmer can receive from the
government.
With that new leeway, Block

said he could fully irriplemtnt
PIK, which is intended to dispose
of huge, price-depressing commodity surpluses and slash
billions of dollars from the government's farm program budget.
Under the program, farmers
already participating in cashpayment land idling programs
will be given surplus grain to sell
or use, as they choose — in return
for idling even more land in 1983.
The combination of disposing of
surplus grain and reducing production is intended to limit supply
and thus raise market prices.
Block has said a decision on how
far he can go ,without legislation
should be ?eached by midJanuary.

Gas hike dravit nearer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Senate, battling filibusters at
every turn, plodded toward a vote
today on President Reagan's
nickel-a-gallon hike in the federal
gasoline tax with leaders predicting its adoption.
Senate Majority Leader Howard
Baker, R-Tenn., helped by
Democrats. Managed to choke off
a filibuster Sunday night and then
work out an agreement to end consideration of scores of proposed
amendments by this evening so
the overall bill could be put to the
first of two votes needed for final
approval.
"I think that we'll pass the bill,"
said Sen. Russell Long, D-La., the
ranking Democrat on the Senate

Finance Committee.
Finance Committee Chairman
Bob Dole, R-Kan., was just as optimistic, predicting differences
would be ironed out with the
House, which passed a similar bill
two weeks ago, and the president
would sign the measure, intended
to create 320,000 jobs.
The bill's small corps of
Republican critics have used
parliamentary tactics to delay action on the measure for 10 days.
C,onsequenly, Baker withdrew the
bill temporarily last week, angering the president who has been
personally lobbying its opponents.
He sharply criticized them for the
filibuster in a nationallybroadcast radio interview.

Don't let white catch you napping
As the temperature outside
drops you can expect your
electric bill to go up During
the cold weather your electric
heating system has to work
hard to keep you comfortable

All costs involved in
supplying electricity—fuel,
construction, interest.
materials', labor, taxes.
etc —are increasing But
remember, you pay only for

the electricity you use So
reduce your heating costs
by installing adequate
insulation and weatherization
measures and keeping your
'hermostat at 68 degrees

1
West Ky. Rural Electric Coop Corp.
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Keep Meese
No corporation, organization or bureaucracy is
without its power plays by the ambitious near the
top rung of the ladder. The White House is hardly an
exception. While the continuous reports of rivalry
among top advisers of President Reagan should be
taken with a grain of salt, there frequently is a
grain of truth behind any rumor.
One we find particularly distressing is that
longtime Reagan confidant, presidential counselor
Edwin Meese III, may be forced out of the administration in the traditional mid-term personnel
shakeup.
Since his days in Sacramento as a top aide to
then-Gov. Reagan, Meese is no stranger to such
reports — usually fed to friendly reporters and columnists by rivals within an administration. And it
should be noted that there has been speculation as
well about two other top and reportedly, contesting,
presidential aides — White House Chief of Staff
James Baker and Michael Deaver.
Ed Meese would have legitimate "personal
reasons" for coming back home to California,
though such a move probably would prompt about
as much uncharitable skepticism as Sen. Kennedy
encountered when giving'his reasons for abandoning yet another presidential race. Meese and his
wife, Ursula, have carried a great burden of sorrow
since their son,Scott, was killed in an automoble accident last summer.
Meese's loyalty and dedication to the president
are unquestioned. There is little doubt that he would
willingly serve in any capacity, greater or
diminished, for the good of the administration. In
addition to his public service in Sacramento, he
helped rescue a floundering Reagan presidential
candidacy in the early stages of the marathon 1980
primary circuit.
Change is a normal process two years into a
presidency. But it won't necessarily be for the better if those who have provided loyal and able service throughout the years are replaced for the sake
of change by those hungry for power.

agree or not

by s.c. memos

State bankers eye changes in industry
FRANKFORT — The copy of a bill
apparently favored by a portion of
the banking industry is being passed
around in the industry although Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr. has not included it
in his call for the special session of
the General Assembly that will meet
here in January.
The special session will begin
January 10 following the short
reorganization session scheduled for
January 4 to last four days.
A change the larger members of
the Kentucky banking industry have
wanted were included in what has
been known as the "multi-bank" bill
In the past several sessions.
The current proposal incorporates
three main features:
1. Permit creation of bank holding
companies that could operate across
county lines and own several banks.
2. Lift all usuary regulations on interest charges.
3. Authorize banks to charge for issuance of credit cards or a monthly
fee in addition to interest rates.

There are some limitations in the
bill about banks a holding company
can acquire in a certan time period.
It would also limit an individual bank
holding company to have more than
20 percent of the total deposit in all
banks in the state.
It also would provide for a
reciprocity clause for across-state
banking. This would be effective two
years after the proposed bill would
become effective if approved by the
Kentucky General Assembly. This
means an out-of-state bank holding
company could acquire control of a
Kentucky bank holding company,
and Kentucky companies could acquire control of banks in these other
states.
Some of the small bankers who are
opposed to multi-banking are afraid
tha out-of-state large banking firms
could get control of the banking industry in Kentucky within a few
years.
The present legal interest rate in
Kentucky is 8 percent, but a ceiling of
four percent above the discount rate

Is allowed if both parties agree
And what borrower is going to
disagree at such a rate if he needs the
money
Presently, on loans above 115,000
the rate may be negotiated between
the two parties.
The monthly rate on revolving
charge accounts also would be lifted
and left to the discretion of the vendor. The prevailing rate now is 1.5
percent per month on the unpaid
balance, but some are changing I 75
and 2 percent.
Present law does not permit banks
or companies to make a charge for issuing credit cards or a monthly
charge until 30 days of charge. Some
companies have recently announced
a minimum monthly charge, mostly
in the range of 50 cents even though
the account is on a current 30-day
basis with no charges carried longer
than that.
Here's the real kicker in the bill in
respect to interest rates:
Any federally insured bank or
federally insured savings and loan

-11160141Peommisuee.

headline

looking back
Ten years ago
Local funeral homes will not provide ambulance
service in Murray and Calloway County beginning
July 1, 1973, according to an agreement filed with
Calloway County Judge Robert 0. Miller by the
three Murray funeral homes. •
Deaths reported include Orien McCuiston, 68,
hirs,,Essie,McDowell,IX, James A. Pickard,Sr.,63,
Clayton Smith,65, and David Wayne Orr, 10,
Preston Ty Holland, local football- coach at Murray High School, has announced his retirement
from that position after 43 seasons.
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Hopkins will celebrate their
50th wedding anniversary on Dec. 24.
Anita Gayle McDowell, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Bobby McDowell, and David White Poyner, son of
Mrs. Prather Poyner and the late Mr. Poyner of
Hickman, were married Nov. 22 at First Baptist
Church.
Twenty years ago
Murray College High School won the sweepstakes
of the 15th annual High School Speech Workshop at
Murray State College.
Deaths reported include Johnie Outland, 64, and
Allen Rogers,73.
Recent births reported at the Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Duckett and a
boy to Mr.and Mrs. Robert Baker.
Marlene Swann Hotuigan, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. E.G. Swann of Murray, is one of 35 Western
kentucky College students at Bowling Green named to Who's Who Among Students in American
Universities and Colleges.
Calloway County High School Lakers beat South
Marshall Rebels in a high school basketball game.
iligh team scorers were Housden for Calioway High
and Miller for South Marshall.
Thirty years ago
James Johnson was elected chairman and Mrs.
C.J. McDevitt as secretary of the Calloway County
Democratic Organizational meeting at the court
house.
Deaths reported include Cull Adair,76.
Airman Second Class Joe G. Baker, Jr., son of
Mrs. Joe G. Baker and the late Mr. Baker of Murray,is stationed at Greenville, S.C.
Announcement was made of the marriage of
Jessie Bryson to Glenn C. Wooden on Dec. 14.
Births reported include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
C.C. Runyon, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Henry B.
Willoughby and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hicks,
all on Dec. 14.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter A. Jackson of Hazel will
observe their 50th wedding anniversary on Dec.21.
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association with its principal place of
badness in this date may, with the
respect to any loans, revolving credit
plans, contracts, and other obligations or extensions of credit of whetsoever nature, collect and receive interest and other charges at such rate
or rates as may be agreed between
such bank or savings and loan
association and a debtor "
Governor Brown has said he will
not approve any bank bill that
doesn't contain a usuary provision,
limiting the rate of legal interest that
may be charged
The sample bill would permit the
charging of interest at the rate the
traffic would bear and conceivably
rates would vary in different locations across the state and an loans for
different purposes. Degree or risk
could determine the rate
Some opposition to the multi-bank
bill is still found among the
legislators and a bill in the present
form as commented on here is not
likely to pass Several changes are
sure to be made,especially for a ceiling rate the governor would approve

by sy rams4ty

capitol conversation
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
chairman of the legislative Transportation Committee had a question the
other day for state vehice officials.
Referring to the new vehicle
registration system that begins next
year, Rep. Clayton Little, a Hartley
Democrat, noted that motorists will
register cars and trucks in the month
of their birth.
Little's question: Why not license
the vehicles instead of people?
"Why transfer the fees backwards
and forwards when the automobile,
not the person, is what we license?"
he asked.
The answer from Tim Belson, the
state's vehicle regulation commissioner, was broad and indecisive.
Hilson said maybe it could be done.
He said there is some validity to the
concept. He said it would require
some legislative changes. And
Nelson said he was not sure the problem was recognized at the time the
new system was adopted.
The new system calls for motorists
to register their cars and small
trucks in the month of their birth, a
change from renewing registration
during the month the vehicle was
bought.
This process eventually is supposed to ease the crunch of drivers trying to get their registration papers in
a short period.
The catch 22 seen by some

legislators is that if you, the motorist,
pay the fee for a car and then sell the
car a couple of months later, the next
owner pays another fee and you lose
your fee for the unused time of
registration.
If ownership is changed again, the
same process occurs again.
The apparent result is that the
state will collect a fee from someone'
every time a car is traded, bought or
sold.
As Little put it to state officials:
"You're going through all these fancy maneuvers to get more money
from the public."
Helson had no estimate on how
much the state would collect each
year from about 1 million vehicle
transactions.
One way to stabilize the situation
would be to refund to a vehicle owner
the unused portion of a fee for a vehicle not held the entire year.
But Nelson told the legislators that
would be hardly be worth the trouble
because of the administrative expenses involved.
Little speculated that the public
might be unhappy about the new
situation and said, "If you continue
what you're doing, the legislature
will go to the digit method on license
tags," apparently a registration
system simply based on the last digit
or two on a license plate. Rep. Ron Cyrus, a Greenup

Democrat, asked about the legality
of the state collecting duplicate fees.
The committee will seek an attorney
general's advisory opinion.
Another problem seems to have
arisen with the Automated Vehicle
Information System (AVIS), which
will be used throughout Kentucky in
connection with the new title law. A
subcommittee on oversight and implementation reported:
"In 1963, the county clerks are going to be issuing new title documents
for previously-registered vehicles,
new license plates, decals and a different registration document.
"As a result of a change to birth
month registration, the clerk will
also possess an inventory of 23 sets of
decals.
"For this reason, the public can expect longer lines and longer processing time when they register their
vehicles. Hopefully, that experience
will not recur after 1963."
The subcommittee also referred to
the registration issue, declaring that
"in practical terms, a citizen could
pay twice for the same period of
registration."
"The non-refund policy is being
promoted by the Transportation
Cabinet through administrative
policy and they have the flexibility to
address this issue in a different matter," the subcommittee said.

by thomsa humphrey

business mirror
DOVER, Del. I AP) — Americans
are eating more chicken, and in
many cases are choosing it over pork
and beef. But the broiler industry's
profits still are slim.
A recent report on eating habits
issued by the Center for Science in
the Public Interest, a consumer
group, showed that between 1976 and
1961, annual poultry consumption per
person jumped by 10.6 pounds, or
more than 20 percent, to 62.8 pounds.
Consumption of beef fell by 19
pounds, or more than 19 percent, to
71.8 pounds.
By 1990, chicken should be the No. 1
meat, predicted Bill P. Roenigk,

Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 46311. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a self-addressed, damped
envelope. The most metal replies
will be printed in this coliunn.
HEARTLINE I am a widow, age Si
I have been widowed for 1 months
Before my husband died, we diecusaed when we would apply for our
social security benefits. Unfortunately, we never discussed when I should
apply for benefits I/ he should di*
before I was 65. My friends and family advise me to apply for widow's
benefits now, but before I decide, I
want to know what percentage of my
husband's benefits I will redeye
should I apply for benefits at age
62,63,64, and 65. I know the amounts
are different, and I know what my
husband would have received at age
65,so that way I can figure how much
will be enough to supplement my
retirement savings. J.r
ANSWER: If you draw social
security widow's benefits before age
16, your benefits would be reduced
19/40 of 1 percent per month for each
month prior to age 65 that you been
drawing the widow's benefits. If your
husband never received any social
Security benefits, then your percentage is figured on his unreduced age
65 benefits. If your husband was
drawing social security benefits at
the time of his death, then your
widow's benefit percentage is based
on the amount of money he was drawing. The following chart shows the
percentage of your husband's
benefits you are eligible to receive as
a widow:
Age 60....71.5 percent of deceased
husband's social security.
Age 61....77.2 percent of deceased
husband's social security.
Age 62....12.9 percent of deceased
husband's social security.
Age 63_11.4 percent of deceased
husband's social security.
Age 64....61.3 percent of deceased
husband's social security.
Age 65...100.0 percent of deceased
husband's social security.
HEARTLINE: I plan to start drawing wife's benefits from my husband's account in March. When my
huaband receives an increase in his
benefits due to cost-of-living, will my
benefit also be mimed? R.W.
ANSWER: Yes, since wife's
benefits are a percentage of the husband's benefit, you would also
receive the increase.

economic research director for the
council.
But, even though the demand for
poultry is greater, so is the supply —
an imbalance that has held down the
price of chicken and the profits of the
industry.
In 1961, retail prices for broilers
were 74 cents per pound,compared to
$1.32 for pork and $2.39 for beef, according to the National Broiler Council in Washingtori.This year poultry
and beef prices are about the same
while pork prices are higher
The industry's traditional profit
margin has been just under 2 cents a
pound. In 1979, when profits began to

slide, the U.S. Department of
Agriculture said the broiler industry
lost 1.1 cents on each pound produced. In 1910 it was 1.5 cents and in 1961
Scents.
Roenigk said this year "it looks
like it's going to be about 3.5 cents
per pound." He said 12 billion pounds
will be produced in 1982 for a loss of
more than 1420 million.
As chicken has become more
popular, the growers have learned to
produce it more efficiently.
"The birds are growing faster,"
said Bill Stephens,spokesman for the
Delmarva Poultry Industry Inc., a
non-proft orgsugzation based in

Georgetown, Del "Going beck 40
years, it took 12 weeks to grow
chickens. Now it takes seven."
In 1963, the average bird was about
311 pounds after 941 weeks and had
eaten about 2.4 pounds for feed for
each pound of meat, Stephens said.
In 1912, the birds are weighing about
44 pounds in about seven weeks on
1.9 pounds of feed per pound of meat.
One reason the broiler market is
soft, said Roenigk. is that exports
have fallen from 6 percent of production in 1961 to 3 percent this year.
"And the extra 3 percent is ending up
here at home and has had a dramatic
impact an the price we receive."
I.
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Youth program planned
The Youth of Sinking Spring Baptist Church will
present a Christmas program on Wednesday, Dec.
22, at 7 p.m. Kevin Fitton will direct the program.
Following the program "Christmas In Slides"
will be shown by the Rev. Eddie Young, church
pastor, who recently returned from a tour of The
Holy Land.

Scene to be presented
A live nativity scene will be presented in front of
the First United Methodist Church on Wednesday
and Thursday, Dec. 22 and 23. This will be shown
from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. each evening. This is sponsored by the Seventh and Eighth Grades of the
church.

providing trfedical care to sick and injured children
regardless of parents' ability to pay, Ms. Curry
said.

Patton graduates
Airman William E. Patton, son of Harry and Sue
Patton of Rt. 9, Benton, has graduated from the
United States Air Force air cargo specialist course
at Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas. Graduates of
the course learned methods for handling and storing air freight and earned credits toward an
associate degree in applied science through the
Community College of the Air Force.
Patton now will serve with the 608th Military
Airlift Support Squadron at Ramstein Air Base,
West Germany. He is a 1981 graduate of Marshall
County High School, Benton.

Gordon finishes training
Airman Mark A. Gordon, son of Gene H. Gordon,
Rt. 8, Benton, and Betty J. Erickson, 510 Greenhill
Dr., Benton, has completed Air Force basic training at Lackland Air Force Base, Texas. The airman, who is remaining at Lackland for specialized
training in the security police field, studied the Air
Force mission, organization and customs and
received special instruction in human relations.
Completion of this training earned the individual
credits toward an associate degree in applied
science through the Community College of the Air
Force. He is a 1981 graduate of Marshall County
High School, Benton.

Hospital program planned
The TWIGS'/Heinz Baby Food label program has
been renewed, according to Donna Curry of the
publicity committee. The H.J. Heinz Co. USA will
made a donation of 3 cents per label to TWIGS and
Kosair-Children's Hospital for every label collected. Persons are asked save labels and box tops
and the front portion of each label, including the
word "Heinz," is required.
Special address labels can be found in area supermarkets or your Heinz Baby Food labels may be
mailed directly to: "TWIGS'/Heinz Baby Good Program", c/o Children's Hospital Foundation Office,
601 South Floyd St., Room 404, Louisville, Ky. 40202.
The money donated by Heinz will help make it
possible for Kosair-Children's Hospital to continue

R
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by Rainey Appermin
Thursday evening in Mayfield
the flavor of a sophisticated
political rally was felt when Paul
Volcker, chairman of the Federal
Reserve Board, spoke to a crowd
of 1,500 businessmen, housewives,
farmers, teachers and young people.
This 6 ft. 6 inch powerful
Washington figure spoke of the
country's economic woes. He
struck a positive note by saying he
thought the country has a "very

Stereos used
by dentists

7:15,9:15
NICK NOLTE
is•cop
EDDIE MURPHY
Is • convict

SYRACUSE, N.Y.
AP) Personal headset
stereos have found a new
(-18 I-IRS
use, according to a con"sss.ss
sumer
products manufac• NO PASSES •
turer
"A growing number of
dentists are using
headset steroes to help
7:05,9. 25
relax patients during
MS Eastwood
treatment," says John
Kyle Eastwood
Kese of General Electric.
-It works because pa"HONKY TONK
tients tend to focus on the
MAN"(PG)
music rather than the
• NO PASSES•
situation at hand."
The headsets are also
control contor 753-3314
becoming popular
because patients can play
the music without disturbing the dentist or others
7.15,9 00
in the office,

good chance at recovery now,
because inflation is coming
down."
As he was driven into Mayfield,
he passed the marque of a local
realtor which read "Welcome Mr.
Volcker — Help" and that set the
tone for the evening.
Among those I saw in the audience from Murray were the
following:
Clara and Maurice Humphrey,
Paul and Pat Kiesow, Melvin
Henley and Rita Boardman, Dr.

Howard Titsworth, Z. Enix,
Marlene and Ken Slaughter,
Harold Glenn Doran, Joe Dick,
Emmie and Dr. Frank Edwards,
Dr. Roger Schoenfeldt, Terry
Smith,
Mac Fitts, Dr. Jim Thompson,
Dr. Howard Giles, Tim Giles, Dr.
Mick Bloom, Jackie and Dr. Dan
Harrison, Dr. Rex Galloway, Dale
Holchul, Ed Davis, the Rev. David
Roos, Bill Van Meter, Walt and
our news photographer, Jennie
Gordon.
There were probably others I
missed seeing in the crowd from
Murray and Calloway County.
Newsman Bill Powell asked him
the question we all wanted to know
the answer: "Why did you agree
to come to Mayfield, Ky.?"
Volcker answered: "It is as important for me to visit Main Street
as Wall Street."

Mirrray Ledge:& Tim!

Boggess couple
married 60 years
Mr. and Mrs. Dock Boggesa, Rt. 3, will observe
their 60th wedding anniversary on Friday,Dec.24.
They were married on Dec. 24, 1922, by the Rev.,
Stewart at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Larry Underwood.
Their attendants were Clovis Byerly, Flossie
Dunn Byerly, Raymond Coleman, Eathel Byerly
Coleman, Albert Hamilton and Ira Dunn Wrye. Mr.
Byerly, Mr. Coleman, Mr. Hamilton and Mrs. Wrye
now are deceased.
Mrs. Boggess, the former Clemmie Dunn, is the
daughter of the late Ben Dunn and Alpha McCuiston
Dunn.
Mr. Boggess, a retired farmer, is the son of the
late Howell Boggess and Priscilla Martin Boggess.
The couple attends Elm Grove Baptist Church
where Mr. Boggess is a deacon.
Their two sons are Trellis Elmo Boggess and his
wife, Kathleen, and Hampton Junior Boggess and
his wife, Doris, all of Murray. Their daughter is
Mrs. Ruby Boggess Donelson and her husband,
Hubert Donelson, of Chicago, Ill.
They have nine grandchildren and 13 greatgrandchildren. One grandson, Ronnie Dale Boggess, died in 1971.
Their son-in-law and daughter, Mr. and Mrs.
Donelson, gave them a trip for their anniversary to
Chicago, fll., and to Phoenix, Ariz., to visit their
grandson and wife, Gary and Linda Donelson and
three boys, Rob, Larry and Marty Donelson.
From Phoenix, Ariz., they traveled to Scottsdale,
Flagstaff and Prescott, Ariz., Las Vegas, Nev.,
Tucson, Ariz., Gerome and Hoover Dam.
They traveled over 6,000 miles for two weeks and
this was their first airplane trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Donelson brought them home from
Chicago and spent a week here.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Boggess are enjoying the best
of health.
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ride of
your life

Ice cream
treats used

Community events scheduled
Monday, Dec. 20
Tuesday, Dec. 21
Alcoholics Anonymous
Bluegrass State CB
Club will meet at 7 p.m. will meet at 8 p.m. at
at Joe's Family western portion of
Livestock and Exposition
Restaurant.
Center.
Murray Lodge No. 105
Murray Assembly No.
Free and Accepted
Masons is scheduled to 19 Order of the Rainbow
meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge for Girls will meet,:at 7
p.m. at lodge ball.. '
hall.
4
Annual Christmas parRecovery, Inc., will ty for residents, families
meet at 7:30 p.m. at and friends will be at 7
Health Center, North p.m. at Fern Terrace
Seventh and Olive Lodge.
Streets.
Free potluck and
Grades One to Six of Christmas dance will be
Sinking Spring Baptist at 6:30 p.m. at Lynn
Church will have a party Grove Roller Rink.
at 7 p.m. at home of
Frances Paschall.
Retires of Local 1068
UAW -CIO-AFL and
Golden Pond multi- families will have a
media theater in Land potluck supper and
Between the Lakes will Christmas party at 5:30
be closed today through p.m. at First Christian
Jan. 21.
Church.

KANSAS CITY AP —
Two national celebrations played roles in the
• NO PASSES •
development of two ice
710,925
cream treats, says
Sealright Co., a manufacD117111TEM
turer of ice cream
1110111,11E/LRI
packaging.
America's
hottest new
The Centennial Exposiactress. CEM
tion in Philadelphia more
than a hundred years ago
• NO PASSES•
saw the creation of the ice
cream soda. A vendor ran
7:06,9:10
out of cream and
RICHARD
PRYOR
substituted ice cream, an
JACKIE
immediate hit.
Fifth and Sixth Grade
Murray TOPS (take off
The ice cream cone
became popular at the St. Sunday School Class of pounds sensibly) Club
Louis World's Fair in Memorial Baptist Church will meet at 7 p.m. at
There are many will have a party at 7 p.m. Health Center.
1904.
.NO PASSES•
• claimants to the invenchestnut st. 753-3314 tion of the cone.
• COit,•••,•
•tC,u*IS OM,AU .
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Sammons Bakery
Chestnut Street

EVERY TUESDAY
IS

TACO TUESDAY
2 CRISPY TACOS
For

99c

Offer Good All Day—No Coupoes — No Limit

reo

Alt
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Tuesday,Dec. 21
Singles Class is
scheduled to meet at 7
p.m. at Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ.
Free blood pressure
checks will be from noon
to 2 p.m. at Murray
Seventh-Day Adventist

Church.

Tuesday,Dec. 21
Mothers Morning Out
will be at 9 a.m. at First
Baptist Church.
Wednesday,Dec.22
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open from
10 a.bu.-to 2 p.m:'for activities by senior citizens.
.•.

Murray Optimist Club
will meet at 6 p.m. at
Joe's Family Restaurant.

Youth will present program and the Rev. Eddie
Young will show slides of
Holy Land at 7 p.m. at
Sinking Spring Baptist
Church.

Friendship Sunday
School Class of Westside
Baptist Church will meet
at 7 p.m. at home of Sheri
Live nativity scene will
Ross.
be shown in front of First
United Methodist Church
Westside Baptist from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m.
Children's Chorus will
present a program at 5
Westside Baptist
p.m. at Calloway Public Church will have a
Library.
potluck prior to the
prayer service at 7 p.m.
Senior citizens activities will be at 9:30
Memorial Baptist
a.m. at Dexter Center; Church will have a
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at church-wide potluck
Hazel and Douglas fellowship meal with inCenters; from 10 a.m. to 3 ternational students as
p.m. at Ellis Center.
guests at6 p.m.

Newborns, dismissals
listed by the hospital
Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Monday,
Dec. 13, was 134 adults
and four in nursery.
Newborn admissions
were Karen Boggess and
baby boy,.909 North 18th
St., and Teresa Edwards
and baby girl, Box 1153,
Paris, Tenn.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Margie B. Graham,
1514 Kent Place,
Owensboro, Michael

Plumley, Rt. 4, Paris,
Tenn., Elmo Tyler, 741
Nash Dr., Siddie Mae
Cohoon, 1800 College
Farm Rd., Mabel Hurt
Thomas, 205 Dell,
Hopkinsville,
James R. Reid, Rt. 1,
Dexter, Irene L. Story,
803 Sycamore St., Ethel
M. Gregory, Rt. 1, Springville, Tenn., Opal E.
Clark (expired), Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn., Buel E.
Stalls Sr. (expired), 407
North Fifth St.

WEEKLY SPECIAL
(Dec. 19 - Dec. 24)

DALLAS (AP) — Starburst patterns and
geometric shapes emerged on canvas as if an invisible hand had painted
them in hues of red,
yellow and green.
But the gigantic paintings created by West
German artist Prince
Jurgen von Anhalt actually were the work of a
roaring jet engine. He
calls it "jet art."
In Thursday's exhibition for about 80 people,
including prospective
buyers and representatives of art galleries,
von Anhalt hurled liquid
pigments into the path of
a hot jet exhaust, which
blasted color onto four 8by 16-foot reinforced canvases about 15 yards
behind the engine.
"Once, when I was
really close to the engine,
I nearly caught fire," the
39-year-old artist said.
"It got so hot, I jumped
away like a kangaroo.
But it was such a great
experience that I think I

will work around jets
from now on, and get out
of the studio."
For months, von Anhalt
said, he could not find a
company with a jet
engine to create his work
until Mitsubishi Aircraft
International Inc. of
Dallas decided to sponsor
him.
Mitsubishi provided a
nine-passenger Diamond
1 executive jet for the
hour-long exhibition. An
engineer from Pratt dr
Whitney Aircraft, which
built its engines, supervised the painting.
Von Anhalt now is planning a larger "jet art" exhibition in the desert near
Las Vegas early next
year, using seven jumbo
Pratt & Whitney engines.
Von Anhalt plans to wear
an asbestos suit enabling
him to stand closer to the
engines. •
"It will be the most expensive art happening in
the world," he said."It
could cost up to $3.5
million."
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Artist uses jet engine

SWEATERS

GRAHAM it JACKSON
HNSO

TEMPORARY DUTY — Jay Pitman, 25, son of
Dr. and Mrs. W.J. Pitman,507 Olive, Murray,and a
third-year medical student at the University of Kentucky, has been at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital for the past month on a diagnostic
radiology elective program in connection with his
course work at UK. A 1979 graduate of Murray State
University, he has been working with Drs. Bill
Wilson and Prue Kelly.
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Anniver
sary celebration on Sunday Holiday season can be depressing time
COVINGTON. Ky
(AP) — Tie the semen to
be jolly, but are we? ilds
time of peace and joy sad
love is also a time of
ioneliness, despair and
depression for twiny.
How could anybody
turn into a grouch, a
Scrooge, in such a assets
when sleigh bells "nee,
colored lights twinkle and
strangers any "Merry
Christmas" instead of
"bug off?"
It's the conflict, partly,
of what we wish
Chrtstmes would be and
what it really as, according to psychologist
Gerald Wellbrock. It's
pleasant memories vs.
cold realities,
"loneliness, and maybe a
little anger."
"It's particularly hard
on people who have been
divorced recently or have
lost a loved one," he said.
"The family isn't
together, despite the fantasies about Christmas
that everybody's
together, that everybody
loves everybody. And
when you see that isn't
true, that throws you into
a state of conflict and you
just start questioning
everything."
Wellbrock, 39, is a
behavorial scientist with
a doctorate in counseling
and education. He is a
member of a family practice program in which
doctors at St. Elizabeth
Medical Center Dear Cincinnati are trained "not
unly to treat gall bladder,
but the whole person."
"This holiday stress
period is heightened by
three things: the before,
the during and the after
— the shopping spree, the
family visit and the
'MasterCard shock',"
Wellbrock said.
The first phase of
depression often sets in
when we begin shopping
WORKING TOGETHER this year In a for Christmas gifts.
"Every emotion is precooperative effort to complete audiometric and
tympanometric screenings are the Murray City
School System and the Calloway County School
System. Pictured is Patti Hosford, speech
pathologist for Murray City Schools,
tympanometry to Chris Runyon, kindergarten student at East Calloway Elementary Schools. Also
pictured are Janet Kirk, school nurse for Calloway
County Schools; Cathy Allen, aide for Calloway
County Schools; and Susan Blackford, speech
pathologist for Calloway County Schools.

An open house in
celebration of the golden
wedding. anniversary of
Mr.and Mn. D.O.((is)
Roberts will be Sunday,
Dec. X,at their home.
All friends and
relatives are invited to
calf between the hours of
2 to 4 p.m. No invitations
will be sent. The couple
requests that guests not
bring gifts.
The couple was married Dec. 24, 1932, in
Calloway County.
Mrs. Roberts, the
former Rubene Winchester, is the daughter
of the late T.A. (Fonzie)
and Suzie Winchester.
Mr. Roberts is the son of
the late Emmett and
Alice Roberts.
Hosting the event will
be the children of Mr. and
Mrs. Roberts. They are
Mr. and Mrs. D.0.(Onis)Roberts
N.13. Roberts, George
Roberts, Miss Ola Mae
Roberts, Mrs. Bobby of Murray, Mrs. Larry Mrs. John (Frances) grandparents are 16
grandchildren and three
(Ruth) Dowdy and Mrs. (Virginia) Herndon of Allen of Mundelien,
Ted (Ruby) VanDyke, all Deerpark, Texas, and
Also honoring their great-grandchildren.

Protection from collectors
By LOUISE COOK
AP Writer

learns that an attorney is
representing the debtor,
When the bills start pil- he or she must deal with
ing up, the bill collector the attorney — not with
the debtor.
may not be far behind.
Once you have told a
The mere mention of
the words "bill collector" bill collector that it's insends shudders through convenient for him or her
most people, but federal to call you at work, any
law protects debtors collector who makes furagainst many of the ther calls to discuss your
debt is breaking the law.
things they may fear.
But
there are exceptions.
The protection comes
e
from the Fair Debt- C,o1-- A c c OralTilr-to
lection Practices Act Federal Trade Commission, a collector can conmeet, threats and other tact you at work to tell
you that no further collecabusive practices.
A bill collector cannot, tion efforts will be made
for example, call you at or to inform you of a
an inconvenient or specific action planned
unusual time — generally against you. Your
before 8 a.m. or after 9 employer CAN be told
p.m. He can't keep call- about your debts if a
ing you at work if you say creditor has taken court
it Is inconvenient. He action against you and
can't tell your boss or the court has ordered that
your co-workers about your wages be attached.
Within five days after a
yir debts, unless. you
0 okay, a cour14. collector first contacts
s all right or such you about your debt, he or
aniñouncement is part she must send you a writof a court judgment. And ten notice telling you the
he can't threaten you or amount of the debt and
the name of the creditor
your family with harm.
and
informing you that
There are some restrictions in the law. It applies the debt will be assumed
to personal, family or to be valid unless it is
household debts, but not disputed within 30 days
to business or commer- and, that if it is disputed,
cial ones. It generally the collector will verify it
covers only what are and send a copy of the
known as "third-party" verification or of a judgbill collectors — people ment against you.
The collector may not
hired to collect debts owed to someone else. It attempt to obtain paydoes not, for example, ment during a period
cover someone from a when the debt is being
department store who is verified.
A bill collector who
trying to collect money
owed to that department violates. the Fair Debt
Collection Practices Act
store.
The law allows a bill may be sued by a debtor
collector to contact so- for actual damages, addimeone other than the deb- tional damages up to
tor — an employer, for $1,000, court costs and
example — only to reasonable attorney's
discover or verify the fees.
debtor's location. The collector must identify
himself or herself, but
Pumpkin Coconut
can identify his or her
Cream Cheese Cake
employer only if re2 cups sugar
quested to do so. Collec1 '4 cups salad oil
tors cannot reveal the
4 eggs, beaten
fact that the consumer
2 cups cooked pumpkin
owes money and are not
1 teaspoon salt
allowed to use a post card
1 teaspoon baking soda
or in any way reveal their
1 teaspoon baking
debt-collection activity.
powder
If the bill collector
2 clips flour

sent derails a Amniag
spree: you manlier the
gift, the. have to decide
whither that gift is worth
the mans* — and whether
the Matte, is worth the
money you're spoodIng
on the gNt. After yea buy
the gift, maybe yes look
at your bank amount and
decide you can't afford
K."
The second phase includes obligatory family
visits, "putting up with
Uncle Harry and the is
laws you dealt bke."
"And then, after the
holidays, there's 'MasterCard Shock' — paying for
all the things, the letdown
and the, 'How sin I am
going to make it through
the next 11 months until
Christmas comes
Wan?"
Christmas this year
will be particularly tough
on people who are
unemployed for the first
time, people who feel
"the guilt, the inadequacy — not being able to
buy the number of
presents you bought
before; the feelings of
'Why can't I get a job,
what's wrong with me?'
These things are all
heightened at this time,"
Wellbrock said.
Seasonal blues can hit
anybody, even people
who don't observe
Christmas as a religious
holiday.
"Be they Jewish or
whatever, the atmosphere is one of hustle,
of stress, of dealing with
more people than ever
before, of seeing a conflict between what we
think Christmas is — kind
of the fantasy of
Christmas or the holiday
spirit of Hanukkah or
whatever — and maybe
not seeing that fantasy
lived up in real life,"
Wellbrock said. "It's a
contradiction."
Holiday shoppers may
need some special

preparatioe for thole
ammilt on the shapples

nabs

thel
sureties
are metals aims

1=m
yea need

IS esedrent pow
recessnaninties pie walk and ilowe are
is, beim yes est. set certnhi Owe yen aged to
yourself leg:ether." ignore.
Wellbreck said "Remains —Owe yes reales that
whet types at situations yea'?, rengreasIbie for
you're going to get your behavior. the* eves
yourself into — the anner, yen era added 11.61
the shoving. the crowds, into some Oleos Ikea yen
the cierka who area alce can is le tale chores at
— and do a reliuustion an- year Ws. Were weer
always Is centra& but
"me key to surviving that's our goal we wily

the holidays In to control
your 'self-talk' — what
that means Is. the way
you think about things is
the way you feel If you
want to change the way
you feel, you have to
change the way you think
It's called rational
behavior therapy"
It can prevent a whole
shopping trip being
destroyed on the way to
the store
"If you're in a car and
there's a guy in front of
you going 5 mph, what's
your self-talk saying'
'Why doesn't this guy get
out of my way' What's
wrong with him' I'm Ins
hurry.' And then you
honk your horn, and what
does he do' He slows
down. It's a constant barrage of messages that we
send ourselves that gets
us into the good times and
the bad times. It's our
perception of what's happening."
That part of the selfexamination ia developing an awareness of the
anxieties. But how do we
deal with them'
"We have to realise a
lot of things," Wellbrock
said. "Nunper one is that
we cannot affect life, only
our reaction to life. I
think that's very important. You can't change
the things that are going
to happen to you, but you
can change how you react
to them.
"A factor that gets us
Into a lot of trouble is that
we cannot control other
people; we ask, 'Why
can't everybody be more
like me?' That gets us into trouble because we
can't control other people.
"The third thing is to
examine the level of tm-

get ourselves in a jsim
when we're out at control-

ft'saM.onsrennoso
hear peeves any that the
holidays are toe much
bother, that they wish
they could avoid
December altogether
"Lots of peopie feel the
stress in the hustle and
bustle of it, and are glad
when it's over.
Wellbrock said 'They
see it sometimes as a
stress of love, and yet
they see that as A 000tradiction • people are
nice for one month, and
then comes January and
... they're bock to being )
the meal tigers
"It's very, very common to see people become
upset about the holidays,
particularly if they've
had a loss in the family
trying to do the shopping,
husbands working more.
the crowds
'There's just so many
streams that unless we
Lake a few minutes out
and say 'Whoa, waR a
minute, how am I going to
be able to deal with this'.
we get ourselves in a real
Jam.
"We need to take that
little bit of Urne out and
get a plan on how to deal
with these terrific
stresses we face, particularly at the holidays"

Allen staff attends
meeting at Atlanta
Dr. and Mrs. E.R. Allen
of Cadiz, formerly of
Murray, and staff recently attended a three day
symposium for advanced
Chiropractic study held
in Atlanta, Ga.
The symposium, conducted by Practice Consultants, included a
detailed study of
migra ine headaches.
Discussed in depth were
patient symptoms,
causes of migraine, and

new advanced methods of
effective treatment.
Dr. and Mrs. Allen
staff, Connie Frye also at
tended classes on insurance procedures.
Presented was subject
matter effective in the
rapid processing of insurance claims.
Dr. Allensaidthisadditional training Will enable
him and his staff to
render a superior service
to patients.

Lose Weight!
QUICKLY. SAFELY I
NATURALLY

and to
all our customers
a big 'Thanks"
CHECK GIVEN — Presenting a $100 check from
the Murray Lions Club for the annual Christmas
party for needy children of Murray and Calloway
County,sponsored by the Murray Fire Department,
is Arvin Craton, president of the club. Fire Chief
James Hornbuckle accepted the check

Bob's TV
finks
MS It*
M 1191

Recipe for Pumpkin coconut cream cheese cake is released
1 teaspoon cinnamon
'42 cup chopped nuts
'712 cup flaked coconut
Beat together sugar
and oil. Mix in eggs and
pumpkin. Stir in dry ingredients. Then add nuts
and coconut. Pour into
greased 9x13x2 inch panand bake in 350F. oven

25-30 minutes or until
cake tests done. Frost
with the following cream
cheese icing.
Coconut Cream . . heese
Frosting
/7d2 stick butter
1 8crz. package cream
cheese
1 box confectioners'
sugar

'6 cup chopped nuts
4/2 cup flaked coconut
1 teaspoon vanilla
Cream butter and
cheese. Gradually add in
sugar and vanilla. Stir in
nuts and coconuts.
Spread evenly over cake
when cooled.

SANTA
SELLS OUT

Mrs. Glinda Jeffrey

Since declared a Legal Holiday by Hon. John
Y. Brown, Governor of the State of Kentucky,
the following banks will be closed:

SO%
off MOIR
pekes

FRIDAY, December 24
Peoples Bank
Murray, Ky.

** **
Bottom
Tracks
. 129.9/151.91 /
NOW
99.91 IL 121.11

Bank of Murray
Murray, Ky.

Dees Bank of Hazel
Hazel, Ky.

ta

CR.R.
ISTMAS

Brenda Beauty Salon

Uncle Jeff's Shopping Ch.

753-4582

Let us serve your
Christmas banking needs
earlyl

The new
Ws Priam Good
Mow Ibry
4 P.M. DE. 2416
Prirtipri

Ovantities United
Sim
Groot Gift
Selection Still

11.1-Ak Cotter
Mos-fri 9:00 -1:00 Sot 9:00 -6:00 SOO 1:00 -5:00

31:
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ADvIIRT1SE0 (TEM POuCY — fact% of these Items is
required to IN readiev avaltable for sale we each Kroger store
an
except as soactficatty noted in this ad if ire do run out of
ellegitilied blew we will offer you your choice of a
CIMIghlwabee hens when available reflecting the same
mime for a rain check which Mil tint** you to putt has the
at the advertised price within 30 days
SEVOnified If

thru
items and prices in this ad effective
ad.
Dec. 24th., except as noted in this
to
sold
None
Quantity right reserved.
Co.
dealers. Copyright 1992. The Kroger •

a

be open tit S p.mChristmas Eve,Dec.24th.
MS WIN

ecger

Closed Christmas Day
We Will Re-opea Senday,
Dec_ 211th at9a.m.

John Morrell &Olden Smoked Whole
4,*

U.S.D.A. Grade A Riverside

TrER

s
ele
Bon
m
To
ms
Ha
s
Turkey

PrOzen Stewing or

Potato
Salad (WOW teal Mayo

Baking
Hens

79c

0

Virginia
Baked Ham

1.

s69

ggc
m 69c
e 79c
069c
lb 59c

Maim

p.

Dressed Ducklings
S1.01

*1.11141 Panes AM Me (lesser Purities.

Summer
Sausage

Turteet 71.i

WIN A Rtgolar

Tom Turkeys

$299

Molly Farms Fred

Hens & Roasters
Wei Fates

Illed 941 eoOusUSten Made

Fryer Livers

Coconut
Cake

Nolly Farms

Fryer Gizzards

Caristaas Olesor"
Plato Your &lir Noun
Moder
1 Twin
"
Us
I lbs Csuleul Dressing
1 qt. CAM riney
1*. Creamy Rothe
111111

Limit one
With other
purchases

.59c

Mellday Montt loodet

lb.

5.5 0,1 Claire Peet

Basted

Party Trays
onty$1295and

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef

Inn Mud

Sirloin Tip Roast

Turkey Breasts
Cornish Hens

Cubed Steaks

sway Ouse

Goode Sue

Smoked Turkeys

Ground Round

Ukulele 45,1 Ws

Freres

1

Chuck
Rib Roast Pot Roast
68
$249

78
2
IC $

John Morrell Hams

Mien Sest-Soneless malt HMOS I0 S1 101

Oscar Mayer Wieners

111

It

Good Wrist

lb $/69

124. 89c

Cost Cutter Wieners.

U.S.D.A. Grade A Holly
Farms Mixed parts of

Kwick Krisp

Frying
Chicken

Sliced
Bacon

lb.
,
3
Smoked Picnic. .1b 94

79

lb

Melt Siff Mae Beer or Cheese

it $108

Pork
Roast

lb.

Half-Hams.. lb. $1.99

ester addedII

Fresh Picnic

John Morrell
Boneless Halves

Turkey
Slice N
Hams
Eat Hams
$I89 $299

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef

Whole Hams

Ground Beef Patties

Butterball Turkeys

Si29

It $
78
2

5.0.1 Choice het F amity Pat

Thu 22 ea

Mr. Turkey

95 Standing
$211

Canned Ham

Hen Turkeys...1b.111114

Turkey Dinner

Let Us Plan Your Holiday Party

99

18 to 22 lb.
average

Family
Pak 48c

„oz $1149
okg

lb.

Up
Come by your Kroger Dell and Wok
up your free Brochure!

Kroger U.S.D.A. Grade A

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi
St Mountain Dew
2 Liter

the

Kroger
rden

Large
Eggs

Ell9

Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew Peel
I eidis TS et. netehiebio

c. .69c

Market Basket,Grade AA.......doz

e

734

•

Florida

A

Juice
es
Orang
b bag
5

-169

\
v.

„

Bralorattil

Pet
Milk

I
100

2
1301.
(MIS

111
Ion

Saltine Crackers
tacky Seat

Snead SHIM tI3SUOMI et W..SUB

.80 13C
Navel Orailiel
n...SkisISI
13c
Florida Tangerines
15c
Delicious Apples
▪ 99c
Seedless Grapes
3 ft,$100
sell Peppers
She Met ef Id $1.2

each

Ilashleheo State tetra Fauy Gold sr m
um
1Se size

59c

119
21 az $11

Cherry Pie Filling

Nein

Green
Beans

Tomato
Sauce

2199c

Oil wan alas Style er WM*

11,4

Golden Corn
In Synd

Bruce's Cut Yams

Sad or Manes

89c
• 754
ez

Hut's Peaches

cam

'14 Moon

1702.

Fruit Cocktail

kkow

DO Norte Cst Or Fried Style

WWI Ad

instant Potatoes

80189c

Realemon Juice

s9C
25229

hasty To Sweatt

21c52
ao

MG%

99c

12 ez $I
011

Rice Chez Cereal

m 794
a:

Fresh Broccoli
IN elith

lane$I29

Fresh Cauliflower
VS. No. 1 Galin

Idaho
Potatoes

1516.$269

2oz.
1
18/

pkg.

bag

89c

89

Sib.
bag

(10 lb. bal... s2.29)

Mem MON

Orange Juice
imp
Sour Cream Dips
Assorted Flagon

Esprft Yogrrt

v? lams
canes

2
2

ez
tees

One
Stop Shopping

Vl Woe
cartel

79c
5188

69c

2.7 OZ.
tube
INN nommiso

Maul Pads
Owe Mee

Ms Gel
MUM After Shave
mom
Hawk Cologne
Now FIRM Pride

Adult Aspirin

83
$2
•
P3
•SI

310 a $139
Me

leth NiN S Peet
•

Oso Gift Wrap

$1 49
reo

NW Ulm Swot

Cookie Sheet

I
$197
sits

LeSueur
Peas

Corn Meal

1

Green Giant

Niblets
Corn

89c

2 s 09

17 OZ.
cans

AIM Salted

Frozen Orange Juice

Land-O-lakes Butter

Whipped Topping

Hungry Jack Biscuits

Pet Ritz 2 rt

Men Weld

Graham Pie Shells

Pimento Cheese

Prone rani Osi Tee CM

Moue Maid Mad

Green Giant Nibblers

Orange Juice

II
NI
1001
Cal

$2,9
59c

14 or
tub

cans

amen oma

1

Conan Owen

Cocktail Rye Bread

16 Or 89C
loaf

Sandwich Bread

af
.l
24*

US?
cartes

=219

2
5
02

Sandwich Buns

Holiday
ls
cia
Spe
* For
g
Bakin
* Holiday Candies
* Favorites

Kroger

Brown & 1
Serve Rolls

3119

89c

hodar alma

Sweet Pickles

n:$139

11oz.
Pkgs.

Pit Baum germ Isnorlte woe

HIlIcrest Cherries
Men

hue Shay

Cranberry Sauce

ti
694

Powdered Sugar

I11.

211

°Bodensee Sepeeteard

lusher

Shredded Coconut
hue Small Pitted

Ripe Olives
O111.01

MINS

$129
sa
NO

99c
,„, svg
t 6/

59C

2 5129

hope 10 rt Not Doe or 'Wet

Pie
Shells

Fres
(r°ger r h
Milk

i‘. $119

Pound Cakes

Banquet Frozen 2 Count

52ez $309

Srei $379
NttlI

Green Giant

Ionia er eon Pod miens laid

Tridie Protection

Aqua Fresh
Toothpaste

99C
51,
•••

Manta Mate

Peden Ions Testis

Mahal haw

Kroger ice Cream

99c

sz oa $159
Pr

Mayonnaise

if ez 99C
MIll

Cheez-Its Crackers

I

Flour

Bret real

45

Sondem

Martha White

I
Layer
Cake Mixes

Caloula

Gala Towels

Cal

tants. hada

heel Cacomenn er

Plain or Self-Rising

79c
fra 89c
et
Na

Alsorliort

$159

Pillsbury Frostings

Calfeeola hey IN

Pillsbury PluS

Pkg.

Snack Crackers

bottle

C
5

50 ct.

Asserted Kroger

hordes s
17 et 5100

Kroger

Tomato Juice

Dinner
Napkins

Eagle Brand Milk

1102
um

IN Iserel

Karo Syrup

Cu at
beeltr

(rid

MUSIIMAHOW Crew

Ii.?
II'

69c
93c
sin
5185
79c

Meat Saadi

Hershey Kisses
Geld Crest

Starlight Mints

.

Cold Crest

Continental MIN
Cul Crest

Barber Poles
Gold Crest

Choc. Covered Raisins
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Individuals reipmette• information should include • self
addressed. stamped envelope.
Again, Abby. thanks for your help and understanding
over the years
CHR1S11NE JtiRGENSEN

C
atilt)

Can collector killed by car

DEAR CHRISTINE JORGENSEN: Because the
whole subject of tranasiezitality has been so waiversally asiaunderstood and those who need help don't
know where to get it. I ant printing your letter.
Read on for a lettar that will asake your day:

By Abigail Van Buren

Help Can Be Found
For Transsexuals

DEAR ABBY. This IS truly •story with a happy ending.
which I hope you will print for others who might be
suffering as much as I was.
After years of anguish and worry. wondering what was
causing my son's tinhappinesa, nine months ago, at age
32, he confided to me that he was a transsexual and had
made his decision that he must finally live the truth and
become what he was mentally and psychologically in
tended to be — a female.
At first I suffered guilt, shame, confusion, fear, and I
even went into mourning for the son I had lost. But then,
the love for my child transcended these feelings, and
above all, I realized that he needed my love and support
more than ever. He had already sought the necessary
psychological counseling and hormonal therapy, and four
months ago he successfully underwent the sex-change
surgery.
I now have a happy daughter, at peace with herself, and
it fills me with joy to hear her laughter — something I
had never heard before.
HAPPY MOTHER IN CALIFORNIA

DEARtABBY: I would like to express my thanks for all
the kind words and support you have given to trans.
sexual, over the years. (A transsexual is a person genetically of one sex with a psychological urge to belong
to the
opposite sex — an urge sometimes so overwhelming that
it
leads to a sex-change operation.)
While addressing a national convention of electrol
ogists
recently, I was frequently asked, "Where should we
refer
our transsexual clients?"
In the past, Abby, you have recommended the
Janus
Information Facility as an information and counsel
ing
source for transvestites and transsexuals.
It might be helpful to provide your readers with
other
sources, since thousands are seeking help.
General Information Service: Janus Information
Facility, 1952 Union, San Francisco, Calif. 94123.
Treatment Programs: Gender Dysphoria Progra
Orange County, Inc. (a non-profit corporation), m of
31815
Camino Capistrano, Suite L, San Juan Capistr
ano, Calif.
92675.
Gender Dysphoria Program, 21261
/
2 The Strand, Galveston, Texas 77550.
CONFIDE Personal Counseling Services, Inc., Box
56,

• ••

If you hate to write letters because you don't
know what to say, send for Abby's complete booklet
on letter-writing. Send $2 and • long, stamped (37
cents), self-addressed envelope to Abby, Letter Booklet. P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif. 90038.

c,
e Allen County discontinues entire police force
SCOTTSVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Allen County's
two-man police force has
been taken off the road
because its $19,000 budget
is gone.
"At this time, we don't
have the money to continue the force," said
County Judge-executive
Edwia Ballard.
He igaid the county may
revive the police force in
late winter or spring by
using money from the
A general fund but no decision has been made.
A new county budget
will start July 1,1983.
"We're just like other
counties; we don't have a
lot of money," Ballard
said.
To operate the two-man
force for a full year, the
county would have to
spend $38,000, Ballard
said, adding th4 it used
federal reve
jiig,
fundsto pay for the force.
9g The, county received a
10 'percent cut in its
general revenue sharing
funds, and when the 198283 budget began last July,
fiscal court slashed the
police department's
budgpt in half, Ballard
explained.
Faecal
court wanted to
.

cut the force to one man ficer for state police Post any requestes from Allen
but an attorney general's 3 at Bowling Green, said County officials to step up
opinion indicated the the agency hasn't had patrols.
county would have to
keep both men, Ballard
,SISSIORNIUMONSIMNOWNISOIMIIIMINISSISI
said. Last Tuesday, the
court voted to suspend
department operations.

*Wog left Kentucky $1,
Mock a utility pole and
ee•rterned ir.eral
WM& The accident seMIMI about 3 mass
aura of Sortsrnereu Bald
a spokesman at the
Henderson poet.
Abe killed Friday was
Charles D. Sammons. IS
fir Mho,wino/ car Moped the cuater tine of Kentucky 1411 about two
mike set of Martin and
struck an ncoining %viva,.said police Sammons
died at the scene at 6 10
pin PT
Kentucky's weekend
traffic toll includes fatal
accidents that occur het
sevenI p m Friday and
mictrugN Sunday

Now bock-pain drug roksased soon
LOUISVILLE. My tnsi'enut of Louisville
(API -- A new drug that neurosurgeon who
Asa
will enable some patients tested the drug
on several
with lower beck ailments patients since
111111. said
to avoid surgery is ex- he thinks it Is one
of the
pected to becomemost innxietont advances
available in Kentucky in treating lower-b
ack
early next year, officials disease in the last
SO
MV.
years
The drug, rhyrnopa
Shields will help inform
pain. shrinks discs that hundreds(444s-tont
about
have slipped from their the new drug in meeting
s
places between .'r- scheduled for the next
tabrae, relieving the pain two months in Chicago
that results when the and IAA Angeles
discs press against
A similar meeting is
nerves,
planned for I notsville in
Christopher Shields. a March. he said

.....

—

ache nook

"

•

RISIMAS

Alk

MOST STORES OPEN LATE NIGHTS

CHRISTMAS!

.•

'One-Piece Mini-Phone Cut silit AM/FM Stereo Cassettilt
ET-100 by Radio Shack
Phono Music System

25%
Off

29q§
39.95

"Hangs Up" on Any Flat Surface!
Cuts phone bills—no monthly rent! Features Auto-Redial, mute button for pri
vacy, electronic ringer with Hi/Lo/Off
switch. Ready to plug in. FCC registered. White, #43-284. Brown, #43-285

RICKMAN & NORSWORTHY
BUILDING SUPPLY
50t1 S 4th St

the car Mullins was &ivkng ran under the rear of
a tractor-trailer rig The
track driver and a
passenger in the truck
were not injured
Police said Roy
Whom, as. ar
died early Saturday whirs
the car he was riding In
sideswiped a utility poi.
on Kentucky 34 &boat IS
miles from Lancaster
A dispatcher at the
state police post in
Ptkevilk said Ostic.rne
died at the scene, but had
no further details on the
accident
Kip K Hayes. 17, of
Sacramento, was killed
Friday at 6 20 p m (ST
when the vehicle he was

•

The two-man force was
used in conjunction with
Sheriff Jerry Wimpee
and his two deputies. The
county officers patroled
from 4 p.m. until 8 a.m.
and, with the sheriff's
department, offered 24hour coverage of the
county.
Wimpee said the money
ran out "at the worst
time," adding this his
department is involved in
collecting taxes. He said
his staff if working 12 to
14 hours in the office
before starting evening
plitr9Ls.
The sheriff said hif
men usually stop patrori:
ing the county about Ti
p.m. or midnight and are
back in the office at 8
a.m.
One state trooper is
assigned to Allen County
and three troopers are
county residents.
Trooper Melvin
Perkins, public affairs of:

"If we're requested to
do more, then we will do
it," he said.

By The Associated Prang
A Logan County man
%who was hit by a car as he
picked up aluminum cans
along the highway was
one of six people killed tn
Kentucky traffic accidents over the weekend.
state police said Sunday
The deaths boosted the
state's 11113 traffic toll to
806, compared to 104
through Dec It 11111
A police dispatcher
said LE Marshall. GI.
Russellville, was picking
up cans along a railroad
overpass of U.S 68 West
when he was struck by.
car about 11 a.m Sunday
The man was knocked
from the overpass and
fell 32 feet to a city street
below, said the dispatcher He was pronounced
dead at the scene.
Driver of the car was
identified as Vivian K
Overtiouse, age and address unknown. No
charges were filed.
Michael Ackerman, 24,
of Louisville, died Sunday
afternoon when his car
hit a fixed object at the intersection of Bardstown
Road and Sherwood, officers said.
Samuel Mullins, 28, of
Ashland, was killed early
Sunday in an accident on
Interstate 64 in Carter
County. State police said

Wall Bracket

153-6450

Clarinette*-90 by Realistic

179!
219.95

Record Directly
From Radio, a-Speed
Changer or "Live"
With Optional Mikes

495

Fits over standard modular )ack.
White, #43-184.
Brown, #43-185

Delden Garage
Door Openers

4
41,

We Will Be
Closed Dec. 24 25

•

"

ckek,4

•

What a bargain! Features two 18"'high speakers. lighted tuning
dial, removable dust cover Front-loading cassette deck has AutoStop Auto-Level pause and tape .counter 513-1199

6-Band "Action" Portable Radio

$149

1H

Save $40

Patrolman' CB-60 by Realistic

Save $40

111

2-Way Speaker in
Genuine Walnut Veneer
Nova'-5 by Realistic

Half Price

5995:915 399Eadoi

Tunes in all the local action!
Each
Hear police, aircraft, and
Give Two
weather on UHF and VHF-Hi/Lo. Long-throw 8" woofer and tuned port for the
plus CB, AM and FM All-band
combine for deep bass Liquid-cooled Regular
fine-tuning, squelch AC/battery
2" tweeter provides soaring highs
Price
operation. #12-766 Batten*, Aiwa
19 x 103/4 x 7'/2" #40-4030
of One!

"Radio Shack" Battery
Checker
By Micronta'

b
1.1:441,

:4g

BATTER
CHECK en
••
•

40

a

Off

279
Reg
3 99

Makes battery testing fun and easy For
9V "transistor", 1 5V "C", "D" and
"AA" sizes #22-098

RUDOLPH TIRES
ALIGNMENT
721 So. 12th
753-0593

•

Pocket Flavoradios®
By Realistic'

Cut
24%

6-in-1 TV Game
for the Whole Family
TV SCOREBOARD' by Radio Shack

25% Off

99 29!•P
Personal AM radios in four delicious
''flavors" —orange. lemon, blueberry
and strawberry Buy a bunch at this low
price—they're great stocking stutters!
With earphone #12-166
sew,..,,a

Hours of Fun for
One or Two Players
Play Tennis, Hockey Skeet
Target. Squash and Practice
Attaches to any television in
seconds Includes photoelec••••••••....
tnc "45" pistol Buy now for
$10 in savings' 60-308
— — 1 samiximi(pip&

Check Your Phone Book for the Rads./look Store or Dealer Nearest You

A OiV ,SION Or *ANON COPP(AON

,041e410"

Pflirf

AAA• ;15"'

At *•C414% WWI

JP.
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Racers sweep Death Valley
By JOHN SALERNO
Sports Writer
MOREHEAD, Ky. "That 3-point goal is 'gonna drive us coaches to the
funny farm," said Racer
coach Ron Greene Saturday night after seeing
Morehead State destroy a
9-point deficit with two
quick bombs in the final
minutes before Murray
State hung on for a 96-89
win.

Sullivan hit consecutive
3-point goals. Racer
Brian Stewart then hit a
free throw to make it 9187. but Sullivan countered
with a field goal at :36 to
cut it to two.
The ensuing Eagle full
court press resulted in a
foul on Glen Green, who
sank both foul shots to
contribute to his gamehigh 28 points. Green hit
on 14 of his 15 tosses from
the stripe. Then Lamont
Sleets -22 points-drew
an offensive foul, and
Stewart was fouled and
sank a pair to seal the
Racers' sweep of Death
Valley inhabitants
Eastern (86-63, Friday)
and Morehead.
Racer center Ricky
Hood, who opened the
game with a slam dunk,
was the game's second
highest scorer with 23
points. He also led both
teams in rebounds with
13.
Of the 3-point goal's
comeback effect, coach
Greene said he was ready
"to cross my legs and
relax" before the Eagles'
"aerial attack."
"I like it when I'm
behind, but I don't like it
when I'm ahead," he
said, adding that he
thinks the NCAA could
drop the 3-point goal after
a post-season evaluation.
He also said he favored a
45-second shot clock compared to the present 30second one.
But the clock seemed to
have little impact on the
running Racers, who put
up 33 of their 50 shots
within the first 10
seconds, taking only
three shots in the last 10
seconds. Of Morehead's
62 shots, 21 were taken in

Several times during
the game the Racer fast
break opened significant
leads - the biggest a 13point margin with 6:48 to
go in the game - but
were unable to totally
break away from the
Eagles.
At 1:42 left, the score
was 90-81 and the game
apparently out of reach
when the Eagles' Rob
Barker and Arthur

90
DAYS
SAME
AS
CASH
RUDOLPH TIRES
& ALIGNMENT
721 So. 12th
753-0595

10 seconds.
Sleets had Murray's
pair of 3-pointers, while
the Eagles hit 7 of 21. The
Racers led in total
shooting percentage hitting 62.3 percent from the
field to Morehead's 46.8
percent. Murray also hit
28 of 34 free throws for a
77.8 percentage, while the
Eagles hit 10 of 19 for 52.6
percent.
Murray, 6-1 overall and
2-0 in defense of its Ohio
Valley Conference title,
accepts a 10-day layoff
until travelling to the
Alabama-Birmingham
Classic, Dec. 28-29. The
Racers meet Fordham in
the opening game while
host UAB takes on
Alaska-Anchorage, also
in the first round.
Murrayans may purchase tickets to the tour-

nament for $7.50 each
night at the MSU ticket
office in Room 211 of Roy
Stewart Stadium. Tickets
will be available there until 1 p.m. Wednesday.
Tickets will also be
available at the gate.
After the holiday tournament, Murray is idle
until January 7-8 when
the Racers visit Ice
Valley ( Youngstown
State and Akron).
MURRAY ST.(MI)
Martin 70-1 14, Green 614-IS X, Hood
10
Sleets 7 64 22, Stewart 2 5-7 9,
Davis 1 0.02. Totals 33 23-3696
MOREHF.AD ST. 411
Harrtson
Tucker 3 1-3 7, Tip52.010,
Sullivan 7
0-0 lit Childress 3 0-0 6, Moore 3 24 11,
0-0 4, Barter 31-1 9 Totals X
10-1901
Halftime - Murray St MI, Morehead
St 44
Fouled out - M(nnifield, Childress.
Total fouls - Murray St. 20, Morehead
St 31 Technicals - Hood, Harmon,
Sullivan,Stewart.
3-point goals - Sleets 12), Barker (2),
41. Mutrufield 1)

3-7 23,

73-7 17.
ton
Minnifield 334 10,
Adkiru 2

Sullivan i
A -5,200

Kentucky tops Tulane,
wins 22nd U KIT crown
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP)- With Indiana on
, the schedule Wednesday,
Kentucky's rout of
Tulane came at the best
possible time, says
Wildcat guard Jim
Master.
"We needed a building
block for Indiana,"
Master said after Saturday's 80-61 victory over
Tulane. "I was glad to see
us have this kind of
game."
Master had 16 points in
the victory. Dirk Minniefield and Derrick Hord
scored 17 apiece as Kentucky hit 60.3 percent of
its shots to just 37.7 percent for the Green Wave.
That gave Kentucky its

seventh victory of the
season and its 22nd UK
Invitational Tournament
championship in 30 years.
In Saturday's consolation game, Kevin Blacies
18 points led Rutgers past
stubborn,Duquesne 58-51.
Roy Hinson scored 14
points for the Scarlet
Knights, 6-1. Chris
Remley had 12 and Rich
Brunson 10.
Terry Teachout's 14
points paced Duquesne, 15.
Tulane Coach Ned
Fowler said early foul
trouble hurt his squad,
but added: "The key was
perimeter shooting and
we couldn't buy a basket."

Former Laker eyes stardom j:
in new Memphis cage league
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MOW RowShack
Your discount parts supermart

Impact
wrench

\ ‘ \\
.t

Wick a Decker
electric wrench.

Black & Decker
car vac
eep your c.ir it,,'
cleanest it can be.

Auto ramps

13.99

99.95 " 15.99
A:WM.4611 car

Pis- SY/MY
.44e/iciir

Or

\\\

One-piece molded steel
Step-resistant Incline

stereo system

easy

cassette, 07S/a/fat/0/7 MCVL/CieS
booster and
03-4$ç9rt,00wer
dual cone
speaker set
Save
SZ Li2
over
S11889 value
r/
purchaseo'
separately.

89.93
Portable heater
kerosene
hours on

one lank
output.
14
Bra
W
BUMS
Produces 9,500
warranty.
fuel.
One year

Portable air
compressor
Builtin 200 Psi

of

pressure gauge 3
ft of air hose 5
year warranty.

24,99.

.95
99

Closed Christmas Day.
0954511

.99
Steering whose

6.99

29.99

Digital auto clock

9.99

Action timing light

corAr
Available in blue, b/ack,
tan, or red Reg. 1.99.

Our best chrome timing
light with linear Xenon

Limit 2please.

Lamp.

4-po. Moor mat set

Front and rear mats
at one low price

Digital readout c/ock
will make a great gilt
Put time where you
went it,

HOT HAND - Glen Green drives against Eastern Kentucky for two of his 53
points for Murray State during the Racers' trip through Death Valley this
weekend. Green, who turned 21 on Friday, scored 26 points Saturday as Murray
completed an eastern swing with a 96-89 victory over Morehead State. A day
earlier, he scored 27 as the Racers bounced Eastern Kentucky WO.
Staff photo by John Salerno

1.211,..posk

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
While Calloway County's basketball teams
were making local
headlines Saturday with
their upset victories over
rival Murray High, a
former Laker cager was
busy making headlines in
Memphis,Tenn.
Bryan Tebbetts, a 6-6,
220-pound center who
would have been a senior
at CCHS this year, is
making a name for
himself and former CCHS
basketball coach Chic
Nute.
An article in Saturday's
Commercial Appeal, the
major daily newspaper in
Memphis, revealed the
success of Tebbetts and
to a certain degree, that
of Nute, who both live in
the west Tennessee city.
Tebbetts is residing
with the Nute family and
playing basketball for
Temple Baptist School of
Southaven which is
described in the CA article as "a small private
high school that plays
other non-Tennessee
Secondary School
Athletic Association
academies."
The former Laker who
saw extensive action on
Nute's 15-10 team last
year, is averaging 30

points, 16 rebounds and 8 Memphis.
blocked shots for his newAnd the new school in
found team.
the outlaw league appear
Tebbetts left Calloway to be suiting Tebbetts just
County before the 1982 fine.
school year began this
At Temple, Tebbetts
fall and moved to Mem- dominates the court. His
phis with Nute when the coach, Chuck Poer, was
Laker coach accepted the very complimentary of
job at Oakhaven Baptist his star, saying in the arAcademy after not being ticle, "He does
rehired at CCHS.
everything for us. I
Tebbetts intended to mean, he rebounds, he
play for Nute at OBA, scores, he brings the ball
but, according to the CA up the court to break the
article, "Calloway Coun- press. And he's a leader.
ty refused to release Teb- He's the best player in the
betts and the TSSAA, league. I think he's provdespite a strong plea ed that."
from Nute, OBA principal
Against one team this
Robert Vaughn and Tebbetts' father, turned season Tebbetts scored 49
down his hardship points while the rest of his
team accounted for eight
transfer."
_
This left Tebbetts with total.
Because the league is
no place to play and
because of a disrupted not sanctioned by the
family situation (his step- TSSAA, the competition
mother lives in Madison- may be slightly below
ville and his father lives that of the average Tenin Greenville) the former nessee high schools. But,
Laker had no place to if the competition is
below par, it hasn't kept
return to in Murray.
the college recruiters
tiiii4hg much -CA- his away from the 6-6 prohigh school career at spect.
CCHS, Tebbetts lived
with former CCHS assisAccording to the CA artant coach Ed Arm- tide, "at least 1(1 schopls
strong, who now coaches have already expersd
an interest(in Tebkgetts)"
at Fancy Farm.
So Nute found him a although none were menplace to stay and play in tioned specifically.

[sweetly energizer
AA. C, 02-peck, or
9-voll Lima 2_pecks.

Open Mon-Sat 8 a.m. til 9 p.m.
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3.83
Prostons
Winter/summer
concentrate L,n7,1 2
gallons

19.99

.89
Afotororaft 10W40
motor oil

Save gas save
money Limit 6 quarts

Sparkemetic
cassette adapter

2/1.00
Butane lighters

Plays any cassette in
littrack tape deck

A/ways keep 8 spare
Buy now and save

Needs no installation

Open every Sunday

-1

Expire., Parrs lkorvis•
ExPrOSII Part*aen,ree can sere you money end
tuna If you tame a hard to find pan that AUTO
SHACK dOesn't Stock AUTO SHACK will oef It
fOr you promptly

Pei Ow roar Illarvvriety
ti
ll

Any remsnufactured part purchased from AUTO
SHACK will be replaced for•p-od alone
lrOm Oat* of purchase if under normal
condition, if fio12110 go.q. sar/siscrorl. SPrv,r.

Ad prices not good for

year

special orders • Ad prices good

South 12th Stroot, Southaido Center

4

CallitOr
AUTO SHACK's do-It-yourself center pro‘ndeS
you with all the Olormerion you need to pet the
job done right, even Its your lint time You'll
find helpful hints which can Sawa you money and
your car runni • Ion
thru Sunday

753.8971

a Yap
; 1 cup
OnStmas
III

Fasten your seat belts and be
prepared for dazzling new
Christmas. Hope it's the best!

PARKER FORD INC.

701 Main
753-5273
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Moseley out-kicks NFL place-kicking record with 21
By BRUCE LOWITT
AP Sports Writer
Mark Msiseley of
Washington sure can
kick, and so can Pittsburgh Coach Chuck Noll
-about his offense.
While Moseley was
breaking the National
Football League record
for consecutive successful field goals on Sunday with his 21st - and
getting the 42-yarder in
the snow to beat the New
York Giants 15-14 in the
process - Noll was watching quarterback Terry
Bradshaw and the
Steelers' offense fall
apart again.
Bradshaw, benched a

week ago when he
managed to complete only two 01 13 passes in the
snow during a 13-0'am in
Buffalo, played the entire
game in Cleveland, with
little improvement. This
time he completed 12 of 39
attempts and was intercepted four times,
twice by Hanford Dixon
in the final 65 seconds, as
the Browns won 10-9.
In Sunday's other afternoon games it was Dallas
21, New Orleans 7;
Philadelphia 35, Houston
14; Minnesota 34, Detroit
31; St. Louis 10, Chicago
7; Tampa Bay 24, Buffalo
23; Kansas City 37,
Denver 16: New England

16, Seattle 0, and Green
Bay *Baltimore in an
overtime tie.
On Sunday night, it was
Atlanta 17, San Francisco
7.
In two Saturday games
it was Miami 20, the New
York Jets 19, and the Los
Angeles Raiders 37, the
Los Angeles Rams 31.
For Moseley, one of the
few straight-ahead
players in a game
dominated by sidewinding soccer-style kickers,
it was simply a matter of
doing what comes
naturally - putting the
ball through the uprights
as he had done 20
previous times to tie the

record set by Garo
Yepremian.
Browns 10,thosiorsil
Despite Bradsha w s
=sr gelionninm. thll
refused to lay the blame
for the Steelers recent
failures solely at his
quarterback's feet.
"Terry Bradshaw has
the highest credentials I
know of," said the
Steelers' coach. "He's
been to four Super Bowls
and three weeks ago he
was leading the league in
passing. Today I think the
problem was - with the
bad footing - that he Just
wasn't getting set early
enough with the ball."
Paul McDonald, get-

hag his first NFL start In
place of Cleveland
quarterhock Brion Sipe.
=seed 32 yards to Os=
Newsome to set up
Johnny Davis' 1-yard TO
run in the third period
that wiped out the
Steelers' 74 lead built on
Bradshaw's I-yard scoring pass to John
Stallwarth
Cowboys 21,Saints 7
The Cowboys joined
Washington in clinching a
National Conference
playoff berth.
They said their own intensity vanished after
New Orleans quarterback Ken Stabler went
out with a wrist injury."
We would have been
more keyed up if Stabler
had been in there," said
Dallas Coach Tien Landry. "I know one thing:
We hadn't ever seen a
II
83
power
backfield in our
641-1 u•n4
.41 *41 league in a long time.

Colonels finish season with 1-AA title

111
Return yards
6-17
WICHITA FALLS, Lovett's 37-yard field Easters Ky
Delaware
0 11
Pass
14-14
Texas (AP) - There's goal and Nicky Yeast's 1Punts
31
Frodaiss-lost
14
EICU- BIM 77 blocked FG return
good news for Ohio Valley yard run.
Penalise-yards
841
7-49
( Lovett luck
Then the Blue Hens
Conference opponents of
Time of Poisenion
2141
1111 19
ENV-917 31 Lovett
EKU- Yeast 1 run ( Lovett kick)
INDIVIDUALSTATISTICS
the NCAA Division IAA scored two fourth-period
RUSHING
Kestecky,
Del-Steimer
piss from Phelan
national champion touchdowns on Dan I ran falledl
Thompson 24-111, Yeast 1743.
Delaware, Cleansed 742, Raeder HI
Del-Sager 5 pass from Scully
Eastern Kentucky. The Phelan's halfback pass of
PASSING -Eastern Kestecky,
(Steamer pass from Scully)
Colonels lose most of 20-yard to Mark Steimer,
Wools= 6-13-1 61. Delaware, Scully 13A -11357
)14 171, Phelan 1-1488
ElCy Del
their big guns to gradua- and quarterback Rick
RECEIVING-Eastern Kentucky,
Mynas
13
II
Scully's 5-yard pass to First
tion.
Bard 3-311, Thompson 1-14 Drilaware,
Rusbes-yards
58-708 41410
Clement 31111, Steimar 3-44
Passing yards
61
191
The bad news is they Tim Sager.
have to face the slashing
runs of Terrence Thompson another year.
Most of the heroes of
Saturday's hard-earned
17-14 Pioneer Bowl v
tory over Delaware
•
seniors - quarterback
Tuck Woolum, wide
Where Good Service is a 42 Year
AV.
reciver Steve Bird, defenFamily Tradition
sive back Gus Parks and
defensive end Richard
"'"" Let Us Service and Maintojaaour Vehicles
Bell.
We Do Genera' Auto Reporr•Tune ucs•Brokes•Shocirs•
But Thompson, who
US TO BUFF MIRROR GLAZE 8, WAX YOUR
CALL
rushed 24 times for 112
VEHICLES AT LOW REASONABLE RATES.
yards against the tough
Blue Hen defense, is just
a junior.
The Colonels finished
the year 13-0 and will
Basketball Scores
liountsialsor aside
Ellin* Classic
have a special place in Saturday's College
EAST
Clisinpiesship
Championship
the heart of Eastern KenIsland
66
74,
Rhode
Holy Cross
Illinois 67, Illinois St 60
West Virginia IS, Vs Conunonwealth
Charlotte
62
NC
lona
83,
Place
65,01
Third
tucky Coach Roy Kidd.
Pitt 67,St. Francis. Pa. 57
00 CapitalCc
S Illinois 74, Bowling Green 82
"I kept telling myself
St. Bonaventure 98, Mercyhurst 78
Chissolmildp
Kentucky MvitatIonal
Princeton
46
John's
58.
St.
Championship
Tulsa
43,
Oral RebutsU
this team wasn't as
Syracuse 105. Niagara 82
Third Pres
Kentucky 80, Telane 61
talented or as outstanVillanova 82, Temple 55
Third Place
North Carolina MC Pam American Se
SOUTH
Rutgers 58, Duquesne 51
Riveraly
ding as some of my
Alabama 88, Louisiana Tech 73
!Crystal Clank
Cherglanhip
previous teams," said
E. Kentucky 57, Middle Tenn. 52
Oregon St. 711, Draditwil
Championship
Augusta Coll.80
Georgia
104,
Tn.-Chattanooga 62, Mississippi St 54
VardarOrr
Kidd. "But they went
Jacksonville 97, Wofford 59
Third Place
-q' - 'u
undefeated. Avy'
ive4,441t,. :eets=tire Xi5r.i .;:elielotilo$1t. 77.
Tennessee It UMW lit
Ala Aitirrirnighean71.1irrY 07
t,o be good."
Mississippi 67, Cent Arkansas 60
The Colonels turned a
Murray St. 96, Morehead St. 89
Rider 63,South Carolina 56
blocked field goal atS. Mississippi 91, Indiana-SE 45
tempt by Parks into a
Vanderbilt 75, Clemson 72
Philadelphia 2 5 0 .U11 141 149
National Football League
Virginia Tech In.S Carolina St. 73
touchdown.
San Frnceco 2 5 0 .WI 163 172
American Conference
MIDWEST
I 6 0 _143 153 196
L.A. Rams
W L T Pet PF PA
The blocked field goal,
Akron 86, Tennessee Tech 66
NOTE The top eight teams in each
L.A. Raiders 6 1
857 192 156
Ball St. 102, E. Illinois 89
Kidd said, was a designed
conference
will
qualify for the playoffs.
5
1
833
139
90
Cincinnati
Toledo
63
67,
Dayton
714 137 114
Miami
5 2
DePaul 105, Fairleigh Dickinson 64
play where "We rush
assiday's Gams
714 190 115
N.Y. Jets
5 2
Philadelphia 35, Houston 14
Drake 73. N. Iowa 65
from one side to block it
160
120
66
Diego
4
2
667
Missouri
San
Evansville 72, SW
Minnesota 34, Detroit 31
4 3
.571 121 97
Buffalo
Washington 15, New York Giants 14
and have a guy on the
Indiana St. 48, Kansas St. 46
.571 99 101
New England 4 3
Marquette 79, Marshall 72
Cleveland 10, Pittsburgh 11
otherside to pick it up.".
571
130
111
Pittsburgh
4
3
St. Louis 10, Chicago 7
Memphis St. 64,Kansas 58
429 99 131
Cleveland
3 4
Green Bay U,Baltimore 20,01, tie
Michigan St. 75, Detroit 72,01
Delaware Coach Tubby
Seattle'
3 4
429 104 112
Tampa Bay 24, Buffalo 33
Nebraska 68, Wyoming 57
Raymond admitted the
2 5
206 127 186
Denver
Northwestern 64, Loyola, Ill. 56
Kansas City 37, Denver 14
Kansas
City
2
5
236
166
145
77
Arizona
St.
Dallas 21, New Chianti 7
Ohio
St.
88,
Blue Hens, who finished
14385 190
Houston
1 6
New England 16,Seattle 0
Texas Christian 74, Iowa St. 66
the season 12-2, made too
0 6
Baltimore
.077 80 158
Valparaiso 73,St. Louis 65
Atlanta 17,San Francisco?
Conference
National
Butler
63,
OT
Kentucky
65,
W.
hisaday's Game
many errors to deserve a
857 179 00
Dallas
6 1
Cincinnati at San Diego
Youngstown St. 70, Delaware St. 68
victory.
.857 135 118
Washington 6 1
SOUTHWEST
Sunday, Dec. II
5 2
714 170 126
Atlanta
Cleveland at Houston
Arkansas 89, NE Louisiana 76
"We made too many
643 164 135
4 2
Green Bay
Detroit at Tampa Bay
Oklahoma 101, Georgia Tech 73
mistakes," he said. "The
4 3
571 142 129
Minneeota
Green Bay at Atlanta
Rice 59,Southwestern, Texas 41
4 3
571 111 121
St. Louis
Texas 73, Harvard $8
New England at Pittsburgh
blocked field goal was an
3 4
429 133 120
Detroit
New York Giants at St Louis
Texas-El Paso EC, McNeese St. 72
unforgivable error that
New Orleans 3 4
.429 84 177
FAR WEST
San Francisco at Kansas City
N.Y Giants 3 4
429 117 112
Seattle at Cincinnati
Brigham Young 68, Boise St. 67
cost us dearly and turn429 1012 134
Tamps Bay 3 4
Washington at New Orleans
Colorado 79, Cincinnati 65
ing the ball over and gave
2 5
Chicago
.186 84 In
New Yoh Jets at Minnesota
Colorado St. 67,Idaho St. 49
Long Beach St. 87, San Diego 62
them another touchdown.
Pepperdine 79, Montana St 56
"I don't want to take
UCLA 75, Iowa 66
Idaho 84, Cal-Irvine 73
anything away from
Santa Clara 59. California 57
marry,Doc. al
them but we made some
College Bowl Games
Southern Cal 74, Loyola, Calif. 63
tirm Wert
All Times EST
Virginia 910, Utah 57
mistakes to hurt
At£1 par Tsui
Saturday,
Dec
LI
TOURNAMENTS
North
Carolina (7-4) vs Tomas(9-21,3
ourselves," he said.
California Bowl
Atlantic City Classic
m.
At Irian/3, Cab/
Championship
Eastern Kentucky,
Alloba bowl
23
Bowling
Green
St
29,
Fresno
St. Joseph's 99, Northeastern 73
At Ronsiule
which also won the DiviTangerine Bowl
Bayou Classic
Maryland
(8-3)
vs. Washington (9-21,
At Orlando, Fla
Championship
sion IAA title in 1979,
7 p.m
Auburn 33,Banton Coll.',IS
SW Louisiana 97, N. Mexico St. 64
went unbeaten for the
first time since 19441
The Colonels built a 17-0
lead after three quarters
753-1921 200 N 4th
Murray
on Bell's run, Jamie

Georg Rogers can pkk
sp a iot of yardage on
yes," Rogers get IN
yards, a personal and
team record. and scared
New Orleans' lone
touchdown.
Tony Dorsett ran for
The of 1 and 2 yards and
Danny White passed 3
yards to Doug Cosine for
Dallas'scores.
Eagles* Oilers 14
Wilbert Montgomery
ran for throe touchdowns
- 3, 1. and an Eaglesrecord N yards - and
Philadelphia came up
with four interceptions
and seven sacks us the
rout of the Oilers With
Philadelphia and Houston
each at 1-6 entering the
game, there were 30,773
no-shows.
Viking 34. Lions 31
Tommy Kramer threw
three TD passes in Minnesota's victory over
Detroit, but it was nose

tackle Charlie Johns=
formerly of the Rages,
who scored the winning
TO, ecoopiag op a Gary
Daateisom hisible and
nachig 44 yards with 2:N
le ploy. Dantean= paned
for titre* TOL two in the
closing minute.
Cardbria M.Ikon 7
Neil 0*Donegfoue of St
Louts didn't haves stresit
going - he was wide to
the right on a 46-yard
fteid goal attempt with a
couple of minutes to play
- but the 46-yartier be
did hit with 35 seconds nrmining was just as
decisive as Moseley's
kick.
The victory kept the
Cards unbeaten on the
road. They're winless at
home
Falcone 17,Oars 7
Williarn Andrews accounted for 179 yards
rushing and receiving.
and Atlanta shut down
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A cuthne in Salted.;',
sports section incorrectly
identified Murray High's
Shen Swift as Leslie
Thompson
Swift is Na 22 on the
Lady Tiger basketball
squad Thompson is
No U
We apologise for the
nibtup
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=mph= NU to $4 and
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pkture
Montana. who had
throw, for more thew 3N
yards a league record
five straight times. was
held to IT, The leers' only tourrtidoirn am• on •
7-yard peas from Montana to Dwight Clark to
give them a 74 lead in the
second period
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SPORTING GOODS
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"Everything for that SPORTin your LIFE"
Ph. 753-8844•
44
• Chestnut Street, Murray, Ky. "
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Storey's
FOOD
GIANT

PRICES GOOD WEDS. DEC. 1
BEL AIR

SHOPPING

WE ACCEPT
U.S. GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

CENTER

HOME OWNED
AND
OPERATED

WEEKLY SPEC,/

WEEKLY SPECIAL

CO
AIR
BROWN & SERVE

ROLLS

0,01

KRAFT
PHILADELPNIA

1311LAD
alum

CREAM
CHEESE

12 OZ. 12 CT.

WEEKLY SPECIAL

SUPER INFLATION Fl

IMPERIAL

SUPER INFLATION FIGHTER

SUPER INFLATION Fl

OIL
$1 19
2402.

TOPPING

HOLIDAY FAVORITES

$1 29
140!.

120!.$ 1 1 9

$

DRINKS

320!.$

79

PLANTERS PECANS CHIPS 8.

160!.$1

60l.$

79

o9 BEANS

3 .MEAT
69 :FLAKES

GOLDEN GRAIN 7¼ OZ.

si 09 CORN

Storey's FOOD GIAN1 COUPON

JUICE

COUPON
LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY

48 OZ.$1 69

SUNLIGHT
Dishwashing Liquid

EAGLE BRAND SWEETENED

MILK

$ 19

140!.

GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S
dhs.
EXPIRES 12 25 82

I

swiss MISS NOT
COCOA

SIM UM MN

DATES

120!.

$169
$0!.

90!.

MRS. BUTTERWORTH
Syrup

240!.

TOWELS
SOFT PLY BATHROOM

TISSUE

DOVE DISH
6 ROLL $

S

1701.

-41Itr
Iii
I

RICHTEX

94 SHORTENING .42 OZ.$ 1 39

411r1

COUPON
LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY

IMPERIAL
Light Spread
Margarine

$1 St

41

CASH POT
THIS WEEK WIN $200.00
LAST WEEKS NAME.
SHAUN DARNEIL, MURRAY
CARD NOT PUNCHM

110!.

8

6

12 OZ.

LIQUID

GOLD MEDAL

FLOUR

111

19

2 Le. BOWL $1 19

FOOD GIANT COUPON

• COUPON
LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY

ALL
Automatic Dishwashing
Detergent
GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S
EXPIRES 12-25-82

50 0!.

•

iallirr
940144p.

HAPPY HOLIDAYS
ALL THE FOLKS
AT STOREYS WISH
YOU A MERRY
CHRISTMAS AND
A SAFE St HAPPY
NEW YEARN

W

1111111111

COUPON
LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY

NONE SUCH MINCE

MEAT

$ II 59

Storey

JELLY

SHORTENING...3 LB.$239

GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S
EXPIRES 12-25-82
as sum um um IMO Willi

KRAFT GRAPE

BORDO

3/P i

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS YELLOW",

sti.$1 19

OCEAN SPRAY CRANBERRY

CRISCO

KELLOGG'S CORN

&

3

19
t

SPAM LUNCHEON

IS OZ.

MAC
CHEESE

15 OZ.$

16 OZ.

16 OZ.

CHILI

SUNFLOWER SELF RISING

CORN MEAL

SAUCE

$ II

KELLY'S WITH BEANS

DETERGENT ...49 OZ.

SOFT PLY PAPER

BUSH'S CHILI NOT

PEAS
60!.$ 1 89

PLANTERS WALNUTS CHIPS 8.

HALVES

A-1 STEAK

180Z.

SOAP

$ A09

ACTION

994

JELLY

$199

11 OZ.

TIDE LAUNDRY

LYSOL PINS

I

640!.

BUSH'S BLACKEYE

HALVES

19

MURPHY'S OIL

KARO RED LABEL

SYRUP

NO SALT

iooz.2 89

SMUCKERS GRAPE

BAKER'S CHOCOLATE FLAVORED

CHIPS

SALT ALTERNATIVE

BEANS
HI-C FRUIT

BAKER'S
COCONUT

VAN CAMP PORK &

s1 $9
•
)
:
1 41app.
4 9loirday‘

•
liolttays

cAt
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NO COUPONs OR STAMPS NECESSARI
LYNN GROVE
GRADE A LARGE

WE WILL BE OPEN
8 A.M. TO 6 P.M.
CHRISTMAS EVE & CHRISTMAS DAY

THRU CHRISTMAS DAY

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT
QUANTITIES

2

STORE HOURS:
8 a.m. - 11 p.m.
EVERY DAY

EKLY SPECIAL

DOZ. FOR

59

Top Pit
0,-)
• WNW. TORACCO

OkIDIE
DAillt IIII0Out I .

WEEKLY SPECIAL

woe .riguas,,swartc
,

GOLDEN S
BONELESS

18

8 01.

SHANK PORTION

HAR

HAM
89

$1

WATER ADDED)

LB.
HALF $1.99 LB.

WEEKLY SPECIAL
INFLATION FIGHTER

LAV-0-RICH REAL

WEEKLY SPECIAL

INFLATION FIGHTER
FAMILY PACK ,
SLICED SLAB

FROPI&WIGNIR

WIENERS

BACON
49 4iiit
TANGELOS & JUICE

3 LB. BAG YELLOW
$239

/9 -

U.S.D.A. CHOICE RIO III

FELD KENTUCKIAN BONELESS

HYDE-PARK FROZEN BAKING

STEAK

NAM

HENS

Li

SWIFT TURKEY MIXED WHITE IL DARK

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

L

ROAST

NYDE-PARK TURRET

SMOKY HOLLOW SMOKED

SAUSAGE
SWEET N' JUICY

BRYAN JUICY JUMBO

Ls 69'

LB
CENTER-CUT HAM

WILLIAMS PORK

SAUSAGE....LB.$1 79
.ASH POT
EK WIN $200.00
WEEKS NAME:
ARNE!L, MURRAY
NOT PUNCHFD

'1:141ams-n

DELI SPECIALS
HOLIDAY SPECIAL
NUTCNEN1 FAMOUS 1.1.4.
WHOLE PICNIC SHOULDER!!
liapPY"
94olodays

Y HOLIDAYS
THE FOLKS
OREYS WISH
A MERRY
STMAS AND
FE & HAPPY
W YEAR!!

‘li
etrLos

PLEASE PLACE YOUR ORDER BY
2:00 P.M. DEC. 22
PICK UP DEC. 24 BETWEEN 1140 3:11

BAKERY SPECIALS

PECAN PIES
WHITE BREAD.i
94."
1„

69

taal

a
g iRISTMAS CAKES.......$399

Murrayon representsSouthern States

ATTENDS CONVENTION -Six members of the Calloway County Chapter of
Future Farmers of America along with Chapter Advisor Larry Gilbert attended
the 55th National FFA Convention in Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 10-13. While attenbe convention the members toured the Agriculture Hall of Fame in Bonner
, Kan., The Kansas City Board of Trade, the Agriculture Careen Show
And the American Royal Horse Show. The convention was addressed by
Secretary of Agriculture John Block, Dale Evans Rogers, Melissa Gilbert, Barbara Mandrell and Jerry Clover. The Calloway County Chapter was responsible
for Kentucky's Agricultural display in the Hall of States. Tripp Furches received
the American Farmer Degree and Advisor Larry Gilbert received the Honorary
American Farmer Degree. Members attending were Brent Canter, Jeffrey
Paschall,Tim Ray,Mike Wicker,Tommy Orr and Tracy Curd.

ttgs

Southern States

Now thru Dec.24 Big Savings on Family Gifts
Shop With Us And Save
753-1423

ladestriel Rd.

THIS TRACTOR
DOESN'T
CHEW TOBACCO

while volume decreased
by 16 percent to 200.1
million gallons.
Fertilizer volume was
down slightly from
725,000 tons the previous
year to just under 720,000
tons. Sales totaled $108
million, compared to
$108.9 million the year
before.
Seed volume decreased
from $25.4 million the
previous year to $23.3
million.
Total farm supply
volume was $103.9 million
as compared to $103.3

Mark Wilson of Murray
represented Southern
States Cooperative's
members at the association's 59th annual
stockholders' meeting in
Richmond, Va., Nov. 1718.
Also attending the session was Gary Jones local
Southern States retail
dealer.
They heard Executive
Vice President and
General Manager Gene
A. James report that
dollar volume for the
organization for the fiscal
year ended last June 30
dipped to $684.8 million, a
decrease of about 4 percent under the previous
year's record $713.8
million.
James also told the session that net savings also
showed the impact of the
distressed agricultural
economy, the sluggish national economy and persistently high interest
rates. Total 1981-82 savings, after taxes, reached
$9.4 million as compared
to $20 million a year ago.
James shared the
reporting with Jack A.
McHugh, group vice
president, wholesale services; Harris K. Swann,
group vice president,
retail services; and
Beverley W. Armstrong,
vice president-finance
and treasurer.
McHugh, in his report,
stated that petroleum
sales totaled $190.4
million, down from $221.7
million the year before,

psi:'Haag*
G.•
*,
0.

>.•

PTO powers tillers, sprayeirs, and
mowers.
For high clearance work, there
are specialized cultivators and a
fertilizer side-dresser. The Kubota
L245HC is your chance to rise above
it all, while staying on the right track.

We're

KUBOTA'
looking for work.

McKeel Equipment
I.:

503 Walnut

for your hiyal
patronage:

Results of the Dec. 6
election of ASCS community committee persons for 1983 have been
announced by David E.
Riley, Jr., county executive director,
Calloway County ASCS
Office.
Farmers elected to the
committees were:
Community A:
Chairperson, - Charles
Burkeen; Vice Chairperson, Jim Kelly; Regular
Member - Gary Evans;
First Alternate - Mark
Wilson; Second Alternate
- Tremon Smith. Community B: ChairpersonBilly Joe Kingins; Vice
Chairperson - James G.
Wilson; Regular Member
- Thomas D. Lax; First
Alternate - Wade E.
Green; Second Alternate
- Allene Evans. Community C: ChairpersonDarrell Clark; Vice
Chairperson - W. N.
Murdock; Regular
Member - James Euel

Sam Calhoun
Plumbing

7S3-3062

205 N. 4th
75341102

41

LOUISVILLE Chairmen have been
selected for two important advisory conunittes
to Kentucky Farm
Bureau.
Bob White, R. 1 Sturgis,
Is the new chairman of
the KFB Young Farmers
Advisory Committee, and
Mrs. Lottie Murphy, R. 3
Stamping Ground, has
been re-elected chairman
of the Women's Advisory
Committee.
White replaces Johnny

PURINA
CHOWS

Chicken
Special

5.25 5.
$3.75

Lb. Bag

LOWES, Ky. (AP) The dog that saved
western Kentucky
farmer Clifton Perkins
after a tractor accident
now won't leave his side,
Perkins mother said today.
Perkins, 59, says he
wouldn't have lived to tell
the story if it hadn't been
for his dog,Brandy.
He is recovering at the
home of his mother, Cordie L. Perkins,85.
"The dog stays right
with him. It sleeps under
his bed every night,"
Mrs. Perkins said.
Perkins was preparing
to haul a load of firewood
at his farm in this small
western Kentucky corn-

ATTENTION TOBACCO GROWERS

Five women's committee members including
Mrs. Murphy the chairman, were re-elected to
two-year terms at the recent Kentucky Farm
Bureau convention in
Louisville. The other four
were Mrs. Ann Ashby,
Hopkinsville; Mrs. Betty
Barrick, R. 6 Glasgow;
Mrs. Teresa Campbell,
R. 4 Stanford; and Mrs.
Joan Riffe, R. 1 Webbvile.
Other women's committee members are Mrs.
Lena Wave Wilson,
Grand Rivers; Mrs.
Karolyn Hayden, R. 2
Cecilia; Mrs. Rosetta
"Bunny" Rosenberger,
Louisville; Mrs. Vera
Garner, R. 4 Monticello;
and Mrs. Kathy Bay, R. 1
Brooksville.
Mrs. Hayden serves as
first vice chairman of the
women's committee;-and +
Mrs. Rosenberger is second vice chairman.

munity when the accident
happened.
He said he walked up to
his tractor and started
the motor,and the tractor
began rolling, knocking
him to the ground.
One of the big rear
wheels rolled over his leg,
smashing into his rib
cage and coming to rest
on his head and a block of
wood.
Perkins clawed the
ground trying to get free,
and the 4-year-old dog,
which he described as a
"cocker-terrier," began
imitating his digging.
The farmer, who has
suffered from arthritis
for several years,said,"I
dug and dug till my
fingers were raw and
Brandy was with me all
the way."
Finally, he freed
himself and began crawling toward the house.

PUT MORE DOLLARS IN YOUR POCKET
USE OUR SELF SERVICE FLOOR
COMMISSION CHARGE

FULL SERVICE LOCATIONS

GROWERS FLOOR NO. 1 ;OAL7:AODF
GROWERS FLOOR NO. 2

50 Lb. Bag
753-5378

NOW RECEIVING AIR CURED & DARK FIRED

2

Eubank, R. 1 Gamaliel,
who served in the post
one year.
The new vice chairman
of the young farmers
group is Paul Hornbeck,
R. 4 Shelbyville, while
Joyce Spalding, R. 1
Lebanon,is secretary.
Ten couples comprise
the members of the young
farmers committee. They
are Mike and Debbie Burchett, R. 1 Kirksey; Bob
and Marie White, R. 1
Sturgis; Kevin and Donna French, Lodiburg;
Johnny and Sherree
Eubank,R. 1 Gamaliel.
Paul and Pat Hornbeck, R. 4 Shelbyville;
Dale and Debbie Glass,
R.3 Georgetown; Joe and
Joyce Spalding, R. 1
Lebanon; Jim and Libby
Spurlin, R. 2 Crab Orchard; Steven and Cynthia Grannis, R. 3 Flemingsburg; and David and
Judy McGlone, R. 3
Grayson.

Farmer saved by dog but
recovery will take time

Lay Pellets

Industrial Rd.

ASCS county and community committees are in
charge of local administration of such ria-.4
tional farm programs as
Feed Grain Program,
Commodity Loan Program, Agricultural Conservative Program,
Marketing Quotas, Riley
said.

Burchetts named to committee

Buchanan
Feed

MI WALDROP & ROB McCALLON

AT

million leas than in the
prior year, an 8.4 percent
reduction.
Armstrong told the toes!don that a "patronage refund of some $3.3 million
is being paid to patrons
on their purchases
through the four purchasing divisions and the
retail branches. The refund represents one-half
of one percent of purchases." As in previous
years, the refund Is being
paid 40 percent in cash
and 60 percent in
patronage refund allocations.

•

Scratch

GROWERS
LOOSE
LEAF
FLOOR

Private dealers accounted for 31 percent of
total wholesale volume
during the year. Their
purchases of $162.6
million represented $13.4

Erwin; First Alternate- Alternate - David
Marty Cerra way; Second Beane; Second Alternate
Alternate - Mark -Michael D. Miller.
Paschall.
The recently-elected
ASCS Community comCommunity D: mittee chairperson, vice
Chairperson Baron chairperson and regular
Palmer; Vice Chairper- members automatically
son - Mike Burchett; become delegates to the
Regular Member - county convention, Riley
Larry Dan Darnell; First said.

XIC7L1=0001
0
;4

from a year earlier. Net
loss for the branches of
$55,356, compared with a
year earlier net savings
after taxes of $3.5 million.
Managed member coops had a sales increase
of 9.8 percent from $258.5
million to $284.1 million.
But net savings dropped
from $7.6 million to $4.5

ASCS election results announced

Atthis
merry time of
the year,we
hope all the
hest comes to
Its seat is mounted to the Side,
so you can follow the track. And the
Kubota L245HC(High Clearance)
diesel tractor stands 22" off the
ground. That makes it ideal for row
crops such as vegetables and
tobacco.
Standard features include a
25 hp 3-cylinder diesel engine, and 8
forward and 2 reverse speeds. Plus
dual independent hydraulic systems,
and a Category I, 3-point hitch. Rear

million the year before.
Feed tonnage was down
slightly from 544,000 tons
the year before to 530,000
tons last year.
Grain Marketing handled 34.3 million bushels of
grain, an all-time record.
Volume was $122.8
million. The largest grain
marketing patronage refund ever - 5.7 cents per
bushel- has been paid to
patrons.
Swann told the session
that volume through the
cooperative's owned
branches totalled $184.7
million, down 4.5 percent

mERO

$450 PER HUNDRED POUNDS
PLE

REGULAR SERVICE COMMISSION WILL ALSO BE AVAILABLE

WE NOW HAVE-A

ONE BLOCK AWAY
AT 207 MAPLE ST.

MI:151(a

NEW LOCATION!

FLOOR CHARGES
WE N

LONGER OPERATE TNE OLD FLOOR BLDG

,‘

LEAF FLOOR IS
FARRIS
NOW LOCATED ON INDUSTRIAL RD.

0041

SE
100
LOSE

$65° PER HUNDRED POUNDS
FLOOR HOURS 7 A.M. TO 5 P.M. OR ANYTIME BY APPOINTMENT
PHONE 753-3678 OR 759-1707
AFTER HOURS 753-7249 OR 753-8935

GROWERS LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
OWNER OPERATED BY ROB McCALLON & PETE WALDROP

WITH FARRIS GRAIN 8, TOBACCO WAREHOUSE

FARRIS LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
INDUSTRIAL RD.

MURRAY
DARK AIR CURED & DARK FIRED TOBACCO
DIRECT 04JOT AT IONS FROM THE CHICAGO BOARD Of TRADE
ARE AVAILABLE FOR GRAIN FARMERS

4

I
R/L1.1hd•

t

o

k.d to all a B
Holtday Season' Thanks

753-3462
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Except for housing woes, 1981 World's Fair deemed successful

KNOXVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) — After the sixnth razzmatazz of the
1982 World's Fair, this city is left with $228 million
In road imprpvanents
and a 72-acre ghost town,
while exposition
organisers say they have
money in the bank.
The fair, the first of its
kind in the Southeast,
drew accolades, as well
as plenty of criticism,
before and after its gates
opened May 1 to 87,000
first-day visitors, including President
Reagan.
With its $110 million
pricetag, 11,127,786
visitors and 22 participating countries, the
energy-theme fair
dominated the area's
economy, politics and
entertainment.

At years end, the city officials refused to say
and a private develop how much, if any, would
ment firm were smiting be left when the site and
to draw up a $100 million account books were
redevelopment plan for cleared.
"I think one of the questhe downtown fair site,
which before the exposi- tions that was implicitly
tion was a rundown asked over the last seven
years was — are world's
railroad yard.
fairs viable?" Roberts
World's Fair officials, said. "With all the elecheaded by Knoxville tronic communication,
millionaire Jake Butcher satellites and all of that,
and exposition president would the public still resS.H. "Bo" Roberts Jr., pond?
were quick to proclaim
"You can do all your
the enterprise a success hype, advertising and
after gates closed Oct. 31. everything else, but in the
They were also tight- final analysis, the
lipped about the fair cor- public's going to decide
poration's finances.
whether they like
Although Roberts said something or not. I think
the fair ended with $1 the overwhelming
million in the bank, mak- numbers and reactions
ing it one of the few were that they liked this
world's fairs to at least experience."
People responded in
break even, he and other
other ways,too.
—Soon after President
Carter pledged a $12.4
Jefferson County Com- million federal grant
monwealth's Attorney package to help prepare
David Armstrong for at- for the fair in 1978, a
torney general, state group called Citizens for
Education Department a Better Knoxville went
employee Alice to court to try to stop the
McDonald for superinten- fair. The lawsuits were
dent of public instruction, later dropped.
—In late 1981 and
and state Rep. David
Boswell of Owensboro for earlier this year, hunagriculture commis- dreds of apartment
dwellers, often Universisioner.
ty of Tennessee students
The choices are subject living next door to the
fair, were evicted by
to ratification at a special
statewide convention
Feb. 12, one week after
'..:;1111111tillellI;I
KEA's delegate assembly
;4
41
meets to approve
legislative goals for the
1984 General Assembly.

KEA endorses Democrats
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — The Kentucky
Education Association's
political arm has tentatively endorsed four
Democrats in next year's
elections, but has still
made no choice in the
governor's race.
"We think there will be
an endorsement at a later
date," Joyce Dotson,
chairman of the Kentucky Educators Public
Affairs Council and a
former KEA president,
said Saturday.
The endorsements included state Attorney
General Steven Beshear
for lieutenant governor,

ing, but indicated that no
public disclosures or
hearings are likely to
come soon.
"I was surprised it
caused such a furur
because it was just in the
ordinary course of
events," he said in an interview last week.
Supporters of UMW
President Sam Church
Jr.,budinisarged.that mai
ting .ehalleriger R
Trumka would lead
disruption of the
coalfields. Trumka won
the office on Nov. 9.
Hatch said the probe
was not prompted by
anyone connected with
the UMW or Church's
campaign.

crewing Ilbsly canssd
asalinsithesthemaivisi
kierin the emethiat.
Visitors sew stases
tress the Greet Wall ri
Adak artifacts trent
Egypt, the mraviding of
a pre-Incan misnuny
from Peru, the talkst
Ferris wheel in North
America and. from
Hungary, a giant Itailsikse
cube, as well as Rublit
himself for.few day*.
They had to pay OS to
enter the lair site and

another $Lin to ride
deveters Wade the II&
feat Suespliere.. the kies
steel nd-glass theme
stn•ctore Peed bilk
varied with appetites
whetted by everything
trent lona Rama and
Climes he to het dogs
mid Beiglea waffles.
Odatie the fair. data
and federal geweramsnts
pumped to MI million to
interstate highway construction that officials
said would have been

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEEUNG WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

rigs
dir
•:11
•••••.

am.
Mml

753-2617
ACM /IOW
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Merchandising

RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY. KY.

Oar

1141 411111'1.1,111111d

8 Pac
1601. Pius
Deposit

v CIA I(ItiLd'Iq 1.1,11411VIAAf
It's Tho Total
On The Tape
That Counts

blowsy, Ky.

Lyn. Greve Large

19

Eggs

••••41

5 Lb. Yellow Oaiests 78'

.
174

:11;0

Turner

Turner

Terser

•••-•1

Buttermilk

Sour Cream

Ice Milk

TIPORI

iKMUUD/INILU

I

oesiirS
%ppm Cerifr)
9
...
Mom

hours
10,00-11,00 Mon Sie
1M004.00
1 00100 So
.,l

641 S. Murray

½LGa

Lipton 100 Ct.

Royal Heart

Tea Bags

Turkey Breast

.59'
Damao Nines

Cake
• Mix

99 88'

5-7 Lb. Average Lb.

$1 39

89
Old Fashion Orange
Slices Lb. 694

Moot Soh SO Lb t3•75

Chef Way Cooking

Bonny Brown N' Serve

Field

Field

Oil

Rolls

Pro-Leaguer

Bologna

48 Oz

69

98

1 29

2 Pkgs. For

Kroft Phil.
Be*,amulets

Chips

Towel

594

Jumbo Rill

09,

12 Oz.

RP

.416
z
ap

FrIto-Loy
Lays

Martha White

N•41eGrain

epee sights WI p.a.

Prices Good While %poly: Lest1

Cream
Cheese

753-3404

1

4

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

99

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT St
SOYBEANS

1

1977 Pontiac G.P.

/
1
2 Gal.

"SERVING THE
ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

OotiSALENCPW!
g%77,)14K Gold
S .4(C-4-chains&

Cloth bucket seats, cruise, tilt, power windows, power door locks, rear defogger,
AM-FM tape, sun roof, wheels.

J%ai1/11

Pepsi
Diet Pepsi
Mt. Dew
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dose anyway. although
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D&T
Warehouse Foods

Hatch denies union charges
WASHINGTON (AP) —
U.S. Sen. Orrin Hatch, RUtah, has denied he was
trying to influence last
month's United Mine
Workers election when he
asked for a probe of the
alleged infiltration of
several labor unions by
subversives.
Hatch, chairman of the
Senate Labor and Human
Reinstireist!'
announced three-.days
before the vote that "outside groups dedicated to
overthrow of the United
States government" had
sought to disrupt the
UMW, Teamsters and
United Steelworkers.
Hatch said the investigation was continu-

landkrila who hoped to
cash he an overnight rentals to tourists.
—Al least 3.1100"Whirs,
many at wham decided
not to attend the lair ami
canceled their homing
reservations, haven't
received refunds from
the fair's housing agencies. That prompted the
state attorney general to
file a massive conaunser
fraud lawsuit in
December.
Ftoberta said housing
became the bane of the
fair.
"I think that's about
the only area that it we
had to do over again,
we'd have directed differently," be said.
"In retrospect, I think
the numbers of those who
were abused under the
system were pretty
small, compared to the
millions of room nights.
"But if I were one of
those who had innocently
made a reservation, then
was sent to Shady Side
whatever and paid $100 a
night and could have been
staying at the Holiday Inn
for $60, I'd have been
upset and writing, too."
Tourists flocked to the
fair, particularly in May
and June when hundreds
of tour buses arrived daily. That caused long lines
at the most popular exhibits and word of
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Americans giving moreto charities, asking for more now,,epeual
groups say donations still
WASHINGTON AP
Americans are giving do not meet the soaring
more to charitable number of requests for
organizations this holiday help.
And there is "a difseason than they have in
previous years, but the ferent kind of person"

asking for help this year,
say charity spokesmen
who are being tapped for
assistance from people
who in previous years
were donors.

"In terms of contributions, we're up 12 percent
over last year," said
Keith Jones, spokesman
for the Salvation Army in
the Washington area.
"But requests for our
Christmas services such
as groceries, gifts to shutins and toys for children
small Mount Eden in poor families are up in
grocery near Bauer's excess of 20 percent."
home, a gift shop in
Jones said the demand
Shelbyville and a candy
store in a Louisville
suburb. Mostly, the candy is sold by mail order in
half-pound, one-pound
and two-pound boxes.
SOMERSET, Ky. 1AP)
His mail orders come in — Hundreds of rural Kenfrom all over the country tuckians who are fed up
and some boxes of Mod- with poor television
jeska are shipped reception are plunking
overseas as gifts, Bauer down between $2,000 and
said.
$5,000 apiece to buy home
"Our old customers satellite dishes, say comwant our candy every panies that sell the
Christmas," Bauer said. gadgets.
"We make it year-round,
No one knows exactly
but December is the only how ;nany of the disctime of year I'm busy."
shaped antennae have invaded Kentucky's hills
and horse farms. Some
estimate there may be
LOUISVILLE, Ky. more than 1,000 in the
(AP) — A 1978 graduate state.
of Lexington's Tates
The price of a 10-foot
Creek High School is diameter satellite antenamong 32 men and na usually runs between
women selected this year $2,000 and $5,000, but that
to receive Rhodes hasn't stopped people
Scholarships.
from buying them.
Marvin Krisolv, the son
Kentucky's largest
of Joseph and Evelyn satellite antenna
Krislov of Lexington, was manufacturer, Unlimited
chosen from 1,183 ap- Fiberglass Inc. of
plicants to study for two Somerset, has sold more
years at Oxford Universi- than 650 since production
ty in England.
began 18 months ago,
Krislov, 22, graduated said president Jim Deal.
in May 1982 from Yale
Donald King, an
University with a degree Unlimited Fiberglass
in economics and employee who sells the
political science. He is dishes in Harlan, lives in
now an alderman in New a four-room cabin in Pine
Haven, Conn.
Mountain. A pig and a
Recipients of the horse share his front yard
prestigious award were with a $4,000 satellite
announced late Saturday antenna.
by David Alexander,
King said he has installAmerican Rhodes ed the devices at homes
secretary and president in rural Kentucky where
of Pomona College in the occupants have no
Claremont, Calif.
running water.
The dishes link their
owners with about 60
channels filled with
sports programs, movies
and special children's
fare. The extra channels

Christmas keeps candy man busy
MOUNT EDEN, Ky.
AP) — It probably isn't
as busy as Santa's
workshop, but Fred A.
Bauer's candy factory is
really buzzing this time of
year. It's so busy, Bauer
wishes he had more than
Le employee.
'Bauer produces just
one type of candy, called
Modjeska, in the basement of his home. The
sweet treat is a caramel
candy with a marshmallow center.
His father, Joseph
Rudolph Bauer, and
grandfather, Fred A.
Bauer, were candymakers and Bauer said
he was taught how to
make candy "from the
time I was born."
The Rudolph & Bauer
oandy-making operation
an in Louisville in
9, then became
uer's Candies in the
330's. The beginning of
die end, however, came
in 1974 when a tornado,
which devastated parts of
Louisville, wrecked the
candy plant.
"We rebuilt and continued in operation for a
couple of years, but that
was about it," Bauer
said. "In the meanwhile,
we were building our
home out here (in
Spencer County)."
After the Louisville factory closed, Bauer
brought some of the
equipment with him and
ditecided to manufacture
just one of the many
types of candy his family
had produced. He chose
the Modjeska.
-It was probably our
best seller in Louisville.

IFI

It ships easy, keeps easy
and will last, but it's not
easy to make. I've
thought about fudges and
things but I just didn't
want to get back into it
and I'm hampered by a
lack of space," Bauer
said, referring to his tworoom factory.
The candy got its name
after a Macauley Theater
production of Henrik
Ibsen's "A Doll's House"
Dec. 7, 1883. Candymaker
Anton Busath was so impressed with the performance of the heroine,
Madame Helena Modjeska, that he produced a
type of candy in her
honor.
Busath went out of
business after a fire
destroyed his shop in 1947
and he allowed the
copyright on the candy to
expire. Bauer said he
doesn't hold a copyright
on the Modjeska, but his
family made it for years
after Busath stopped.
Bauer's help in his candy plant consists of his
wife Janet and a
neighbor, Susan Murphy.
They usually make the
candy in the morning,
because Bauer has to
travel to Louisville most
afternoons where he's
employed as a race track
employee.
"The candy is Made
from a marshmallow we
buy from a source in
Philadelphia and the
caramel coating is our
own secret recipe,"
Bauer said."We hand-dip
and hand-wrap each
piece."
The Modjeska is only
sold in three stores, a

He said this year the
for emergency financial financial distress.
assistance for such items "So many of those who organizatifal expects an
been
as food, medicine,
had
our d"now ciliicrelial
onatiLlf $1::eingili°fi
r
.61
clothing and fuel is up find themselves
close to 30 percent over unemployed," Miller hilli°a raised last Year.
said. "Suddenly they are "People give more in
last year.
Lt. Col. Ernest Miller, finding themselves in the hard times if they're
Frames brake
national spokesman for embarrassing position of working because they
FOR
TUESDAY,
help
people in a
like to
the Salvation Army, said having to ask for help."
DECEMBER 21,1982
they
many
of
worse
state
than
Miller
said
this year the organization
will tomorhas received many let- those asking for are," Delftn said. "But What kind of day
what the
out
To
find
row
be?
would
have
to
inters from regular donors assistance are unac- giving
read the forecast
say,
stars
crease
100
percent
in
one
saying they are now in customed to charity.
gives for your birth sign.
"These are people who year to cover the new
are not eligible for public needs."
Delfin said a recent ARIES
assistance because they
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
own their own home," survey o f hotlines You can successfully pull
operated
by
United
Way
said Miller. "We had a
in 15 major cities showed strings now. Social contacts
appeal to those who are letter from a man in there has been a sharp in- are helpful careerwise. Work
out of reach of a cable TV suburban Detroit who has crease in requests for quietly from behind the scenes
helped us in the past who
for progress.
system.
such basic services as
"There are areas in is now selling his fur- food, shelter, job training TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20) ti4X17
eastern Kentucky where nitare piece-by-piece to and family counseling.
put
food
on
his
table."
Despite the unpredictability
the only kind of television
In Compton, Calif., the of others, you'll have a happy
Miller,
who
has
worked
they could get was educaCompton Welfare Rights
intional TV and maybe one for the Salvation Army Organization reports bet- time socializing. Accept
and
romance
fun,
vitations
for
said
donsYears,
48
for
of
or two stations out
600 and 700 applica- partying.
Knoxville."said William tions are greatest in
who
started
areas
most
in
need
of
W. Wilson,
compared to 150 applica- (may 21 to june 20) Ibrir
making antennae last assistance, like Detroit, tions last year.
Charm and good will lead to
where contributions are
year.
running about 10 percent "Donations are up but career gains, though a close
it doesn't fulfill the tie may be temperamental.
"You put 60 to 80 Chan- higher.
than last year.
nels in there — they're "There is an acute need," said Phyllis Drier- You'll receive good news
an investment.
happy." he said.
awareness of need that is son, director of the pro- regarding
The companies that use more intense than any gram which gives food CANCER
0
clo
eth
he
c:slida
anyds it:iyth
sosdeur:
hg
o, (June 21 to July 22)
satellites to broadcast time in my memory," he th
After reaching a decision
their programs for sale said.
matter,
are not as pleased with Congress heard are unemployed or about a domestic
travel
make
free
to
you'll
be
the sudden availability of testimony last week on underemployed,
bring
hours
Evening
plans.
the antennae.
the plight of 2 million "City employees and romance and good tunes.
The dishes were homeless and jobless fire departments — peo- LEO
99.)
unheard of in 1976 when Americans who could ple who are working —
Home Box Office started freeze or starve
this know how bad it is this
helped.Consult
with close ties about
year and donated 500 joint financial moves. A
using satellites to send winter unless
may
their signal to cable com- "The homeless popula- baskets of food," she
d "Last year the P
essige
dateentertaining
he chang.
at
though
ed,
pa n ies , said David tion is growing sai—
Wolford, publisher of astronomically and gave 388."
h°111e sh°uld be fun.
changing radically," In Detroit, a civil rights viRGG
SAT-Guide Magazine.
organization called Focus (Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
Mary
Ellen
Hombs
of
the
HBO and other com.Hope reports contribu- Take a distraught relative
panies broadcasting via capital's Community for tons to its assistance proout somewhere special. Your
Creative
Non-Violence
satellite are threatening
grams are 20,,percent prospects for romance imsaid
before
the
House
to scramble their
higher this holiday prove considerably. Accept inmessages to cut out the subcommittee on hous- season than 1.t yebr.
vitations.
satellite dish owners who ing• "Unemployment, "People *ha' would LIBRA
.n.
Reaganomics and the
pay nothing, he said.
have given $10 are giving (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
economy
have
combined
Fred Finn, counsel for
You may need the peace and
$15 or $25," said Eleanor
the Society for Private to drive hundreds of Josaitis, who helped quiet of home to complete a
and Commercial Earth thousands of middle-class found the organization 15 work project. You May
Station, predicts there people into utter and ab- years ago.
receive a party invitAtion
a co-worker.
from
will be at least 5 million solute destitution."
At the United Way of She said that last SCORPIO
home satellite antennae
America, one of the na- month, Focus Hope fed (Oct.23toNov.21)
by 1992.
largest fund- 1,600 elderly people and A home appliance may need
tion's
Finn said the dishes are
that there are now 9,000 to repairs. You'll have fun
legal, although raising organizations for 10,000 on a waiting list.
health
and
welfare
agenvisiting others and may meet
authorities could use a
.She said the organiza- with romance. Enjoy creative
1934 federal communica- cies, contributions are up tion
. is helping 200 pursuits.
tions act to crack down on about 6 percent over last
.joeA
in its adaPt-a- SAGITTARIUS
those who get subscrip- year, said spokesman families
family program but has (Nov.22 to Dec.21) "
Delfin.
Stephen
tion channels for free.
5,000 to 6,000 families that You receive a raise or good
have asked for help.
news about financial interests.
She said that in one Excessive independence on
case, a suburban Detroit your part should be avoided.
10
post office adopted eight CAPRICORN
to 10 families for the (Dec.72 to Jan. 19) v4.1
holidays and will provide Career opportunities come
them with food, clothes, through friends. An appointment may be cancelled, but
and a toy for each child.
Ms. Josaitis said that otherwise, it's a good time to
its feeding program for Push your interests'
s the Christmas
mothers, infants and AQUARIUS
spirit radiates
20 to Feb.181'
children fed 49,704 last (Jan.
you'
re better off shopping
around us, we
to
month,
compared
you
than with friends.
hope
yourself
by
especially
31,000 at the same time
.e Career gains are likely and
festive
feel the
last year.
the evening favors romance.
warmth and
The Commun ity
promise that this
Christmas Bureau in (Feb.19 to Mar.20)
Cleveland reports that Avoid risky career moves.
holiday brings.
more companies in the Consult with advisers. SocialEnjoy it...with our
local area have offered ly, you're popular and will
sincere thanks.
holiday assistance to meet with romantic introducneedy families.
tions after dark.
"We have 75 families
being helped by corn- YOU BORN TODAY have a
panies now, about a third flair for self-expression that
more than last year," willbe an asset to you in both
the arts.
St.
12th
S.
may You're
be at_
said Carolyn Miller, co- business andwho
idealist
an
753-5005
director of the program.
tracted to politics and reform
She added, however, that movements. you'll be quite el_
there are between 2.,000.
fective in promoting any
and 3,000 more families cause you espou-se. your
than last year who have creative leanings are strong
been referred to the pro- and you'll have success in acgram for assistance.
design
"I've noticed that there and music.
writing,dgmmsi Youdarrii alsrbe
have been more calls for attracted to banking, promohousehold appliances like tional work, publishing and
refrigerators, stoves and advertising. Friends will help
beds," Ms. Miller said. you out careerwise. Birthdate
"We're saying that this of: Jane Fonda,actress; Chris
year more people than Evert Lloyd, tennis. star;.and
ever need the basics for Benjamin. Disraeli, British
statesman.
housekeeping."

Kentuckians turn to satellites
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Murray Cablevision
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SOLITAIRES

WELCOME WAGON
WANTS TO
VISIT YOU

•NM,,'
;
WITH A BASKETFUL OF GIFTS
And I'll bring helpful information plus cards
you can redeem for more gifts at local businesses. My visit's a friendly call at no cost
or obligation to you. Just engaged? New
parent? Moved9 I'd like to visit you at your
convenience

lOSTESS

Hope the magic and mirth
of Christmas shower you with happy surprises!

Kathryn Outland 753-3079
Akin?

Cup
Asst.
412-11348

We thank you especially dear friends and
patrons for your support.
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HEALTH

ACE
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BOBBY W§FF

-A favorite theory is a
possession for life - Witham Hazlitt

In a quandary about calcium

bra
lent fonestar

Lawrence E. Laneb,M.D.

'Tootsie'gets positive rating

I once knew a lady who
had a favorite theory about
missing trump queens
Whenever she was missing
five trumps. including the
queen. she always played
for the drop instead of taking a percentage finesse
She accomplished two
things She failed to drop the
queen more often than not
and she struck terror in the
heart of any defender holding a doubleton queen
against a shaky slam_
Today's hand offers a better
method of dealing with
missing queens.
South ruffs the third club
and seeing an unavoidable
diamond loser, he knows
success rests with finding
the trump queen. If he plays
for the queen to lie over the
jack, he wins. If he goes the
other way, he loses. Is there
any better way to play the
hand°
A top player will not try
to guess who has the missing
queen. Instead, he would
lead a diamond to dummy's
ace aid cash three spade
tricks, dummy discarding a
diamond. Next, he leads a
diamoud to dummy's king
and ruffs dummy's last club_
With three trumps and a
diamond in each hand.
declarer now gives the
defense a diamond trick
Regardless of who wins.
declarer must now get a
free trump finesse to take
the last three tricks.

Dorothy was warned. LAke It Hot for the Ms.
She was told by her
I was, however, deepgirlfriends that the
in Hoffman's pormiddle-aged gentleman trayal of a woman. He onwas called "The Tosixpe
'
e'
cs ly lois like a woman; he
because his hello
doesn't walk like a
sometimes turned oat to woman and surely
be more lingual than doesn't talk like a
languid. When Dorothy woman. If youiie a male
gets bar first kiss from and alone right now, by
The Tongue, her face to imitate a waseaa's
registers a wide-eyed, voice. See bow sway
surprised look — but with and equawiry it as
more disgust than we ex- That's what Hufftnen's
pect from a woman. But version of a woman's
then Dorothy is a man.
voice sounds like.
The movie is Tootsie
But if Hoffman's verand it looks to be about sion of a woman isn't terthe best of the movies of rific, the supporting cast
the Christmas season. is. Dabney Coleman
Dustin Hoffman plays plays an obnoxious,
Michael Dorsey, a New smooth-talking macho
York actor who can't get soap opera director.
a job. He finally gets so Jessica Lange, who
desperate that he dresses almost wrecked her
up as a woman, calls career when she played
himself Dorothy the giant ape's lover in
Michaels, and lands a job the remake of King Kong,
on a soap opera.
plays the female lead on a
Part of the fun of soap opera with Just the
Tootsie is watching right touches of
Michael turn himself into vulnerability and
a woman. At first he is sauciness. And Charles
merely intrigued by all Dunning, the fat guy who
the paraphanalia and danced up a storm in Best
skills that it takes to be a Little Whorehouse, plays
well-dressed, middle- an eager, then disapaged woman, who usually pointed,suitor.
comes equipped with
But Bill Murray, who
bras, straps, make-up, has a very small role, is
lipstick, eye liner, eye- best of all as an unsucbrows that require pluck- cessful playwright. His
ing, legs that require last play dealt with comshaving, arms that re- plaining Indians and
NORTH
12-20-A
quire deodorizing, and suicides. His most recent,
•A Q
nails that require equally as uncommer111K 108
•8K84
polishing.
cial, Return to Love
48 ti 3 2
But as Michael learns Canal. He keeps a Samuel
WEST
more and more about Beckett poster on his
EAST
4983
487542
what it takes to be a wall. His only worry is
Q42
V 53
woman on the outside, he that his roommate,
•10 9 5
•QJ 7
also begins to learn — Michael Dorsey, is get•A K Q 10
4J 97
from the way males treat ting a little weird.
SI.it TH
him — what it is really
What really makes
•N .T 10
like to be a woman. He Tootsie is a fine script.
91 A .1 47 h
begins to bristle at the The dialogue is crisp and
•h 72
way some men ogle him, witty, and the situations,
• 4
and he is not amused though similar to those in
Vulnerable Both Dealer when some men call him Some Like It Hot, look
Tootsie. (Since Hoffman fresh.
North The bidding
makes a very ugly
Do the Hollywood
South
North East
Nest
woman, this part of the moguls know someting
3,
Pass
1 NT
Pass
movie may seem a bit im- about us? We are sudden4111
Pass
Pass
['ass
plausible to some.)
ly being deluged by
I don't Vt624,tip gverem- homosexual movies
pfhalsflethi$ Second, more
Operrog lead Club kipg
Serious, layer to the others) 'and CrossFavorite theories are movie. Most of the movie dressing movies(Victor!fine. an accurate plan is is played for laughs, and Victoria). And now
the serious undercurrent Tootsie. I don't even want
almost always better
never intrudes on the far- to contemplate what all of
cical surface. It's Some this means.
Lead with The Aces

Tootsie is rated PG due
to one strong four-letter
word and a few weak
four-letter words. No
nudity or violence
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Monday.
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False spy reports
show Lamb as wolf
CHARLESTON, W.Va.
(API — An official's tale
of using sophisticated
surveillance equipment
to spot West Virginians
purchasing less expensive liquor in other
states was nothing more
than a "bluff," says state
liquor commissioner Norwood Bentley III.
"It was a bluff to the
public, which is
something I don't condone," said Bentley, who
heads the Alcohol
Beverage Control Commission.
Bentley suspended
ABCC enforcement director Richard Lamb this
past week after Lamb
told a newspaper
reporter he had been borrowing long-range
microphones and and
telescopes from the state
of Ohio to spy on West
Virginians who purchased liquor in Ashland, Ky.
It is illegal under West
Virginia law to bring
more than a gallon of liquor into the state
without a West Virginia
tax stamp.
"There wasn't any
truth to Dick's
statements that he used
surveillance equipment
at any time." Bentley
said.
The reports raised a
howl of protest from
other state officials, including Senate President
Warren McGraw, who
likened the practice to
techniques used by the
Soviet Union's secret
Police, the KGB.
Lamb maintained after
the story broke that it
was inaccurate. But
Bentley said he later
changed his story.
"He admits to me that

t
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BUILDING SUPPLY
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SUNBIRD AIRLINES
ANNOUNCES JOINT FARES

Christmas is.
Snowflakes
and sun,
Colorful
and gay
&citing
and tun,

Enjoying
the day'
Make yours,

special

John Baker
Son
Auto Repair
Coldwater Rd
489 2163

Sunbird Airlines has negotiated joint fares with the major airlines servtng
Nashville for flights between Murray and 44 US cities. These fares allow you to
tio14.1.rooltjfurriy InrativoutulF sareetemis you would Fey from
bgysn
NasItvIlle! Some etarnpJ
Destination
Atlanta
Chicago
Dallas
Detroit
Los Angeles
Miami
New York
Washington, DC

399.95

COMPLETE CLOSE OUT

16K

Standard

Fare from
Nashville
5101
155
185
174
341
2213
221
165

RECLINERS
/
1 2 PRICE

Eastern Airlines
Republic Airlines
American Airlines
Republic Airlines
American Airlines
Eastern Airlines
American Airlines
Delta Air Lines

Ty

BASIC Cal No 26-3004

NEAREST
RADIO SHACK STORE:
COMPUTER CENTER
OR PARTICIPATING DEALER
SEE IT AT YOUR

CRASS FURNITURE
Downtown Murray

Major

• Uses Instant-Loading
Program Pak- Cartridges for
Action-Packed Games and
Personal Problem-Solving
• Learn BASIC Programming
With Our Tutorial Manual
•Educational—Aids
Math, Reading, Typing
•Easy to Expand as Your
Needs and Skills Grow
• Attaches to Any TV Set
•Create High-Resolution
Graphics—Color Computers
With Extended BASIC Also
Sale-Priced at $100 Off

STRATO LOUNGER

7513621

Fare from
Murray
$110
161
172
180
345
233
216
169

There are no restrictions on these fares- all that is necessary is that your
ticket include both our flight and the connecting airline flight. Our three daily
flights each way between Murray and Nashville provide good connections with
most Nashville flights.
Call us at 489-2199 for reservations or more information. Or call Far Lands
Travel Agency at 753-4846 for your airline tickets and all your travel arrangements. Remember, there is no charge to you for your professional travel
agent's services.
We want to thank our passengers who have made our first two years of airline
service a success. If you haven't flown with us yet, we hope that you will consider
us for your next trip.

299

FINAL WEEK

TV.ITMVAISMV

7531135
Na.

CHIROPRACTIC OUTLOOK

Dr. Mary Broeringrneyer
RACQUETBALL — FUN
BUT PAINFUL
Racquetball is good exercise, but
continue with it long enough and
Soith
East
West
North
you may experience painful and
20
14
l'ass
Pass
serious nerve-muscle
potentially
24
Pass
34
Pass
skeletal problems. The sport cre44
Pass Pass
Pass
knots that often affect your spine's
ates unbalanced muscles which
ANSWER:Heart three. No can cause much spinal stress and
complex structure. Spinal adjustreason not, to lead the unbid often result in lower back-leg pain.
ments, programmed mild exercise,
suit. Dummy's suits should Also, small rips (micro-tears)
and hydro-helio therapy are all
aimed at easing pain in yourshused
be strong
occur in tendons of your forearm
bones, ligaments, muscles, '"• • ryes,
muscles near your elbow. Inflamtendons and more. This multi'
Send bridge questions to The Aces, mation strikes. Caution: constant
P0 Box 12,363, Dallas, Texas 75225, squeezing the grip of your handle
pronged approach cases and rewith self-addressed, stamped envelope (especially with small and ring
1ieves pain frequently associated
for reply
with racquetball.
fingers) may cause tendonitis. A
sudden stop or twist may cause a
Presented as a service to the
- NAZI PARTY
spinal, pelvic or neck injury.
community by
In 1945, the Allied ConYour chiropractor is trained to
Broeringmeyer
trol Council in Germany
bnng relict from the 'kinks and
Awareness Center
Health
ordered the dissolution of
Phone (502)753-2962 Out of State 1-1104426-33118
East on Hwy.94
Miles
4
the Nazi Party after
Hours: 8 a.m.to 5 p.m. Monday thru Friday
Murray, Kentucky 42071
World War II.

To All, we would like to take o moment to Thank Yee for your patronage
& support this past year.
We wish you a Merry Christmas It
Joyoes New Year.
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Past deeds may offer different view of defendant
By Mike Ward
Commonwealth Attorney
One thing I find that
many citizens, who are
called to be jurors, do not
understand is why a
defendant's prior
criminal convictions may
not be mentioned by the
prosecutor.
There is a case in Kentucky, the Cotton case,
with which every prosecutor and criminal
defense attorney is
familiar. That case permits the prosecution to
ask a defendant about a
previous criminal conviction only if it relates to
truthfulness.
Therefore, for example, if a defendant was
convicted for rape three
years earlier, tha rape
conviction could not be
mentioned in the defendant's present trial.
However, if that same
defendant had been convicted of writing a cold

check for over $100, that
conviction could be used
to impeach the defendant.
Another requirement is
that the defendant must
take the witness stand
and testify. If he does not
testify then the law will
not permit any
statements or questions
about past convictions of
the defendant whatsoever.
The reasoning of the
courts being that since
the defendant has told no
story on his behalf, he has
not put his or her
truthfulness in question.
Therefore, no evidence
of a defendant's prior
convictions for other
crimes can come into
evidence for a jury to
hear unless the defendant
testifies in his own behalf.
Even then, only prior
crimes relating to theft,
forgery or some other
form of stealing will be

permitted into evidence
and not to show the defendant is a "bad guy," but
to be used by the present
jury in determining
whether or not they
should believe the defendant's present testimony.
This is just one area of
the law, as relates to
criminal prosecution,
that really makes it dif-

parole eligibility of a
defendant.
Hopefully, these articles will be informative
and should you have any
questions, please let me
know by writing to
Michael D. Ward, Commonwealth's Attorney,
P.O. Box 395, Benton, Ky
42025.

Corvette workers returning
BOWLING GREEN,
Ky. (AP) — Approximately one-third of the
1,100 hourly workers are
back on the job at
General Motors' Corvette
assembly plant where a
new car is taking shape.
Gene Sullivan, personnel manager, said more
employees will be returning after the holidays.
Because the Corvette
will be coming out as a
mid-year model, the corn-

Prices Good Thre Christmas

2..1
Nnergy

saving

ficult for the prosecutor
to give a jury a true picture of a defendant as he
or she sits before them on
a given day.
In the next article I will
discuss another law
which "hand cuffs" a prosecutor, that is, the fact
that nothing can be mentioned by the state in a
criminal trial about

pany apparently is planning to market it as a 1984
Corvette rather than a
1983 model.
"We've heard that, but
we've had no official
word," said Sullivan.
He said that because
the car will be hitting the
market late, marketing
experts apparently feel it
would sell better world
wide if it were classifed
as a 1984 model.
GE already has said
the Corvette will meet
1984 government standards for emissions and
fuel economy.
The plant's production
line shut down in midOctober for retooling in
preparation for the new
model. All workers had
expected to be called
back by now but Sullivan
said a delay in parts slowed production, putting it
one month behind
schedule.
Sullivan said the last
workers to be recalled,
six painters, should be on
the job by Feb."
While some cars have

been produced and others
are being put together
now, Sullivan said the
parts shortage, particularly in plexiglass
panels, has prevented the
line from operating at
capacity.
Sullivan said the delay
hasn't caused major concern about how a midyear release will affect
Corvette sales.
"Every day you don't
have a car, that's one
that's not bought," he
said. "But we feel like it's
a car that's going to sell
good. The people who
want this type of sports
car are willing to wait."
At the time of production shutdown, GE said
the new Corvette will be a
radical departure from
past models.

CRIMINALS
The International Committee of Chief Prosecutors indicted 24 top
German leaders as major
war criminals in 1945.
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ALUMNI OFFICERS — Newly—elected offtcers of the Alumni Aaaociation of
Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, Ill., are (from left): President-Elect
W. Ray Mofield of Hardin, Ky.; Secretary JoAnn Cunningham Jungers of Alton,
Ill.; President Pat Cook Hunsaker, Belleville, Ill.; Vice Presidents W.A. Butts of
Upper Marlboro, Md., and Harold A. Kuehn, DuQuoin, Ill.; and Treasurer
Bradley R. Bowen, Crainville, DL

Catholics increase in Congress
By GEORGE CORNELL
AP Religion Writer
Roman Catholic
representation in the new
98th Congress has risen to
a record height of 142,
while Jews, Lutherans,
Mormons and Eastern
Orthodox Christians also
increased their congressional ranks to the largest
yet.
But most mainline Protestant denominations,
whose members once
dominated in Congress,
lost ground in the fall
election, except for
Methodists, who still are
far fewer than their past
prevalence.
The results "indicate
increasing religious
pluralism and diversity

in American political
life," said researchers of
Americans United for
Separation of Church and
State, which compiled the
new figures.
The analysis, compiled
by research director
Albert J. Menendez, says
Roman Catholics gained
six new members in the
November voting, continuing a 20-year upward
trend that strengthened
their hold on first place
among denominations.
But with Protestantism
divided into a variety of
denominations, their
combined Congress
members still added up to
a predominant total of
367, compared to the 142
Catholics.
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In the strictly
denominational lineup of
strength, United
Methodists regained
from Episcopalians second place to Catholics,
with 73 Methodists now in
Congress, three more
than in the previous
lineup.
Up to 1960, Methodists
had long been the largest
group in Congress, but
Catholics since have held
a growing hold on first
place. Episcopalians had
passed Methodists in
1980, but fell behind them.
Episcopalians, in dropping from second to third
place, lost 10 members in
Congress, down to a total
of 61, their lowest
representation in 20
years. Presbyterians remained in fourth place,
with 54 members, a loss
of one.
Although Baptists lost
eight seats, down to 46,
their smallest representation in two decades,
they still remain in fifth
place.
Jewish representation
reached an all-time high
of 38, five more than in
the previous Congress,
keeping them in sixth
place. Lutherans, Mormons and Eastern Orthodox Christians also hit
all all-time highs.
Lutheran representation increased from 22 to
25 members, while Mormon representation rose
from 11 to 13 and Eastern
Orthodox representation
increased from five to
seven.—
Non-denominationS1
Protestants increased
their representation from
19 to 24, while independent Church of Christ
communities gained two
more seats, from five up
to seven.
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AT 99.9% FUEL EFFICIENCY,
KERO-SUN* PORTABLE HEATERS COST
YOU JUST PENNIES PER HOUR TO
OPERATE.
Obviously, you don't like to see
your heating dollars wasted. So get
a heater that's virtually waste-free
—a 99.9% fuel-efficient Kero-Sun
portable heater. Nearly all the
money you spend on fuel returns
to you as heat. And It costs just
pennies per hour to operate.
There are Kero-Sun portable
kerosene heaters for every kind of
home and business. All are easy to

5 GALLON CAN
FREE WITH HEATER
PURCHASE!

KEROSIJN
WF

INCfle

COWFOWT TO WINE* VAC F

operate. Smokeless and odorless in
operation. Safety-tested and listed
by Underwriters Laboratories.
Get a 99.9% return on your heating
Investment. See all of our Kero-Sun
portable heaters today.

May the old fashioned delights of Christmas
make yours a wonderful holiday.

KERO-SUN' HEATERS SAVE YOU
MONEY WHILE THEY KEEP YOU
WARM

WARP
admission 57 00 56 00
S200 discount youths 16 & younget
tickets on sale Tom Snow Sporting Goods
1Peducatil Dennison Hunt Sporting Goods
1Murrayl Bank of Murray People s Bank
'Murray) Bank of Benton Sullryan Drug Store
(Pais) Hunts Athletic Goods PAayfieldl

Our sincere thanks for your friendship.

Randy Thornton Heating
and Air Conditioning Inc.
Freed Cotham Co.
Heating, Air Conditioning, Shoot htotel
Establish...1 in 1937
753-8181

MONTH
TO
PAY
AT
RUDOLPH TIRES
& ALIGNMENT
7 2 1 So 12tE
753 0595
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SURVIVAL KITS — Some of the llama placed hi a "survival kit" gives out to
needy families are shown by Euple Ward, director, and Dwane Icon, board
Ingather, of Murray-Calloway County Need Line Association Church and
Cooperative Ministry. This kit was supplied by the Geneva Class of Grace Baptist Church. Donations of food and money for needy families for this holiday
IMMO are being taken by the Need Line ministry and the Murray-Calloway
Ministerial Association. Donations may be left at the Need Line Office at
Meth Fifth St., or mail to Luther May, treasurer, Ministerial Association,
eillosboro, Murray.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Seed container
4 Sharp
9 Vessel
12 Macaw
13 Runs easily
14 Vacation
spot
15 Buy back
17 Help
19 Bark cloth
21 And, Lat
22 Approach
25 The self
27 Turkish regiment
31 Hail'
32 Causing sudden fear
34 Right-hand
page
35 Munched
36 Nothing
37 Compliment
of a sort, for
short
38 Fundamental
41 Zodiac sign
42 Grave
43 Scottish cp
44 Mexican
money
45 Spanish
article
,47 Rockfish
49HeIict'
53 Irritate
57 Number
58 Castle
ditches
60 Lamprey
61 Asian ox
62 Brag
63 Pigeon pea

4 Athena
5 Able
6 Above
7 Beverage
choice
8 Actual being
9 Greek letter
10 Harvest
goddess
11 Make lace
16 Summer- Fr
18 Bog down
20 Turkish commander
22 Proofreader's mark
23 Convex
molding
24 New Eng
State
26 Decorations
28 Chinese mile
29 Poker stakes
30 Eskimo hut
32 Sault —
Marie
33 Sesame
2

1

Answer to Saturday's Puzzle

CCM ODU 0012
MUM UM UOU
CUM DUE MUM
UUUOUU OUMMUU
00 OUUM
UOUU MUUMUU
CCU OVICOU UOM
MUUMUU OMB
UUMU UO
MOO= CUM=
IMMO ULM ECM
OUCE COO COM
UUOU DOU UMOM
Gemstone.
39 Printer's
measure
40 Gob
41 Author John
— Carre
44 Stroke
46 Young sheep
48 Bird's home

35

3

5

4

8

7

49 Pigpen
50 — green
51 Writing fluid
52 Card game
54 Knight of TV
55 Meadow
56 Cloth measure
59 Cooled lava
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DOWN
1 Equality
2 Oslo coin
3 PO•
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WASHINGTON(AP)—
A Houst-Senato coofarasice cammitlas he'
dealt a blow to Preadult
Raimpa's defense buildup by reining ts ammo
prodactign d the MX
missile, the new aucloar
mopes Ramon nys is
"absolutdy essential."
The panel left 11.5
billion for MX research
and development in the
stopgap funding bill it approved Sunday den, but
said most of that money
can't be spent until both
houses of Congress approve a basing plan.
White House
spokesman Peter Roussel
said the decision to
eliminate MN million for
production of the first
five missiles "might complicate" Fteagan's decision on whether to the
sign or veto the bill after
approval by Congress.
Reagan wants to build
100 MX weapons, which
he renamed the
"Peacekeeper," and
deploy them in 100
"super-hardened" silos
in a "dense pack" formation near Cheyenne, Wyo.
The MX proposal includes a compromise that
permits construction of
substantial numbers of
the missiles for research
and development. Those
weapons could later be
used for deployment if
Congress approves a basing mode, said Sen. Ted
Stevens, R-Alaska.
The proposal approved
on a voice vote directs
Reagan to send Congress
a basing plan after next
March 1 and requires approval by both houses
within 45 days after that.
It bans flight testing,
which the Pentagon had
wanted to begin next
month.
The compromise "is
not what the administration wants, but it's as
good as they could have
gotten" in view of the 245176 House vote two weeks
ago against MX production, said Stevenif'helw
agreed Ur the proposal offered by Rep. Joseph Addabbo,D-N.Y.
Reagan called that vote
"a grave mistake" and
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KL1NT KELLY — MAYFIELD, KY -- 247-0673 or 1-800-592-3488

LAST MINUTE
CHRISTMAS SALE
ALL FINISHED PIECES
FOR SALE

API
USDALOUISVILLE, Ky
Estimated recipts cattle and calves1600 terminal and auctioe sales to 1045
a.m. Compared to Thursday's close
Slaughter steers and heifers Steady
or kind and quality on offer. Slaughter
cows 396.400 higher; slaughter bulls
2.03-3.00 higher. Slaughter calves and
vealers1110-3.00"Wet% Feeders steady.
Slaughter steers. choice 2-4. 795-1595
lbs 55.5044.50, choice 4, 955-1122 lbs.
54.1015.00. Mixed good and choice 1000135 lte. 53.75-54.70; standard 1-2, 11211696 lbs Including dairybreds 44105025
Slaughter heifers choice 3-4, 106-11111
lbs 56 50-54.70, choice 4, 710456 lbs.
5100-13.60. Good 1 11111-1075 lbs. 52.1110

Hog market

Federal-State Market News Service
5496
Slaughter cows commercial 3-5, December 20, 1912
311.0047.75; stility 1-3, 3400-3939 high Kenbicky Purchase Area Hog Market
dressing and high boning percent 40.15- Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
43.00. Cutter 1-1, 30.75-36.00; canner and Receipts; Act 005 Est MO Barrows & Gilts
25 lower Sows steady te mostly .564.5
cutter under MO lbs. 30.00-33.25
Slaughter bulls ; yield grade 1-2, 1050- higher
11 210-240 lb
US
66625-54.34
boning
carcass
75-79
1590 lbs Inchcating
66625-4.25
percent 46.03-52.25: 9001290 lbs In- US 2 100210 Its
Its
US 2 21050
96596-54.20
dicating 70-74 percent 4070-45 Th.
964 75-55 75
Slaughter calves and vealers choice US 2-3 256-270 lbs
190-310 lb. Vealers 65.00-70.00; good Saws
$41.10-43as
50.1045.40. Pew choice 315-410 lb. US 1412040 .... .
00-44.0
US 1-33604596.
Calves 44.00-49.50.
161.004536
Feeders-steers medium frame 1. US 1-3*NM lbe.
.
$06.54-4740
$6.40-54.50, 500-600 lbs. 5796- US 1-3 MUM
VASA
14144-60.0
57.75; 830-934 US 2-3 310511116M
,
lbs. 56.5
13.44;
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First year
for price
decrease
LOS ANGELES (AP)
— This is the first year
"in recent memory" that
the price of gasoline has
gone down, mostly
because f of lower consumption and an international olliglut, oil industry
analyst Dan Lundberg
says.
The publisher of the
Lundberg Letter said
Sunday that the average
price for all grades of gas
at self-service stations is
now at $1.22'2 a gallon,
about a dime less than in
January. Prices rose by
37 cents a gallon in 1979,
10 cods in 1980 and 6.5
cents in 1981.
"It's been a very erratic year," he said.
"Dealers nationally are
reacting to declining
sales by passing off most,
but not all, of their
wholesale price cuts."
NEHRU
In 1929, Pandit Nehru
organized the Independence of India
League.
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COMPUTE
TUNE-UP

Have S niertost Cal
759-4444 for an inspirational message te
brightos yaw day.
Children's tape 739444$.

4-64 Cyl. $33.00.

Parts and Law WM'

'oil amps Ant Lebo'
$5.00 Complete Witt
Cameo.

ECONOMY
TIRE &
SERVICE

AM/FM STEREO RADIO
CASSETTE-CORDER
AM/FM stereo radio cassette-corder
with two 4-inch full range speakers
Two built-in electret condenser microphones
Automatic end-of-tape shut-off
Soft eject mechanism

Chuck's Music Center
1411 W. Alain
753-3682
icil Id,

lei

Faye's
Monogramming
753-3604
CUSTOM
JEWELRY
made to yogi.
specifications.. We
repair chains, she
rings, set stones etc.

GOLD &
SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELRY

Santa Suit Rental. Mr
Tuxedo. Call 759-4073.
TRACTORS • FIELD EQUIPMENT• CUMNINES-

0

0

I

FOR RENT

Tuesday,December 21,10:00 AM
Rain or Shine and Every Third Tuesday
Location: 4 miles Northwest of Mayfield,KY.on Highway 121
Open Sale-EVERYONE WELCOME!
Bud Greenup will be here for December Sale
Already consigned for December Sale are several tractors, a few
combines and a lot full of field equipment. Severalcomplete dispersals selling with no reservation. Last months sale was very successful with a large percentage sold. There was an especially strong
demand for tobacco related equipment. Listed is only a small
amount of consigned equipment.
1066 International Tractor, Double Sharp 2030 John Deere, 1086 International Tractor, 1386Internation Tractor, 1085Massey Ferguson
Tractor, 544 International Tractor with front end blade, 530 Case
Tractor, AC CA Tractor with front end loader, 1100 Massey Ferguson
Tractor, New Holland automatic 8Ale waggon,8 row International
planter, Ripple, Saddle tank, Plows, 1976 Ford Ton with 8 ft. factory
built bed and 6 ft. tool box and goose neck hookup,Seed Formal' with
5 ft. Woodsmore belly mower and cultivator, 13 ft. gooseneck trailer,
8 foot front end blade, 8 row International Harvester drill, 16 foot
tandem axle trailer, Wagon Dump,23 foot low boy trailer, 16 foot lely
roterra,6 row Joh Deere corn drill, Ford canopy 13 foot chisel plow,
International Harvester 6 bottom plow, 24 hole John Deere wheat
drill, 6 foot Gill pulverizer, 74,2 horse power air compressor, Ford
front end loader, Massey Ferguson 6 row corn drill, John Deere 4 row
corn drill, 14 foot cultermulture, 14 foot rotary hole pipe layer, New 6
row Massey Fergusoncultivator,7 foot grader blade, 12 foot fertilizer
auger steam cleaner, M2 gleaner with 16 foot grain head and corn
head,510 Massey Ferguson conbine with 16 foot head.
We offer pick up and clean up service. Also loading and unloading.
TERMS: Cass or Cashier Check. Personal or Company Checks accepted ONLY with letter of credit from your bank. NO EXCEPTIONS.

MINI BIKE

For Sale. Runs on electricty. Runs 8 hours before
needs recharging. Runs 35
m.p.h. Good condition.-

Call 753-4092
MERRY CHRISTMAS ANYWAY,
5IR!"60D BLESS US
EVERY ONE!'SAP TINY
TIM,THE LAST OF ALL:.
AND JOY TO THE WORLD t

HORRIBLE
NIGHTMARE
LAST NIGHT

WHAT'S SO
HORRIBLE
ABOUT THAT?
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I'M SELLING THIS
PULLY TRAINED
ATTACK DOG

HE'LL ATTACK
ANY5ODY ON
COMMAND
olew

tOtOV

New 6 gun solid oak gun
cabinet, $235. S. at
Uncle Jeffs Sporting
Goods.

coming spring. For
front to back overhaul.
Call 436-2361. Try us for

"
''''..

10110
*
......."
+.0

uS

I COULDN'T
RESIST

ATTACK!

/4

9

Baldwin organ, pianos.
Player pianos. Practice
pianos, organs. Your
complete music store
next to Penney 's.
LOnardo Piano Cu.,
Paris, Tenn.
Practice piano, needs
little work. 753-5263 or
753-4723.

20. Sports ETipment
357 Colt Phyton, 6 in.
barrow, hosier, 4 boxes
of shells. 753-8153 after
5:30p.m.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
The Murray Community Development Agency, in accordance with the approved Community Development Plan,
is accepting proposals for the establishment of a minority-owned business to
locate on a parcel of land owned by the
Agency at 203 Maple Street. The land
will be leased to the business and
, become the property of the minorityowned business at the end of a threeyear period.
Proposals should be submitted to the
Murray Community Development Agency, City Hall, Murray, KY 42071. The
Agency will not accept proposals after
January 5, 1982. For more information,
call 759-1224.

I.

Gold iii Silver
Wholesale Jewelers
Inc.
Olympic Plaza

14 Kt. Gold Chains
Light to Heavy Weight
Herringbone, Serpentine, Box And
Rope Chains And Many More.

60% on

,

Custom. Jewelry Made To Your
Specificutions.
We Repair Jewelry, Sizing Rings,
Chain Repair, Setting Stones.

MI E. Stills k., Frsi & Lids
SESh,Si. & Dims hum, Iii.
& bry Stalls, Mort & Livia
bassos di by & With
bassise.

Under
the
Mistletoe...

TIMELESS

6. Help Wanted
Great income potential
All occupations. For
information call: (312)
711-9780 EXT.2551.
OFFSHORE OIL JOBS.
Make over 30,000 a
year, no experience
necessary. Details.
Stamp to: OFFSHORE,
Box 973, Murray, Ky.
42071.
OIL CO. OPENINGS.
Off shore rigs. No
experience necessary.
Start immediately. $35,
000 plus a year. For
information call 1-312920-9364, ext. 17748.
Someone to combine 50
or 60 acres of beans in
Stella community. 489
2697 or 436-5812 after
7p.m.

1-6 Sunday

Hours: 9-9 Daily

RACHEL

Stock
Reduction
Sale

. .. what a perfect
time to give her a
Keepsake diamqnd
engagement ring.
All Keepsake perfect diamonds are
permanently registered, with a
lifetime guarantee
for perfect clarity.
fine white color and
precise modern cut.
See our collection
soon!

400/0

Off Nee
.ruiEsalii!
orxi
Nationally Advertised Price

Furches Jewelry
753-2135

ovrt Square
Rings from *200 to *10.000

Trade-Mark Reg.

Murray

10. Business Opportunity
Earn extra money!
Home mailing program, start immediately. For details
send a self address
stamp envelope to BC,
P.O. Box 37, Frankfort,
Ky. 40602.

14. Want to Buy
Raw furs, raccoon, red
fox, gray fox, muskrat,
mink, coyote, opossum,
beaver. Owen McClellan, P.O. Box 63,
Pulaski, III. 62976,
Phone 618-342-6316.

15. Articles for Sale

r

kt...k4•

22. Musical

the best buys in
undercarriages

walrus/.
an. tea L Antra) loin,

CRUISE SHIP JOBS1

CHILD-PROOF
LID

V

YOU NEVER LISTEN
TO ME, BEETLE/ I
TELL YOU THINGS
OVER AND OVER!

Tb tally II hit E. Stalls Sr
saki lie le cams Ikea appraisal sift my* tat las
wig triads km messed at his
posts( Islay. Isc. 13, 1112.
Ws well especially Ws I owns sur huh Is to star al
Ihrray-Callaray
Cash Ilespitid why his trail
Na u aony lassies. hsr
itstts, bays, INS ad prayers
ors wiry mciloprociaid

Lost men's wallet,
brown with some white
paint smudges. 601 Pine
St. 753-6495.
Missing a black and
white 3 mo. old Border
Collie, lost North of
Murray. Call 753-3478.

IT HAD A

64

4 46,
lf`o

Now is tho season to
prispora that Ag &
Industrial Unit for the

5. Lost and Found

/2-20
A BRAND-NEW
COOKIE JAR

& heavy weight
*Herringbone
*C Chains
'Serpentine
*Box and rope chshu
60% off
GOLD & SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELERS
(Inside Vernon's
Western Store)
Olympic Plaza
Hrs. 9-9 Daily
1-6 %nay

31. Sports EquIpowat

RATS!

•

I DREAMT AUNT
FR ITZ I BOUGHT

NEW
ARRIVALS
14 Kt. Gold
Chains

CARD OF
THANKS

-&---I I-IAD A

Need. Holm Moved,
Basoniont Sr Faradsties With. Confect
Mac Gore.
GORE NOUSE
MOVING
901-247-S21S
Poryoar, Ts.

••••""aiii
IWNRO`k••••
•

onAUC-TIP1.-66
-•

st.PAI

HOUSE
MOVING

N.Fars folpmmt

, 3. Card of Thanks

egeShjelt
tIt • us .1,-.
,42k

GOOD MORNING, SIR
WOULD YOU LIKE TO BUY A
NICE CHRISTMAS WREATH?

(Inside Vernon
Western Store)
Olympic Plaza
Hrs. 9-9 Doily
1-6 Sunday

rem tumid's' Apt acrsss
fro MSIJ I perms sr coals. 1531640 sr 753-N50
after 5:110 PM.

V

Pot year coovesisoos,
Suitor Ins fon Solos Dept.
will Ito ft oar shoutrosso
boo 641 PM to 11.11, PM
so Moiliors, lossitys,
lborodoys sad Miro.
MOW OUSSMOINLI,
PONTIAC, CADILLAC
1444 W. 1141111
1535315

Still available
before Christmas.

SHIRLEY
FLORIST
500 N. 4th
753-3251

Merrily Rental
Sales
753-8201

Honey

MONOGRAMMING

r Christmas Arrangements, Poinsettias and assorts
plants•

FOR RENT
ROLLAWAY
BEDS

NOTICE

436-2458

FRESH XMAS
FLOWERS

Etat Main
7534500

Give 100% hire
For CltriStIUS

1, Johnny C. Smith, am
no longer responible for
debts other than my
own as of Dec 17,1982.
Need Cash? We buy and
sell Depression Glass &
Fiestaware. Bel Air
Decor Store.

Big Discounts on
himesishod tiros with
fel ivarranty. Wary
silos mid typos.

CFS-43

2. Notice

2. Notice

Pkitice

,

51444' 12-20

For Sale: New shipment of desks, chairs,
and file cabinets. Ross
& Sons Salvage. Martin,
N 3 8 2 3 7
Phone.901-587-2420

BLA9T,„ BLAST. YOU
Si4GULD HAVE(508)LET

16. Home Furnishings

THAT 5LAVE KILL ME,

Green Early American
soda,, three seater,
Akediterranean Kingslie bedroom (head
board, night stand,
dresser drawers).
Early American Maple
dinette suite with six
chairs with six chairs,
Formica top, Early
American step end
table, lamps (some
Early American, some
traditional), Early
American child's desk.
753-4012.

Regular Price $498.00
Holiday Price

$399"
Prices Good Until De

Overby H nda
New Location
110-Air Coster
• ••

liars Mos. tie.Set. 9-0:30
Fri. Nights 0111 p.m.
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r--4Free Inspection.
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1388 E. Wood, Paris,
Tenn. Eddie Williams,
Ph.753-8771,9 to 5.
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24. Miscellaneous

Calor burials".

namio....nimOMMOM

wets*MOO BTU's

12x60 Trailer, excellent
condition. See Brandon
Dill at Dill's Trailer Cf.
1070, excellent quality
and condition, 3 bedroom, 2 baths, 2 porches, central air unit,
underpinning and tie
downs go. Take over
payments with low equity. 489-2144.
Mobile... Home for sale
and Ilk. Or rent With
option to buy, 2 bedroom, .1 inch walls,
copper wiring, all electric, central heat, by
East School, full price
$9,750, owner financing,
small down payment.
753-5405. •

u.

rmi

is
z13
ELECTRIC
NEATER
8.10

Kelley's Termite

V.Mobile Home Sales

U1MGr$
A.SwokosOlkrii
wart to lfte Wives a Ills mows Ito. ewe
venally Sofficient and conallies. low massge.

weir EL 3; $844

•4.

CARS $100! TRUCKS
175! Available at local
gov't sales. Call
(refundable) 1-312-9315337, ext. 17746 for your
directory on how to
purchase. 24 hrs.
FIREWOOD. Seasoned
oak and hickory 18" and
22-. $29 a rick, Greenwood. $25 rick, delivered and stacked.
753-9600.
Firewood for sale. 7533619 or 492-8530
Hay for Sale. Square
Bales. Lesp. Orchard
Grass and :- Clover. $1.50
per bale. cap 753-9880.
Raw 'Fur Hite Fur &
Root Co. Paducah, Ky
443-6139.
SEASONED
FIREWOOD. Call John
Boyer, 753-0338
Wood for sale, $22 a
load, delivered 489-2377
ask for Mike or Ron
Phares.

Si ilessesierSsit

EMI

(5o)

• W.*, Ig•-•••• swacti
• Durable 41•44 care.
• On/ al/ mniviclor sw•Crl
• Goma ••••h misty
• Insiant ribbon •finmonft

pka.
• H•grinimpionavryi cord
• Corrrentem carrying handle
IS'rr"
• No** )O -,

dap*,6'

Murray Supply
32. Apts. For Rent

A two bedroom, newly
furnished. Call Shady
Oaks. 753-5209
In New Concord, all
electric, $75 per month
Call 436-2427 anytime
Nice two bedroom
trailer near Murray, no
pets' Call 489 2611.
Nice two bedroom
trailer near Murray, no
pets. Call 489 2611

Three room apt. with
bath over Ezell Beauty
School, garbage disposal, no pets, $135 per
mo. 306 North 4th St.
753-4723 or 753-5263.
Two bedroom apt. Call
753-9208 after 1p.m
Two bedroom duplex
apt. 411 N. 5th, Murray.
Call 492-8225.

32. Apts. For Rent

LAY AWAY NOW
FOR XMAS
10% off 8N Archery Eirsipoont until Dec.
15*

Sews - Arrows - Accessories - Bea
Pearson - York P.S.E. end °titers
Rifles • Shotgens Pistols - AARseenitkft - Fishing Sepplies - Block
Powder sepplies end Kits.
Free Gift Wreppig

21. Mobile Home Rentals

Miii
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
7534758

33. Rooms for Rent
United Ministry Center,
1611 Olive St. (1 block
behind Granny's Porch)
$295 Spring Semester.
Girls. Rooms available
in Dec. at end of this
semester. House has
kitchen, study room, TV
with cable, gas appliances and air conditioning. 753-3531 or
753-6783.

4.llousesfor Rtnt

SPORT

SPECIALISTS
808 Ckestnet
753-0703
Locally owned end managed
Owen Noteworthy
Jim Pierceall

43. Real Estate

KOPPERUD

Furnished 1 bedroom
All electric, 2 bedroom,
apt. in excellent re
sidential location. $150. completely remodeled
Call Bill Kopperud, home, attractive decor,
Onfurnished, $225 per
753-1222.
mo., deposit required.
One bedroom, near Call 753-9829 after Sp.m.
downtown Murray. 753Price just reduced
4 1 0 9 , 7 6 2 - 6 6 5 0 or Four bedroom, family
on this luxurious 4
room, formal dining
436-2844.
Home Rentals
rmn, heat pump, air, 2
bedroom home on
One bedroom, furfireplace, all carded acre
- adjoin12x65 ,Trailer for rent. nished, available Dec.
car
pefbd,
2
garage On 4
See Brandon Dill, at 22. Day, 753-8298 or
ing
Country
Club
acres, $300 per month,
Dill's Trailer Court.
night, 753-6194.
Golf Course. Quali$300 deposit. Call 474ty construction and
(3038
tastefully
Three bedroom house
near Ky. Lake, washer
decorated
and dryer included,
throughout. Many
deposit required. 753o utstanding
8964 after 5p.m.
features and attracThree bedroom, rent
tive owner financ$225 plus deposit. 7536129.
ing. Phone KOPPERUD REALTY
Two bedroom brick
home, full basement, 1
753-1222 for all the
block from Hospital and
details.
PO's.
Middle School $225
Available Jan, 15. Call
753-8900.
Two bedroom, couple
only, deposit and re- 44 Lots for Sale
ferences required. 753- 3 Acres for sale. Prime
1502 or 753-460.
commercial location
within the city limits of
30. Pets-Supplies
Murray on Highway 611
AKC Cocker Spaniel, North. $50,000 and owone black male puppy, ner financing Is available, KOPPERUD
two blonde males
priced reasonably. 492- REALTY,753-1222.
Need a lot to build on?
8861.
Christmas pups. 2 Small and large startblack, 6 wks. old ing at $2,300. Town,
poodles with papers rural and beautiful lake
male and female, $50 lots. Call Spann Realty
each. Also 1 toy white Assoc. 753-7724.
male with papers, $50 or
will trade for white 45. Farmsfor Sale
male with papers. 436- 61 Acre on Hwy, 299,
2145.
North of Kirksey, good
Heavy-duty trouble light features retractable cord
Labrador Retriever tobacco barn, will sell
that stores in steel reel case. With switch, grounded
puppies excellent all or part, $49,600.
metal guard and tool tap outlet
212
bloodlines. AKC. 753- 189-2425.
4106.
Cattle farm 109 acres,
Minature Dachshund 80 acres in pasture,
puppies, 8 weeks old, good woven wire fence,
had shots and wormed, plenty of water, includ$50 each. 753-1308 after ing 47 white face cows.
Will starting calving
4P•m•
middle of Feb. and
Registered Border Col
lie pups, wormed. $75. Angus Bull on Hwy. 290,
Call 1-901-885-3632 in 1 miles off 121 S. at
Union City, Tenn. after Cherry Corner Rd. $110,
000.753-362.5.
4p.m
HALFWAY TO
HEAVEN or maybe
43. Real Estate
even closer • row crop
ping, livestock or a
combination of both
tobacco barn,
milkhouse, farrowing
house, year round
spring fell creek runs
through the property
into a 30 acre water
shed lake Oh, yes,
ladies, there is a four
bedroom brick home
pampered by its
owners What more
could you ask on this 293
acre country estate?
Possible assumable
loan of $152,000 at 7. to•
th 12th at Syca
qualified buyer. Yes,
dial 753-1492 at Century
TELEPHONE 753-1651
4144
21 Loretta Jobs
AppalataseetTs se&
4444,0
Realtors.

ri-2-FLReel Uipli

MurroycHso?,St Auto

Fill Your Stocking
With Nostalgia
Antique Quilts

Furniture
Glassware
Primitives
Tools
Coke Items

Come Browse

44•44
.10.4464.
444.

Court Square
Antiques Si Gifts I
Coed Swore

753-7491

fit yetcswassieace.
Full ths• sal..
ussecletss uremia.
phases.
753-1241
ANN
:
1 7770
Ansa MO 75
tilivera man
/53-2517
gn solo
A-boort

Me worst is "sorry"
became* thio Maw is
exactly whet vow have
bees looking for
Features inchrde a light
bright kitchen that
overlooks • term fen
cod yard. earthy tones
C 30
and textures. tastefully 1977 Chevy. 4
decorated. 3 bedroom, pickup. oars Atso 1911
plus shiny with sliders C 10, 51,0100 See at 219
to enclosed patio As South 15th
sums loan and move 1971 Cutlass Supreme,
in .out first call 753 low mileage, extra
1492 for your CEN
clean 54.450 436443.
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs. 1971 Ford Fairmont. 2
Realtors showing.
door. now tires. Will sell
or trade for cheaper
car. Call 753-3307

We also ham

East Mein Street

30. Business Rentals

meal sell entering siervice Mt44
1976 Pontiac Grand
Prix New radial tires
and Mttery Local car.
white wilts vinyl toss
492-41425

ISM

46. Homesfor Sale
Cramped, need room?
There lots of room in
this 4 bedroom home
located in Kirksey area,
an older "Tame -With
modern decorating,
large dining room, den,
living room. Has large
closed In front porch,
best of all is priced only
$21,500. Morgan
Trevathan and Gun
Realtor, 753-4000 or
489-2266.
House and lot for sale,
40t
,
MI Wet diet•of-lowne
$9,000 or best offer. Call
753-7635.
The Price Is Wrong! It's
much too low - but that
makes it right for you.
The owner is being
transferred to another
state and is willing to
sacifice this 4-5 bedroom, 2.bath home for a
quick sale. Fabulous
sportsmen's family
room with crackling
fireplace or use the
"Vermont Castings"
stove for a cozy winter.
This is a price come
true of $42,300 in a
neighborhood with
homes on the market
priced in the $60's. This
one can't possible last.
Dial 753-1492 for CEN
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
Realtors.
Three bedroom, 11
/
2
bath rural home. Utility
room with washer and
dryer. Several outside
storage buildings on
over 3 acres. $32,000.
Call Spann Realty Assoc. 753-7724.
Two bedroom, 21
/
2
acres, 7 miles east of
Murray on 290, 46-2902.
Vacant and Ready for
you! 3 bedroom, 2 bath
home, electric heat, air
-conditioner, range,
dishwasher and drapes
included. Well landscaped lot, double
driveway, carport,
storage building, and
priced in the low $40's.
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222.
You will love this brick
home that has all the
charm you would ever
hope to find. Unique In
every detail. A 15x2.4 ft.
living room with hard
wood floors and back to
back fireplaces, one
with woodburning in
serf. It is decorated
with a professional
touch. Located near the
shopping center Priced
reduced to 444,000. Call
KOPPERUD REALTY
for more information
753-1222.

1969 Pontiac Catalina,
good running condition,
clean interior. $300. Call
47-499.
1172 Monts Carlo, ex
uniont condition, make
Honest"Sale
offer. 759-1172.
By owner, or rent, low 1973 Rivera Buick, 2 dr.
hardtop, 1 owner, extra
payment. 4 blocks to clean, all radial tire*
Court House, single radio, tape and cruise
family, $ bedroom, 2 1910 Buick LaSabra,
bath or duplex, 9 rooms. extra good, small en1 acre, 2 car gine. radial tires Call
436-2427 arrCirnt.
garage, fruit trees
Owner financing. 753- 1974 Mont. Carlo
4307 or 436-549
Loudau Call 759 17115

ALL PAPERING
Oac,11••••oN
0*.

753-3715
753-5212
er.•

11•,
••••.r••

GOLD at SILVER
JEWELERS
INSIDE VERNON

WESTERN STORE

41.1,9 SWAP SALE 4t440

lieles MOM Noprov•
ter hrioseeist,
owe. it rem beillishe *Mice'
hill tune fleartigh See
eine/NM*. rem•••1
ger Senati 1 Co Como
▪

atlittlefig. Nacre%

mystery

m•Seitel•
wart, teRaIrt. gInterel tiloyfiete. Sy
it cam
Maw atalsaasatis Cen • ps,7 all, Rat 113
MCI

CARPET CLEANING
Free Estimates
Satisfied references.
VRir• Steam amnions
(Upholstery C leonine)
Lee's Careet Cleaning
7$3 9137

MINISAMOS
AND 11111.1180
IA peon eepoolooso.
Olebed fliers eirs
opesidloo
11004All
ROOS CO
3344127

And Illusel
dim eel limireet
to ter d Memo. N
n•Pg PAWNSMa Slower

Trim triwinsins and
renweving 10•41001 arse
shrugs Free eMatri
153 5476
Will do plensibing, heel
owli. carpentry. pointing
and reefing Cell /13
n11

FREE ESTIMATES on
all eHic tr.c al plumbilva
Painting and woo pump
needS L ic en sad
Call
753(1891 or 7139673
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR IS years es
Carpentry
perience
concrete
plumbing
roofing folding
NO
JOB TO SMALL Free
estimates Days 04
7139. no ts 474 1374

1001
PtOitillaft
Noe/ a wend ofWoe/ 11•110-ep sr
leeel
references. CA ego
'wooed. 7394710 or

WELL
1111111‘
.b
We specials wawa
rest pioetic weft. hotel were bee ad
•
wits'IrSeTlE;
KULP*
IKUS IMILM5
9411.364.3416

Will haul white reck.
Sand, lime rip rap and
maeonary sane. cell,
Call Leyte* 110110n
753 44
Will therein hand saws.
circular saws. and

Min saws 7S3 4651

4111111111111111111111111P

Need work on your
trees? Topping. prun
ing, shaping, complete
removal and more Call
B OVER•S TREE
SERVICE for Pro
sessional tree care
753 0338

We will accept in trade
Copying
of
towards purchase price of new
•pholowoph,
merchandise old jewelry, •sprnally of
coins,(old gold or silver), gold • CARTER STUDIO
veil. •
e.5,
hams, antique watches,
depression glass, dishes, bottles, rifles, pistols, shotguns,
5 MM cameras or what have
ou.
Trades will be accepted on
tems in both stores.
Bring in what you don't
-toode it for what you do
eed.

DOUBLE D
CLEANING
SERVICE
We do any type
if doming.
474-8838
•

•

40

•

Tr

Vernon's Western Store
olv mpic Pluto
1-4our., 9 9 Daily 9 6 Sunday

49. MOCK%

S3. Services Offered

1972 Ford Grand Trino APPLIANCE SE R
Sport, loaded, bucket VICE. Kenmore.
seats, automatic in Westinghouse.
20 years
floor, real nice $550 Whirlpool
experience Parts and
474-2267.
service, Bobby Hopper
1975 Honda Civic, 5 Bob's Appliance Ser
5th St
speed, runs good Call vice 202 S
7 5 3 4 8 7 2. 7 5 3 - 1 1 1 6
753-0717.
(home.

50. Used Trucks
1974 Chevrolet pickup, 6
cylinder, straight shift,
$1,450 Call 753-0457
1974 Ford Van, 6 cYlin
der, straight shift,
custom paint, good
condition. 753-1124.

CHIN CHIN
CHIMNEY SWEEP
762-4792
435-4341

Desk Poo Sots
W• Pocket Poo Sets
C
p•
rl
r se,

=
IA Twin Lakes
4t•
te
r' Office Products Ig%
411414iggSig
Cases
•
'e Desk Sots

3141ã

753-0123

I%

1104

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad Fres The Paper
And Save For A Nen* Reference)

Taxi Cab Service
911
If it's with
electric, then
hove tin answer.
Call John Glover,
licensed with 2
yours experience.
Answering is
provided.

Moped, $125

S. Used Cars

ROMA
XTENION
PAINTING

Appliance service
Washer,dryers,
freezer
refrigerator,
electric neat, and
1171 Plymouth Velar..
microwave All brands
good condition 759 042.
serviced Call /Se 1322
1e7/ Pinto. 2.3 Welt I
cylinder, 1 wood. 55,000 Appliance repair work
all brands Specialize in
miles, real sharp
Tappen Call 753 5,341 or
51,550.474-2217
3S4 OM Earl Lovett
1900 Renoult Le Car
excellent condition. Christmas poddlip
good gas mileage. 4 2roOrnin9 17.•
weed, 53.250 Call 759
Concrete, block, brick.
445 or 759-4121
basements, bun
dations. drive ways,
1981 Citation, 2 dr., sidewalks, patios, and
automatic with power chimneys Free •s
and air and 10,000 miles. timetes. Call 753-5476
Call 753-7705.
1911 Spirit DL like new,
Sinks Cs
1980 Cutlass Supreme
real sharp 753-3861,
JEN= al *II slag.
753-4%2.
esstee trio vett.
For sale or trade. 1974
lehruces.
11110
Buick LaSebra, 2 dr.,
WILMA.
good work car, $600 or
best offer. 437-4192.

a Motorcycles
Batuvus
753-7582.

PAINT INC

SI leirkot011vo1

RANDY
TNOINTON
NIATING AND All
CONDITIONING INC.

a.•.-fliiI7 Dap A W•sk
Meese 753-5351 753-5352

!Wray
Police Dept.
753-1621
Emergeocies
911
Calloway
County
Sheriff
753-3151

Poison
Control

RN canter Maw ler salw
NW Ionics it 1111ww, md
Cellos', (agility 117
Charmeil

753-1181

753-7588

Aluminum
Service
Co.
Almiamoi end Ifirp4
Sao, Caste. trio
'perk. Effloresces.
Cal R Ed
753-0689

Police

911

Quality Service
Company
Hearing ond Au'
Conditioning
Soles. Soles and

Service
Modern
Sheer Metal & Service Departments

753-9290
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING
Free Estimates
Vino Stain or
Chrick
Dry Cleaning.
Upholstery Chew

753-5027

0
,
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OBITUARIES
Nolen Atkins Mrs. Towery Starks' rites
dies Sunday dies today
conducted

Henry Turner
dies today

'Devil worshipers'found murdered

TRION, Ga. (AP)
Authorities said they
Mrs.
Percie Towery,
Nolen Atkins, 76, Rt. 6,
Services tot- Raymond
Henry B. Turner, 77, were seeking two
died Sunday at 9.20 a.m. 75, Rt. 7, died today at F. Starks were Sunday at Fox
Meadows, died today suspects in the deaths of a
1:20
a.m. at Western Bap- 2 p.m. in the chapel of
at Jenny Stuart Hospital,
at 8:05 a.m. at the home pair of "devil wortist Hospital, Paducah.
Hopkinville.
Blalock -Coleman of a son, Gary Turner, shipers" whose
bulletThe deceased was a Funeral Home. Harold IrHe was a retired
Paducah. He was at the riddled bodies were found
farmer, an Army veteran member of Ledbetter van and Lake Riley of- home of
his son to have in a remote, castle-like
of World War II, and a Baptist Church. Born ficiated. John Wyatt special
treatments at home containing hex
March
20,
1907,
in
member of Elm Grove
directed singing with Paducah.
signs and human skulls.
Baptist Church and Calloway County, she singers from Hickory
He is survived by his
Murder warrants were
Chapter 50 of Disabled was the daughter of the Grove Church of Christ.
wife, Mrs. Iva Cole issued Saturday for Tony
late Franklin Pierce
American Veterans.
Active pallbearers Turner, Fox
Meadows; Wells West, 29, and KenBorn Jan. 21, 1906, in Holland and Sally Henry were Keith Starks, Ran- two
daughter
s, Mrs. neth Avery Lowrance,
Calloway County, he was Holland.
dall Starks, Anthony Bruce (Zora
Mae) alias Kenneth Avery
Survivors
are her hus- Lowery, Mark Starks,
the son of the late
Futrell, Rt. 5, and Mrs. Brock, 17, according to
Richard Clint Atkins and band, Lace Towery, Rt. Darren . Paschall and
7; five daughters, Mrs. Shane Paschall, all Robert (Shirley) Chattooga County
Kate Snow Atkins.
Lockhart, Hazel; two sheriff's investigator
Mr. Atkins is survived Harold (Barbara) Long, grandsons.
sons,
Edward Lee Tony Gilleland.
by his wife, Mrs. Lucille Rt. 2, Hickory, Mrs. RobHonorary pallbearers Turner, Rt. 3,
and Gary
The warrants charge
Outland Atkins, to whom bie (Helen) Prince, were J.B. Starks, Clinton Turner,
Paducah.
the
pair with murder in
he was married Sept. 13, Wingo, Mrs. Dean Burchett, Bernard
Also surviving are two the deaths of Charles L.
1925; one daughter, Mrs. (Janice) Perkins, Starks, Norman Bennett, stepsons,
C.L. Warren, Scudder, 56, and Joseph
J. Gaylord (Eva) Mayfield, Mrs. Jimmy Robert Young and James Union
City, Tenn., and Odom, 37. The bodies,
Lehman, Birmingham, (Doris) Foster, Mem- Lindsey.
Larry Dean Warren, Rt. each shot in the head
Mich.; one grand- phis, Tenn., and Mrs.
Burial was in Murray 4; six grandchild
ren; five several times with a .22James
H.
(Carolyn)
daughter, Mrs. James
Orr, Memorial Gardens.
step grandchildren; three caliber weapon, were
(Cynthia) Symington, Murray; two sons, Frank
Mr. Starks, 77, Rt. 1, great-grandchildren;
one found Thursday in their
and one great- Towery, Rt. 7, and Henry Almo, died Friday at step great-gran
dchild.
ransacked house.
granddaughter, Aimee H. Towery,Tampa,Fla.
12:40 p.m. at MurrayBlalock -Coleman
Evidence found in the
Also surviving are Calloway County
Symington, Bloomfield
Funeral Home will be in house linked the suspects
three sisters, Mrs. Lilly Hospital. His wife, Helen
Hills, Mich.
charge of arrangements.
to the murders, and
Also surviving are a Houston, Murray, Mrs. Oglesby Starks, died
sister-in-law, Mrs. Euple Olvie (Beulah) Towery, April 13, 1975, and one
Atkins, Murray; four Dexter, and Mrs. Ruby son, Charles Starks, died
brothers, Rufus (Daddy) Jones, Hardin; one Aug. 9, 1972.
Atkins, Princeton, Clin- brother, Paul Holland,
Survivors are two
PHILADELPHIA (AP) the law, it was done with
ton Atkins, Hardin, Tom- Murray; 16 grand- daughters, Mrs. 'Russell - A federal judge gave no intent to break the
my Atkins, Rt. 7, and Ver- children; three great- Lowery and Mrs. Pat two years' probation to a law," and sentenced him
grandchildren.
non Atkins, Mayfield.
Paschall, and three sans, man who stockpiled hand Friday to 200 hours of
The funeral will be Ray, Gene and Jerry grenades, machine guns community service work.
In charge of arrangements will be the Wednesday at 11 a.m. in Starks, all of Rt. 1, Almo; and silencers at home to
Max Churchill Funeral the chapel of Max Chur- one brother, Arthur protect his family in the
"I have grave, and I
Home where friends may chill Funeral Home. The Starks, Murray; 10 event of a war.
believe valid, concerns
call after 10 a.m. Tues- Rev. Bob Long, Rogue grandchildren; three
U.S. District Judge J. for the future of this counChitto, Miss., a grandson, great-grandchildren.
day.
William Ditter Jr. noted try," Bergquist said in a
will officiate.
that while real estate statement to the judge in
Burial will follow in Old
developer011iam Berg- pleading guilty to possesSalem Cemetery.
quist, 42,
committed sion of unregistered
Friends may call at the
a "technical violation of weapons.
Byron Burrill, 77, 1522 funeral home after noon
London Dr., died today at on Tuesday.
Roy F. Gladdish, 77,
8:20 a.m. at MurrayLincoln Park, Mich., died
Calloway County
Sunday at 2:45 p.m. at
Hospital.
Heritage Hospital,
BEL AIR, Md.(AP)- dismantled early Sunday.
DAYTON,Ohio(AP)- Taylor, Mich.
He was retired from the
State police say the proState police set up three
United States Postal Ser- There was some culinary
He is survived by his "sobriety checkpoints" gram is aimed at deterrvice. Born April 25, 1905, competition recently for wife, Mrs. Mildred Fair over the weekend in a ing, not arresting,
in Carmel, Maine, he was the French troops station- Gladdish; one daughter, crackdown on drunken drunken drivers. The
the son of the late Ara ed in Beirut, Lebanon, Mrs. Leta Ostler, driving and arrested two American Civil Liberties
Burrill and Edna who were reputedly being Livonia, Mich.; one son, motorist-s out of about Union has threatened to
fed catered food and wine Ronald L. Gladdish 1,500 checked, troopers sue the state, saying the
Stephens Burrill.
,
Survivors are his wife, while their American Michigan; one brother, say.
checkpoints violate
Mrs. Pamela Burrill, and counterparts were eating Cecil Gladdish.
Fourth Amendment
one daughter, Mrs. Diane C-rations.
The roadblocks were guarantees against
Also surviving are four
Emery Worldwide ship- grandchildren and
Burrill Kellie, all of 1522
four set up Friday at three unreasonable search.
London Dr.; one son, ped free of charge 4,000 great-grandchildren.
locations in Harford
Lawrence Burrill, Lans- precooked and frozen
The body will be County, and the driver of
ing, Mich.; four grand- hamburgers topped with transferred to the every approaching car
onions to the 1,200 U.S. Blalo'ck-Colem
children.
an was examined for
J.H. Churchill Funeral Marines in Beirut as part Funeral Home with ser- evidence of alcohol or
Home will be in charge of of the Mideast peace- vices to be announced drug abuse. The
keeping mission.
arrangements.
roadblocks were
later.

witnesses placed the two
men in the victims'15tOtell
Jeep, Gilleland said.
The Jeep turned up
Thursday in Tallulah,
La., about 19 miles from
where authorities found
the body of a man who
had been handcuffed and
shot three times in the
head with a .22-caliber
weapon,Gilleland said.
The body was in a
wooded area along Interstate 20 in Mississippi,
said Sheriff Gary McConnell.
Authorities in the two
states are conducting
ballistics tests on bullets
used in the three killings

to determine if they are
connected.
Investigators believe
the motive for the slayings of Scudder and
Odom was robbery,
Gilleland said.
"The gentlemen ...
were devil worshipers,"
McConnell said. "We are
a very small town, and
we had known about that.
That's just freedom of
religion."
He said investigators
found "at least two
human skulls, hex signs
and a large library
( which indicated) devil
worshiping, as well as
bizarre sexual equip-

ment" inthebouse.
He said the two WWI)
shot either late Sunday or
early Monday of last
week, but the bodies were
not found until Thursday
because of the remote
Location of their home,
which had 3-foot-thick
brick walls, but no electricity or running water.
Bluefin tuna are among
the largest and fastest of
fish, National Geographic
says. They continue to
grow throughout their
lifespan and an old-timer
of 30 years will weigh
about 1,500 pounds. And
they can swim as fast as
55 miles an hour.

mw.cia
Today's
lowestpriced
pickup!"

Sounds
like a
happy holiday',
In stores

Berguist gets probation

-ler-12 • 'ilia
0

Fitts Block & Ready

1983

East Main

753-3540

Mazda B20-00 Sunclnwner

$5288

4--

Byron Burrill
dies today

Roy Gladdish
dies Sunday

Olympic 41rPlaza r-

ionwhe ;tolitippe
753-3174

•• •.
.•• *.

Police start crackdown

Troops feted

Great Gifts!
•Blended Tobaccos
•Imported Cigars
•Welnet Accessories *Lighters
'Pipes
*Pipe Reeks
•Tokseco & Cigar
*Tobacco Poaches
Neniklers
Christmas Hoorn
Mon.-Set. 9-8

1 Inaludes dealer prer trettaht charges
Taxes hrerise ophons extra
rBased on rompartson of mil, stated
proces and product content See us
for cur deal

Carroll Mazda
$00 Otestnet
Murray
153• VISO

Coastto

Now you can have all of your short term funds fully
insured and earning a guaranteed money market rate with

TOY CLEARANCE
SALE

HOPKINSVILLE FEDERAL'S

TUESDAY

Super Money Market Account
(available Dee. 14, 1982)

Here are the advantages over money fund accounts
*Fully insured by the F.S.L.I.C.
*Earns a high guaranteed money market rate
*Unlimited deposits
*Unlimited withdrawals at our offices
*Up to 6 pre authorized or automatic transfers per
month, 3of which may be by check or draft
•No Maturity Date- no early withdrawal penalties

THURSDAY

•Account available to individuals, businesses, churches
•No management fees

,

Esuc
MEMOIR

0$2,500 minimum account balance
(Any day that your balance is below $2,500
you earn N.O.W. account rate for that day)

50 /0

OFF REG PRICE

FridoW*Wow Ilaw insanne• Cam

ilill

kiplowd le 1100,1110

CHRISTMAS

DECORATIONS INCLUDED

NO RETURNS• NO GIFT WRAPPING • NO LAYAWAY
NO CREDIT CARD SALES• NO WHEEL GOODS

Hopkinsville
Federal

SOME ELECTRONIC GAMES NOT INCLUDED
SELECTED GIFT WARE Y2 OFF

SAVINGS
AND
LOAN

MURRAY DOWNTOWN
BRANCH
7th and Main
753-7921

MURRAY SOUTH
BRANCH
715 So. 12th St.
753-1214

Hwy. 641 /4.
Central Shopping Center

753-2604

CLOSED
CHRISTMAS
DAY

t

Geed Tare Dec. 31, 1982
Standard features include:
•5-speed overdrive
• Steel-belted radials
•5/
1
2Jj-14 wheels
•Swing-out side vent
windows
•Tinted g/ass
• Breathable vinyl 3passenger bench seat
• In-box tie-down bars
• And much more!

LAST
MINUTE
GIFTS

)ED

EN

Mon.-Sat.
:00 Sun.

34% TO 40% OFF
SATINY SLEEPWEAR
MAKES HER CHRISTMAS
DREAMS COME TRUE.
SALE 7.99 TO 2t99
She'll be a beautiful dreamer this
Christmas, when you gift her with these
pretty sieepwear coordinates
Fashioned in satiny Antron III* nylon
Accented with embroidered trapunto
trim. Choose from soft shades.
Misses' sizes
Reg.
Sale
$22 13.99
A. Pajama
7.99
$13
B. Dress-length gown
$26 16.99
C. Dress-length robe
8-99
$15
1 D. Long-gown . . .
$34 21.99
E. Long robe . .

JCPenney
COLORED PRI

Cozy sweaters are treasured gifts this
• Ruffled blouses are just right for the
season Choose the silkicotton blend for
holidays. Polyester blend in two styles
misses, or the acrylic for juniors.
for misses, two styles for juniors
Reg
Sale
Reg. Sale
A. Juniors crewneck
$18 12.99
C., D. Misses' long sleeve $24 15.99
B. Misses' boatneck '
$30 14.99
E, F. Juniors'/
3
4 sleeve
. $16 8.99

AT 25% TO 50% OFF
THEY'RE TOPS ON HER LIST
SALE 8.99 TO 15.99

COLORED PRINT

Bundle up and save on a selection of
winter coats. Choose cozy quilts, crisp
poplins, rich corduroys and more. Al in
easy-care fabrics Junior/misses sizes.

A. Misses' stadium jacket
B. Juniors quilted coat
C. Misses' quilted coat
D. Juniors' stadium gicket

Reg.
$69
$79
$79
$66

Sole
33_99
54.99
54.99
44.99

BUNDLE UP WITH 30% TO
50% OFF OUTERWEAR.
SALE 33.99J0 54.99

'3 TO'4 OFF GIFTS WITH
A SATIN TOUCH
YOUR CHOICE,SALE 13.99.,

A. Reg.$17. Traditionally tailored Satin
Touch' dress shirt. Styled in easy-care
polyester/cotton. Edge-stitched medium
spread collar. Tone-on-tone solids or
handsome stripes. Men's sizes.
B. Reg.$18. Satin Touch II' dress shirt.
Looks great, even after 25 washings.

Choose from a terrific assortment of ties,
always a perfect gift, 7.50 to $10.

r-7-1

COLORED PR

ED PRINT

WRAP UP COZY
VELOURS AND
FASHION JEANS,
$5 TO $12 OFF.
Solo 14.99 to 1899. Sporty casuals for
him at holiday savings Choose warm
velours and fashion peans All in easy-care
fabrics like poly/cotton and cotton
Men's sizes
Reg
S.
A. Stnped velour
$30
17.99
B. Action Master* leans
$24
111.99
1719
$28
C. Velour putlover.
D. Ampsa fashion leans
$21
14.99

OUR BASIC'S GO
UNDER THE TREE
AT SAVINGS.
SALE 3 FOR $5

JCPenney

SAVE 20% TO 40% ON
GIFTABLE JACKETS.
SALE 32.99 TO 44.99

Find his favorite styles. Parkas, ski
jackets, designer-looks and more. In
easy- care fabrics like poly/cottort with a
polylill lining. Men's sizes.

A. Hidden-hood parka
B. Fashion jacket
C. Reversible jacket
D. Zip-off sleeve jacket
Not shown:
Poplin jacket

Reg.
$55
$35
$40
$65

Sale
32.99
27.99
31.99
44.99

$75 44.99

COLORED PRINT

'2 TO '5 OFF PAIR-UPS
KIDS WILL LOVE
SALE 3.99 TO 8.99

She II love the grown-up look of this lace
trimmed blouse Pair rt with Supercord
trousers for a pretty package Gift him with
a flannel shirt and Supercord' jeans All in
easy-care poly cotton Bog boys and
girls sizes

A. Girls blouse
B. Girls s Supercords•
C. Boys shirt
D. Boys Supercords •

Reg
11 00
14 00
5 99
11 00

Sale
6.99
8.99
3.99
6.99

7

GOOD NIGHT
SAVINGS FOR
EVERYONE.
SALE 6.3.9=a,Handsome striped poly/cotton
bedroom coordinates. Flat and fitted
sheets are the same price.
Reg.Sa
799 6.
Twin sheet
999 7.1
Full sheet
... 15.79
Queen sheet
Standard pillowcase pr. . 7.99 6.
Queen pillowcase pr. . . 8.99 7.
. . 40.00 321
Twin comforter
. . 50.00 40.1
Full comforter
Queen comforter . . . 60.00 48.1
20 00 18.1
Sham ea.

EVENT STARTS MONDAY,DECEMBER 20, 1982
MURRAY,KENTUCKY
Shop Monday thru Friday 10:00am to 9:00pm
Closed Saturday, December 25
Store Phone 759-1400
Catalog Phone 759-4080
SALE PRICES EFFECTIVE THROUGH FRIDAY, DECEMBER 24, 1982
Advertising Supplement to MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

COLORED PRINT

